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ÀBSTRACT

The purpose of this project is to assess the potential
effect of the 'rno net lossrr principle on Manitoba Hydrors
Conawapa hydroelectric project. ThÍs paper includes an
examination of the process by which the rrno net lossrl
principle witl likely be inplemented at the site of the
Conawapa project based on a review of past applications of the
policy.

The rrno net losstt principle was developed by the federal
Department of Fisheries and Oceans (DFO) as part of their 1986
Policy for the Management of Fish Habitat. The overall
objective of this policy is to achieve a rrnet gainrr of the
productive capacity of fish habitats in Canada. Application
of the policy to specific developments is based upon
maíntaining the productive capacity of fish habitat as well as
the needs of users groups.

While the rrno net lossrr policy has been applied across
Canada, it has not yet been applÍed to an inland hydroelectric
development. Achieving rrno net lossrr may be difficult in
regard to large projects such as a hydro dam, hotlever, a
review of past applications of the policy reveals a number of
concepts which have been employed by the DFO when applying the
rrno net lossrr principle. These concepts ltere applied to the
case of the conar^rapa project to make reconmendations to
achieve rrno net l-ossrt if the project is developed

At present there is insufficient information to índicate
exactly how the rrno net lossI principle wilI be implemented at
Conawapa. The achievement of rrno net losstr at the site of the
Conawapa project wil-I require ongoing research on the part of
Manitoba Hydro and the development of a compensation plan
which is flexible and can be altered depending on the success
of rnitigation measures and new research data.
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Cbapter I
INTRODI'CTIOlI

1.1 Backgrouað

Canadars fisheries face a wide variety of problems which

threaten to undernine the guality and availability of

productive fish habitat in both inland and coastal waters.

During the past two decades, the number of activities which

bear an impact on fisheries resources has greatly increased.

These activities include a wide variety of industrial sectors

such as forestry, mining and hydroelectric development. In

the wake of industrial development, Canadars fisheries

resources require greater considerat,ion as a valuable

component of industry, traditional livelihoods and recreation.

In 1986, the federal Department of Fisheries and Oceans

(DFO) released its Po1icv for the Management of Fish Habitat

(PMFH). DFo recognized the need to develop a more effective

process to administer the habitat provisions of the Fisheries

Act. The PMFH outlines a policy initiative which has the

overall objective of increasing the amount of productive fish

habitat ín Canada. This initiative has been referred to as

the trnet gainrr of habitat policy objective. The PMFH outlines

several strategies to obtain this goal. Increased protection

and compliance, integrated resources planning, habitat

enhancement and improvement are among these strategies (Canada

1986a).

As part of the DFo policy objective to achieve a ftnet



gainrr of físh habitat,, the Department has developed l¡hat it
has referred to as a no net loss guiding principle. The ao

net loss principle has borne a significant impact on

proponents of both najor and minor projects which affect
productive fish habitat. The PIÍFH requires that proponents

consíder the effects which their developments nay have on fish
habitat. The no net loss principle rras designed to ensure

that proposed projects which affect, fisheries resources take

place without resulting in an overall ¡et loss of productive

fish habitat. This aspect of the PMFH wiII alter the way in
v¡hich projects are created and operated.

While the no net loss policy has not been applied to an

inland hydroelectric development, it may, however, be applied

to the Conawapa hydroelectric generating station on the Lower

Nel-son River proposed by Manitoba Hydro. The Conawapa

Generating Station (c.S.) will be the sixth c.S. to be built
on the Ne1son River. It will be located at a site 27 kn

downstream of the Limestone G.S. The Conawapa G.S. will
consist of a concrete powerhouse and spillway with an

earthfill dam (Manitoba Hydro 1990). The location of the
proposed Conawapa c.S. is indicated in Figrure 1.1.

The objectives of the PMFH do not constitute new legal
requirements for project developers such as Manitoba Hydro.

The PMFH does, hov/ever, specify new project licensing
processes as weII as ner¡¡ responsibilities for proponents by

providing a franework for adninistering the habitat provisions
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of the Fisheríes Act; Sections 35 to 43. Section 35 prohibits

any work or undertaking v¡hich would result in a harnful

alteration, disruption, ot, destruction of fish habitat'

Section 36 provides coruprehensive powers to protect fish and

fish habitat from the discharge of deleterious substances'

Section 37 allocates the following polters to the federal

government.

The authority to modify, restrict or prohibit
any work or undertaking which is likely to result
in the harmful alteration, disruption or destruct-
ion of fish habitat, a term that is defined in
subsection 34 (1) of the Act.
(Fisheries Act, sec a7P))

The remaining habitat provisions pertain to related issues.

Sections 35, 36 and 37 of the Fisheries Act are included in

Appendix 1-.

The PMFH asserts that under the no net loss principle,

the DFo will try t,o balance unavoidable habitat losses with

habitat replacement on a project' by project' basis'

The no net loss principle will not necessarily apply to

all places where fish are found. It will apply to habítats

directly or indirectly supporting those fish stocks or

populations that sustain conmercial, recreational t oT Native

fishing activities for the benefit of Canadians. It also

applies to fish habitats which have denonstrated a potential

to sustain fishing activities or ecological support for

fisheries resources (Canada 1986a, p. 8).

The DFO, in consultation with the proponent, and other

involved agencies must decide what measures would be



acceptable to achieve ¡o net loss on a project specific basis.

These measures must be incorporated into project development

during its planning st,ages. The DFo may attenpt to avoid loss

of productive fish habítat either on a stock specific basis or

on the basis of habitat lost in a particular geographic area.

The DFO will use what it has termed as a rfHierarchy of

Preferencesrr to administer the PMFH. These preferences are

cited in the poticy staternent as follows:

1) The first preference of the DFo wiII be to maintain the

productive capacity of habitat by avoiding any loss or harmful

alteration at the site of the proposed project. This may be

achieved by nodifying the project design or choosing an

al-ternate site.

2l The second preference is compensation through the creation

of tlike for likef habitat, that is, replacing natural habitat

ât, ot, near the site. If this option is not, feasible, the

DFo may consider either uroving off site with the replacenent

habitat, ot, increasing the productivity levels of existing

habitat for the affected stock

3) In cases where it is not technically feasible to avoid

potential damage to habitats or to compensate for the habitat

itself, the DFO would consider proposals to compensate in the

form of artificial production to supplement the fishery

resource. This option would be considered acceptable if it is

in accordance with the objectives established in loca1

fisheries management plans if one is available. Genetic and



other biological factors must also be satisfied. The costs of

these procedures will be the responsibility of the proponent

(Canada 1986a, P.23-24) .

In theory, the Do net logg principte is based on the

productive capacity of a fishery. The DFO at'tempts to use the

level of productive capacity of habitat as its evaluation

criteria to apply the policy. Productive capacity does not

refer to the nunber of fish an the area. It is defined by the

ability of a given habitat to produce fish (Canada 1990). It

is the natural capacity of habitats to produce healthy fish

which are safe for human consumption, orr to support or

produce aquatic organisms which fish depend upon (Manitoba

1988) . This concept is illustrated in Fiqrures 1'2 and 1'3'

The problematic aspect of this nanagrenent principle is

the lack of effective methods to measure the productive

capacity of fish habitat, which would provide a means of

determining how a Do net loss or rrnet gainrr of fish habitat

can be achieved. In the case of a major hydroelectric

development such as the Conawapa project, the productive

capacity of the region where the project' will be constructed

is often unknown as is the extent to which the project will

affect the productive capacity of the region under

consideration.

This problen is communicated further since the PI'IFH

addresses a number of social and economic issues. The

6
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production and productive capacity.
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description of what type of fish habitat would be defined as

a rrnet lossrr in a social and economic sense remains an elusive

issue, however, the DFO has attempted to classify fish
habitats which are important in a social, economic, and

biological sense. The PMFH outlines four categories of fish
habitat uses; conmercial, recreational, Native fishing, and,

ecological support for other fisheries resources (Canada

1986a). Application of the PUFH is therefore based on two

criteria; 1. an evaluation of the productive capacity of the

habitat under consideration, and, 2. the needs of the current

and future users of the fishery. These issues are only

loosely defined in the policy document itself.
Application of the no net loss principle to a development

of the magnitude of the Conahrapa project may be difficult, due

to the complexity of the impacts which the project wilt bear

on the productive capacity of the lower Nelson River region.

While there are proposals under consideration at a number of

large hydroelectric projects across the country that may

provide guidance in the application of the Do ¡et loss

principle, most of these projects are still in the

developmental stages, or, in the rnidst of an environmental

assessment process, as is Conar.¡apa. Application of the no net

loss principle to these projects has posed sone difficulties
in the environmental assessment processes as many proponents

are unsure as to how to meet its requirements.

There is no douþt, however, that impact,s resultÍng fron



past hydroelectric developments indicate that the no net loss
principle should be applied in the conawapa case. For
example, hydroelectric developnents have created significant
impacts on severar major river systens in Manitoba; the
I.Iinnipeg River, the saskatchelran River, the Nerson River and

the churchill River. The key inpacts of dams on fish
populations are: loss of crucial habitat, increases of mercury
levers in fish flesh caused by ftooding, restricted fish
passage, and, increased fish nortality due to injuries frorn

turbines. The construction of a rarge generating station arso
changes the flow regime of rivers and streams which reads to
changes in v¡ater temperature. The transformat,ion of rivers to
reservoirs resurts in changes in species composition and

sometimes increases predation (Swanson 1991) .

The case of the L979 churchill River diversion is a good

example of the environmental impacts associat,ed with the
construction of a major hydroelectric development. This
project resurted in extensive frooding of southern rndian
Lake. rt led to the collapse of the lake whitefish fishery in
southern rndian Lake (Bodary et al. 1984). studies conducted

by the Department of Fisheries and oceans documented many of
the effects of the diversion with extensive data on mercury
levels in fish, mink and otter, water chemistry and primary
production. while the effects of a particular hyd.roelectric
development may be studied extensively, a considerable period
of time may þe reguired to evaruate the full irnpacts of a

10



major hydroelectric development.

A crucial aspect of the case of the Churchill River

diversion was its effect on local cornmunities which were

dependent on the fisheries resources of Southern Indian Lake.

Mercury levels increased in domestically harvested species

such as walIeye, lake whitefish, and northern pike (Krotz

1991). In the future, application of the no net loss guiding

principte may benefit domestic users as the Pl,fFH seeks to

avoid losses of fish habitat supporting Native conmunities

(Canada 1986a). This may be a difficult policy objective to

fulfil as there are sometimes few replacement options within

the immediate geographic area of the 'user communíties.

Accurate and comprehensive information on Native use of

natural resources is also often difficult to obtain (Lorna

McKerness, pers. comm. ) .

Two of the main fish species of concern to Manitoba

Hydro, in view of the proposed Conawapa project, are brook

trout and lake sturgeon. Brook trout and lake sturgeon are

classified as heritage species. They are highly prized due to

their cultural and historical significance as part of

Manitobars heritage on the Nelson River (Swanson 1990). The

lower Nelson River and its tribut,aries from Kettle Rapids to

Hudson Bay once provided habitat necessary for brook trout to

grow to trophy size (Swanson 1990). Both of these populations

were irnpacted by hydroelectric developments as early as 1960

with the construction of the Kelsey G.S. (Swanson 1991).



Adult brook trout remain within both the Limestone River,

the Nelson River and. their najor tributaries in the summer and

do not move significantly (Swanson et aI. 1990). fn the fall,

the brook trout undertake migrations to spawning sit,es in the

Limestone River, ot, tributaries to the Limestone and Nelson

Rivers and remain in these streams during the winter. A small

anadronous portion of the population migrate as far as the

Nelson River estuary at Hudson Bay (Swanson et, aI. 1990). The

proposed Conawapa G.S. may restrict these species from

migrating back to the spawning sites upstrean of the st,ation.

Changes in water flow patterns which will result from the

project may significantly alter habitat for brook trout, lake

sturgeon and other fish species (Swanson 1991).

The transformation from a fast flowing river environment

to a slower moving lake environment through the creation of a

reservoir to store water for the dan will constitute a major

alteration in fish habitat. Both the Fisheries Branch of the

Manitoba Department of Natural Resources and Manitoba Hydro

have been studying the irnpacts of hydroelectric development on

fish populations of the lower Nelson River. Despite

continuing research efforts devoted t,o these issues, there are

still a nurnber of guestions left unansutered with regards to
the effect of building another generating station on the

Nelson River (Swanson 1990).

Although the PMFH !¡as developed by the DFO, a federal

department, implementation of the policy in the inland

L2



provinces of Ontario, Manitoba, Saskatchehran and Alberta is
undertaken by provinciar fisheries authorities. The DFo has

ultinate responsibility for managing fisheries resources,

however, the role of the DFO in implementing the PMFH is
largely one of an advisory body to the provinces. The

Manitoba Department of Natural Resources endorses the PMFH and

its overall objective to obtain a rrnet gainrr in productive

capacÍty of fisheries resources (Manitoba 19Bg).

fn Manitoba, an environmental assessment of Manitoba

Hydrors Conawapa hydroelectric project on the lower Nelson

River is currently being undertaken. The t¡o net loss
principle may be applied to the Conahrapa project through the
joint federal/provincial environmental assessment process to
ensure that the impacts of the project on fisheries resources

on the lower Nelson River are mitigated.
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L.2 fEsue Statenent

The rrno net rossrt principre of the policv for the
Manacrement of Fish Habitat has not yet been applied to any

inrand hydroelectric development, of the magnitude of the
conawapa project. rt, nay be appried to this project due to
the identified importance of the policy and the potentiar
impacts to fish habit,at of the projecÈ. There are a number of
guestions surrounding the apprication of the ilno net, lossrl
principle which need to be addressed. Due to the lack of
previous applications of the ,no net rossrf principre, Manitoba

Hydro is uncertain of; 1. how it will be implemented and

administered., and, 2. how the reguirenents of the rno net
Iossrr principle can be met in the field.

Both of these issues wirl be exanined in this paper.
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1.3 objectives

The purpose of this research was

effect of the rfno net lossrr guiding

for the Manaoernent of Fish Habitat

project. Objectives to achieve this

to assess the potential

principle of the Po1icv

(Pl,fFH) on the Conawapa

included the following:

1)

2'

3)

4)

Describe the provisions of the Fisheries
Act, the Manitoba Environment Àct of
11988). and the EARP Guidelines Order
(1984) as they relate to the rrno net
Iossrr principle.

Provide a conceptual definition of the
term rrno net lossrr in relation to
fisheries.

Describe the process through which the
rrno net l-ossrf principJ-e may be applied to
the Conar',rapa pro j ect.

Cornpare the rf no net lossrr guiding
principle of the Department of Fisheries
and Oceans with the rrno net lossrr of
wetlands policy in the United States.

Review other relevant case applications
of the rrno net lossrr principle.

Review the potential inpacts of the
proposed Conawapa project on fisheries
resources in the lower Nel-son River
region.

Provide mitigation and compensation
reconmendations for the Conawapa project
to meet the requirements of the rrno net
lossrr principle.

s)

6)

7,
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L.4 Researcb Procedure

The methods used to achieve the stated research

objectives consisted prinarily of a review of relevant

legislation and reports, and, personal communications wittr

knowledgeable individuals from both the public and private

sector. The following section describes the infornation which

$ras collected and its sources. It also describes how the

information is assessed and presented such that it meets the

stated research objectives.

1. Review the Po1icy for the lfanaqement of Fish
Eabitat anð associateô regnrlatory docunents.

This review included. the DFO Policy for the Management of

Fish Habitat (PMFH), the Fisheries Act, the Manitoba

Envirorunent Act (1988), and, the EÀRP Guidelines Order (1984ì.

A review of these documents was supplemented by interviews

with officials at the Manitoba Department of the Environment,

the Department of Fisheries and Oceans, and the Fisheries

Branch of the Manitoba Department of Natural Resources

(Manitoba Fisheries Branch). These interviev¡s consisted of

scheduled structured interviews, non-schedul-ed structured

interviews, and non-scheduled non-structured interviews. The

purpose of these interviews tras to gather a combination of

both factual information with regard to the documents cited
above and personal opinions on how the provisions of these

documents are being adninistered.

Each of these documents is closely related to the

application of the rrno net lossrt principle to Conawapa. The
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section in which these documents are presented provides a

brief descriptÍon of the document, complemented by its
relationship to the rrno net lossrr principle and the Conawapa

project. The inpact of the EÀRP Guidelines Order (1984) on

the PMFH is discussed in greneral and in viel¡ of its

relationship to Conawapa.

The Fisheríes Act is presented in a similar manner.

Adninistration and enforcement of the habitat provisions of

the Fisheries Act prior to the development of the PMFH are

discussed. The effect of the PMFH on improving administration

of fisheries habitat regrulations is also examined.

The Mariitoba Environment Act (1988) is discussed in terms

of a comparison between how the proposed Conawapa project

would have been assessed under the provisions of the Act prior

to the Rafferty-Alameda and O1dman decisions, and, the way in

which the these cases have altered the environmental

assessment process for Conawapa.

2. Review docune¡ts anð publieations related to tbe
impleneutation of tbe rrno net lossrr prÍnciple to
the Conanapa project

The purpose of this review h¡as to provide information

with regard to the implementation process which may be used to

apply the rtno net lossrr principle to the Conawapa project.

This review describes the joint federal/provincial

environmental assessment review process which has been

developed to assess the Conawapa project,. The way in which

this process may serve to implement the rtno net lossrr guiding
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principle is discussed. A flow diagram of this process is
provided. This section describes how EARP is often used as a

vehicle to implement the rrno net lossrr guiding principle.

The administrative responsibitities of the Department of

Fisheries and Oceans, the Manitoba Fisheries Branch and

Manitoba Hydro in relation to post-assessment administration

and monitoring of the policy is discussed.

A description of the application of a rrno net lossrl

principle to a recent Hydro-Quebec development is presented to
provide infornation on approaches to the concept of rrno net

lossrr outside of the Province of Manitoba from the point of

view of initiatives taken by the proponent.

Governnent documents such as the Draft Guidelines for

Conawapa are reviewed ín this section. Personal

communications with proponents and government officials forned

part of the data base. Individuals were interviewed in the

manner as outlined in Section 1 of this chapter. Indíviduals

were contacted and asked guestions relating specifically to

the implementation of the rrno net lossrt principle fro¡n the

point of view of the agency with which they erere associat,ed,

and, the role their agency would have in implementing the

policy. fn the case of the review of the Hydro-Quebecrs

application of a rrno net lossrr principle, similar guestions

were asked to agencies involved in the environmental

assessment process in Quebec.
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3. Contact regional offices of the Departmeat of
Fisheries anô oceans and cousulting firms to
acgrire exanples of rrno ¡et lossr polícy
application
The Policv for the Manaqement of Fish Habitat, has been

administered across canada by the Department of Fisheries and

Oceans since its introduction in 1986. There are numerous

examples of application of the rrno net lossrr guiding
principle. For the purpose of gaining an increased

understanding as to how the |tno net lossrt objective is being

met in a variety of situations, a number of examples of policy
application were serected. These exampres lrere serected in
the following sray.

a) A search was conducted across Canada for examples of
application of the rrno net, Iosst' guiding principle. Officials
from the habitat manag'enent branches of the Department, of
Fisheries and Oceans in every region were contacted.

b) Each official was asked if their region was applying

the rrno net lossrr principle in their day to day activities.
If the policy was beíng applied, âs it was in alt regions,

information with regard to successful- exampres was requested.

rn some cases, information was received from consurtants who

had worked on projects to which the rrno net losst principle
was applied.

c) On the basis of infornation received from each DFO

office, a number of examples representing a variety of
situations were sel-ected. I{hen the search revealed that there
were a number of sítuations in which one particular
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application was repeatedr ât example of this application was

selected.

I{hile a number of ideas to achieve rrno net lossrr at major

hydrotechnical projects are currently being proposed, there

r¡ere no projects where the DFO rrno net lossrr principle had

been applied to a hydroelectric development of the nagnitude

of Conawapa. fn general, availability of information was a

major liniting factor in the selection process. Most examples

cited by DFo officials t¡ere not available in any written forn.

Follow-up information vJas seldom available. In one case

official-s at the same office held divergent opinions with

regard to the success of a particular project and were

reluctant to discuss projects which they viewed personally as

unsuccessful.

Once a group of exarnples of rrno net lossrr applications

had been selected, they stere divided into three general

categories of fish habitat for purposes of presentation.

These categories are coastal habitat, lake habitat, and river

habitat.

Each example is presented with a description of the

project, its evaluation process, and a description of the

nitigation or compensation option which was selected. This

presentation is followed by a discussion of whether or not the

project took place while incurring rrno net lossrt of fish

habitat according to the conceptual definition which is

developed in this report.
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These examples serve as a basis from which to derive a

set of concepts which have been enployed by the DFO when

applying the rrno net lossrt guidíng principle. These concepts

are used as a basis to indicate how rrno net lossrr may be

applied to Conawapa, and, to make reconnendations for

nitigation and compensation measures for the proposed project.

4. Review documentation relating to the rr¡o net I'ossrr
of wetlands poticy currently being developed in tbe
Uníted States

In the United States, the federal Department of the

Interior and the Fish and Witdlife Service is currently in the

process of developing a rrno net lossrr policy for wetlands

preservation. A conparison between the American wetlands

policy and the Canadian fisheries policy is presented to

provide insight into the relative strengths of the DFO rrno net

losstr policy. This comparison is made on the basis of the

background of the polícies, their intent and the

implementation process for each policy. The \.¡ay in which the

concept of rrno net lossrr has been treated in relation to the

wetlands policy is examined.

5. Review information regarðiDg fieberies resources
whicb will be impacted by tbe conawaPa Projest

This review utilizes research reports from both private

consulting firns and the Manitoba Fisheries Branch which

díscuss the biological irnpacts of previous hydroelectric

developments on the lower Nelson River and Nelson River

estuary. Reports pertaining to nigratory patterns of both

brook trout and lake sturgeon are revier¡ed. Most of the
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information reviewed in this section consists of fisheries
reports compiled as part of Manitoba Hydrors Conawapa

environmental inpact assessment program.
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1.5 organization

This report is comprised of nine chapters in total.

Fotlowing a brief introduction of the problem and a

description of research procedures, this report provides a

conceptual definition of the t,erm rrno net lossrr (Chapter 2) .

Chapter 3 describes the governrnent and regulatory documents

which provide legislative support to the rrno net lossrl

principle. Chapter 4 describes the process by which the rrno

net lossrr principle nay be applied to the Conawapa project.

Two chapters present examples of policy application; Chapter

5 discusses attempts being made in the United States to

develop a similar policy for wetlands, and, Chapter 6 reviews

application of the policy across Canada. Chapters 7 and I

review potential fish habitat alterations by Conawapa'and

provide mitigation and compensation reconmendations. The

final chapter presents a suÍtmary of the report concluding with

general colnments on the rrno net lossrr principle.
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Chapter 2

CONCEPÍUåIJ DEFINITION OF IINO ITET I¡O88II

One of the most crucial questions being posed in a

discussion on the applicat,ion of the rrno net lossrr guiding

principle is the developnent, of a workable conceptual

definitl.on of what const,itutes a rrnet lossrf of productive

capacity. The developnent of a conceptual definition of rrno

net lossrr is necessary prior to undertaking an evaluation of
examples of policy application.

2.1 DFo application of tbe rrno net lossrr principle

Prior to a discussion of the components of the rrno net

lossrr principle it is inportant first to address the

definition which has been provided by the DFO in the policy
document. The following definition of rrno net lossr has been

provided in the Polícy for the Manacrement of Fish Habitat

(PMFH) :

A working principle by which the Department strives
to balance unavoidable habit,at losses with habitat
replacement on a project-by-project basis so that
further reductions in Canadafs fisheries resources
due to habitat loss or damage may be prevented
(Canada 1986a, p. 28).

The term fisheries resources is defined as such in the pMFH:

Fish stocks or populations that sustain corrmercial,
recreational or native fishing activit,ies of
benefit to Canadians (Canada 1986a, p. 28).

The above stated definitions indicate that application of this
principle is therefore based upon two criteria which while

distinct, must be considered together. These criteria are; 1.
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an evaluation of the existing or potential productive capacity

of the habitat under consideration, and, 2. the needs of

current and future users of the fish resources. The way in

which these criteria are used by the DFo in applying the rrno

net loss[ principle is explained belor¡. The PIIFH itself is

provided in APPendix 2.

productive capacity is a measure of a habitatrs natural

capacity to produce fish and/or food organisns for fish' Tn

actual pract,ice, it is difficult to measure the productive

capacity of different fish habitats (canada 1990). Estiurating

productive capacity also reguires considerable time and money'

The DFO has stated the following with regard to measuring

productive capacity when applying the rrno net lossrr principle:

In the short term, the Practical
aPPlication of the rrno net lossrr
plincipfe and determination of DFors

=o"ã"='= in achieving rrno net lossrt will
often have to be based on surrogate or
Proxy data rather than actual
*"."ûr"ments of productive capacity
(Canada 1990, P. 13)'

$Ihi1e proxy data can be used to estimate productive

capacity, fishing activíties and the needs of users also

provide Some measure of whether or not there has been rno net

lossrr of productive caPacit'Y.

In view of consideration of current and future users of

fish resources, the DFO has stated the following with regard

to applicat.ion of the rrno net lossrr guiding principle' These

procedures will be restricted to habitat which;
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1. currently produces fish that are
harvested in a commercial, sport t or
subsistence fishetyì

2. although not directly supporting fish,
can be shor{tn (either by measurements or
in the professional opinion of DFo staff)
to proviae nutrients and/or food supply
or 1o contribute to water quality for
fish downstream or in an adjacent
habitat;

3. supports fish that do not currently
suéÈain a fishery but would contribute to
a nevt fishery which, in the opinion of
departmental staff, has a high
pr-ofaUif ity of becoming estabtished in
the fut'ure;

4. supports fish species that are nornally
sought in a courmercial, recreational , oE
Native fishery, but because of remoteness
does not support a fishery currently;
and,

5. currently does not support fish but which
has been identified by departmental staff
as a promising candidate for enhancernent
(Canada 1990, P. 4).

This illustrates an irnportant principte which is embedded

in the PMFH which is that vhen applying the rrno net lossrl

principle, priority wilI be given to habitats which

or have the potential to support fisheries. while it

ideal to apply the policy to all fish habitat, the

not possess sufficient resources to do so'

support,

would be

DFO does

2.2 Interpreting the DFo rrl¡o Det loEsrr priuciple

An interpretation of the DFO rrno net lossrr principle nust

begin with an analysis of the stated goals and objectives of

the policy. These policy statements provide a sound basis for
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understanding the intent and purpose of the poricy. The ptfFH

contains a I'policy objectiverr. The objective of the poricy is
to:

Increase the natural productive capacity of
habitat,s for the nationrs fisheries resources, to
benefit, both present and future Canadians (Canada
1986a, p. 10).

This policy objective is accompanied by the forrowing three
poJ-icy goals:

1. Maintain the product,ive capacity of fish
habitats support,ing Canadars fisheries
resources, such that fish suitable for
human consumption may be produced (Canada
1986a, p. 10).

2. Rehabilitate the productive capacity of
fish habitats in selected areas where
economic or social benefits can be
achieved through the fisheries resource
(Canada 1986a, p. L2.).

3. Improve and create fish habitat, in
selected areas where the production of
fisheries resources can be increased for
the social and economic benefit of
Canadians (Canada 1986a, p. 13).

The stated objective and goals of the pMFH are indicative of
the way in which the rrno net lossrr principle and the pMFH as

a whole will be applied.

Based on the above stated ínfornation, it may then be

concluded that while the DFo ilno net lossil principle is
derived from both a biological viewpoint and a socio-economic

vier.rpoint,, it cannot be interpreted as representing a purely

biological viewpoint which would inevitabty state or imply

that destructíon or alteration of fish habitat of any type

would constituÈe a trnet lossrr. This wourd necessitate
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application of the trno net lossrr principre to arr places where

fish are found. The PMFH states specificalry that this is not
its purpose. It reads as follows:

The policy applies to those habitats directly or
indirectly supporting those fish stocks or
populations that sustain comnercial, recreational
or Native Fishing activities of benefit to
Canadians. In addition, DFO recognizes it,s
responsibility to protect and increase fish st,ocks
and their habitats that have either a demonstrated
potential themselves t,o sustain fishing activities,
or a demonstrated ecoLogical support funct,ion for
fisheries resources. fn accordance with thisphilosophy, tbe policy yill not neceesarily be
applieð to all places vhere fish are founá in
Canada, bgt will be applied as reguired in support
of fisheries resource conservation (Canada rÞãea,
p. 8). (enphasis added)

A strict definition of rrno net losst of productive capacity
would be difficurt if not impossibre to inplement in every

situation. whire biorogÍcal varues are recognized, the DFo

definition of what constitutes a ross of productive fish
habitat is viewed generally fron a socio-economic perspective.

This concept is firnly inbedded in the PMFH.

The importance of socio-economic considerations in
applying the rrno net lossrr principte is illustrated by posing

the following questions: rwTrat exact,ly is the DFo referring
to when the ter¡n rrnet lossrr is enployed?r or, in other word.s,

what or who is suffering a rrnet ross, of fish habitat? The

assumption may be drarrn from posing these questions that
canadian fisheries resources are, in a sense suffering a rnet

l-ossrr of habitat.

This ans!¡er irnplies a biologicarly pure definition of
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a rrnet lossrr which would inply that all fish are included.

The PMFH clearly affirns that this is not its intent. If it
is not canadian fisheries resources which are suffering a tnet

loss[, then one may pose the question of rwho is incurring a

net lossr? The ans$rer would then be, that the existing or

future user groups are incurring a Itnet loss.rr Therefore, the

deciding factor in whether or not a particular population or

stock of fish will be conserved by stopping, modifying,

relocating, or replacing a developnent proposal, rests upon

whether or not any group of users have defined that reserve of
fish as a productive fishery by their fishing activities in
that region, ot, whether or not the resource under

consideration has the potential to support fishing activities.
The rrno net lossrr principle, therefore, may be characterized

as a user-defined policy.

There are a number of statements within the DFO polícy
whích support substantiate the above stated point of view. It
is first introduced in the opening paragraphs of the policy
where the DFO stat.es that the policy will contribute to the

managiement and human use of the biosphere so that it nay yield
the greatest sustainable benefit to mankind (Canada 1986a).

The DFo has made the folrowing statements with regard to the

socio-economic inportance of neeting the policy objectives:
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Direct benefits of the policy wiII be as outputs
from various fishing activitÍes: sometimes ãs a
source of foodi or as wholesome fish caught and
sold; or as income and pleasure from tÈe vast
amount of recreational fishing taking place in
Canada.

Government, private sector and citizen-initiated
projects to restore degraded habitats wilt generate
enplolment opportunities. Furthermore, DFO
recognizes the pot,ential inpact of fish habitat
decisions on regional developnent, industrial
development, other resource sectors, and pubtic
projects. The Department wilt considei the
interests of other resource users and witr strive
under this policy to take reasonable, tinely and
consíst,enÈ decisions to maintain and inprovã theproductive capacity of fish habitats (Canada 1986a,p. e).

The socio-economic importance of prot,ecting fish habitat is
explicitly recognized by the DFO.

Based on the above conclusion, a secondary assumption nay

be made which is that the measures taken by the DFo to attain
rrno net lossrr must take place in ways which witr fully benefit
the present and potentiar future users of the habitat. rt is
for this reason that geographic considerations are specified
in the PMFH. This is clearly stated as follows:

..the principle may be apptied on either a fishstock specific basis t ot on a geographic areabasis, ðepenðing on bos particular fisheries are
managed a¡d harvested. rn cases where a nixture of
stocks is fished, stock-specific application of theprinciple is important, for example, with most
anadromous salmon. fn circumstances, such as forresident freshwater species, the principle may be
applied on a broader, geographic area UaJis, rather
than on stock specific management. Local fisheries
management plans, where available, r+ilt gruide the
application of the principle in speciflc cases
(Canada 1986a, p. LZ). (enphasis added)

The inclusion of geographic considerations to ensure that
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the needs of current, user groups are satisfied l¡hen applying
the rrno net lossrr principle is an inporÈant concept in the
PMFH. rt implies that if productive fish habitat is deveroped

at such a distance from the originar habitat that it cannot be

accessed by the present users, this situation may be viewed as

a frnet lossrr of product,ive capacity in a geographic area t ot t
from a user perspective. rt nust be noted, however, that from

the viewpoint of future users, the creat,ion of a distant
fishery may not be considered a rfnet loss.rl

Given the importance which the policy praces on fish
harvesting it ís not surprising that the poticy includes a

discussion of the how it can accommodate the needs of Native
harvesters. The following statement fron the pMFH regarding
apprication of the rrno net lossrr principle in the case of
Native harvest,ing ill-ustrates this poínt. rt arso provides

additional indications of the importance which is placed on

geographic considerations to satisfy the needs of users. The

PMFH states the following in regard of Nat,ive communities:

If the affected fish stocks and habitats areadjacent to Native communities, it will beimportant that any habitat replacenent be
undertaken in the irnms¿1.¡" area to avoid any
negative effects on Native fishing rights (Canadã
1986a, p. J-2).

Not onry does the PMFH refer specificarry to the needs Natives
communities it also states that Native users nay benefit in a

number of ways as a result of the poricy. The pMFH states the
following:
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It is recognized that Native peoples could assume a
greater role in locaI fisheries nanagement and
environmental protection in the future. Through
this policy, Fisheries and oceans offers useful
approaches for effective habitat, conservation that
could be implemented within the context of both
Native claims and self-government (Canada 1986a, p.
e).

Às losses of fish habitat are defined here by the

existence of groups of users, it then follows logically that

these groups should play an important role in the developnent

of nitigation and/or compensation measures to implement the
rrno net lossrr guiding principle. The treatment of Native

issues within the context of policy application supports this

assumption. Further demonstration of this concept can be

iltustrated by the definition of compensation for loss which

is provided in the PMFH. Compensation for l-oss is defined as:

The reptacement of natural habitat, increase in the
productivity of existing habitat; or maintenance of
fish production by artificial means in
circumstances dictated by social a¡ð economic
conðitions, where nitigation technigues and other
measures are not adeguate to maintain habitats for
Canadars fisheries resources (Canada 1986a, p. 27).
(ernphasis added)

The irnportance of user groups is clearly deuronstrated in the

above definition.

This discussion of the importance of user groups in the

application of the rtno net lossrf principle is directly

relevant to the Conawapa project. A number of groups harvest

in the lower Nelson River region. In the case of the Conawapa

project, one of its most significant habitat alterations will

be the replacement of riverj.ne habitat with lake haþitat. The
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acceptability of this al-teration should be decided upon in
part by the willingness of rocar fishermen to accept this
change and in part by the maintenance of biodiversity.

Due to the demonstrated importance of users groups, when

apprying the rrno net rossrt principre, the forlowing issues
must be kept in nind; 1. resource users are an important
factor in deciding whether or not.the tno net rossfr principle
wilr be applied to a specific habitat, and, 2. the measures

used to appry the principle shourd arso be defined in
consultation with user groups.

The importance of users groups in the apprication of the
rrno net l-ossrf guiding principle brings rise to the question of
the deveropment of nitigation and/or compensation measures in
the case of competing user groups. This issue is not
addressed in the PMFH. tfitigation and/or compensation

measures developed at the site of the conawapa project may

take place to satisfy the needs of competing user groups. A

consensus will have to be reached between these groups. rn
the case where Native groups are invorved in allocating the
right to take f ish, Nat,ive food f ishing is to be given
priority over the interests of other user groups. The recent
supreme court ruring on the R v. sparrow case (j_990) 111 N.R.

p. 27o s.c.) wourd suggest this to be the case. Given this
ruling it appears as if Native groups may pÌay a leading rore
in implementing the rrno net rossr principle in regions where

donestic harvesting takes place.
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2.3 Expanôing the Ínterpretatio¡ of rno net 1oserr

An additionar factor which reguires considerable
evaluation in the development of nitigation and/or

compensation measures is the temporal dimension of habitat
developrnent. Tining of the creation of nitigation and/or

compensation measures is not specifically referred to in the
PMFH. The time period required by a specific compensation

project to reach the estimated productive capacity of the
habitat which was destroyed nay be indefÍnite. since there
may often be a tine period between the destruction of fish
habitat and the creation of new habitat, the ross of
productive capacity during this period of tine and the
reduction of available fisheries resources for user groups

during this period of time may arso be considered a ,net

loss.rr whether or not this loss of fishing activities is
viewed as a rrnet lossrr will depend on the period of time for
which fishing opportunities are decreased.

In view of applying the rno net lossrr principle, the
incorporation of a ternporal dimension for habitat replacement

rây, however, be difficult to define. For example, while
habitat repracement may be possibre through the construction
of marshes with specific physicar dimensions, it courd take a

number of years for the deveropment to become a productive

self-sustaining fishery.
rf at present product,ive fish habitat has been destroyed

and the ehosen replacement option requires several years
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before becoming a viable fishery, this inpries that although
habitat replacement neasures have been developed, â nnet lossrl

has occurred in the sense that there is a considerable gap in
the anount of ti¡ne between the ross of habitat and the
creation of nen habitat. There has been a rnet lossr of
productive capacity up until the point when the new habitat
has reached the productive capacity of the habitat which was

destroyed.

Given this argument,, it seems rogicar that an upward

linit shourd be praced on the amount of time allowed for a

given habitat compensaÈion scheme to reach an est,imated

productive capacity which is eguar to, ot, in excess of the
estimated productive capacity of that habitat which was

destroyed. At the very least, a minimum time ri¡nit shourd be

designated as a monitoring period to determine whether or not
the project is successful. The lever of uncertainty
surrounding habitat replacement measures has been a key issue
in defining whether or not a particurar development has taken
place with |tno net lossrr of productive capacity.

2.4 Pure biological def inition of rfno net lossrr

A purely biological definition of 'no net lossr r¡ould be

based upon the rerative importance of various fish species to
canadian fisherÍes resources as a whore. rt wourd appry t,o
all places where fish are found and place a strong emphasis on

compensating or nitigating for fish species which have been
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categorized as either rare t oy, endangered. Under a purely

biological def inition of rrno net, Iossrr, the maintenance of
biodiversity r¡ou1d automatically supersede user

considerations.

Questions concerning a biotogícal definition of what

constitutes a rrnet lossrr of productive f ish habitat are

relevant wíthin discussions of mega-projects such as the

Conawapa project and other major povrer dams since these

projects will create significant changes in avairable fish
habitat and species composition. The transformation of a

riverine environrnent to a lake environment has raised a number

of guestions as to whether or not these dranatic changes are

acceptable from a biological point of view. They may not be.

These habitat alterations, howeverr rnây be deemed accept,able

from the perspective of a resource harvester who feers that
the newly created habitat is equal to or preferabl-e to the one

which was destroyed, even if a rare or endangered species is
inpacted. This example illustraÈes the divergence between a

purely user-defined definition of rrno net lossrr and a purely

biologicar definition. The DFo attenpts to combine both of
these considerations in its application of the rrno net lossrl

principle.

2.5 lforking def inition of rrno net IoEEr¡

The above interpretation of DFo policy documentation has

led to the development of the following conceptual definition
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of rrno net lossrr for the purposes of this research report. A

situation in which the rrno net loss, principle has been

applied successfully may be defined as a situation in which:

1. there has been rrno net lossrr of
productive capacity;

2. the habitat nitigation or compensation
scheme took place such that the fishing
activities of the local users were not
negatively inpacted;

3. the fishing activities of users in
adjacent areas srere not negatively
impacted;

4. compensatory habit,at was developed within
a reasonable distance from the original
habitat and was accessible to the users
of the original habitat;

5. compensatory habitat was fulty developed
within a tirne period such that the
fishing activitiel in the region under
consideration were not negatively
impactedr. and,

6. if there were no present users, thepotential for future users to harvest the
region was not eliurinated.

2.6 Conclusion

The conceptual definition of rtno net rossr presented in
this chapter has been developed on the basis of riterature
reviews and discussions. rt is based upon the concept of
productive capacity with a stronger enphasis on the
consideration of user groups for fisheries resources.
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Cbapter 3

REVTE¡Í OF REIJATED GOVERNI{ENT DOCIII{ENTS

The rrno net lossrr principle of the Policv for the

Manaqement of Fish Habitat (PMFH) can be implenented in
Manitoba through a number of regulatory mechanisms such as the

Fisheries ÀcÈ, the EARP Guidelines Order (1984), and the

Manitoba Environment Àct 11988). In the case of the proposed

Conawapa project, the rrno net lossrr principle may be applied

through the joint federal/ província1 environmental assessment

(EA) process. This joint EA process cornbines both applícation

of the Manitoba Environnent Act 11988) and the EARP Guidelines

Order (1-984). Thís process wiII also include application of
the Fisheries Act. A more complete understanding of how the
rrno net lossrr principle may be implemented at the site of the

Conawapa projecL requires a review of these three document,s

which addresses their role in applying the rrno net lossrl

principle.

3.1 Fisheries Act

The most important legislative basis for the rrno net

lossrr principle is the Fisheries Àct. The PMFH was designed

to provide guidelines for adminstration of the habitat
provisions of the Fisheries Àct. Adroinistration of these

provisions can be problenatic due to the fact that the

Fisheries Act is prohibitive in nature as opposed to being

mandatory. That is, while an individual or developer is
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required not to destroy productive fish habitat, that

individual or developer is not directly required to

incorporate habitat protection initiatives into the

development proposal. the rrno net lossrr guiding principle

represents a preventative approach to habitat management

whereas previous administration of the Fisheries Àct was

largely punitive.

3.1.1 Contravention of the Fisheries Act

The rnajority of prosecutions under the Fisheries Àct are

related to fishing offences such as overfishing and

inappropriate equipment use (Pollard 1985). Àpproximately 50

prosecutions under the pollution control and habitat
protection provisions of the Fisheries Act are handled each

year by the províncial courts (Canada 1988). The penalties in
place for contravening the Fisheries Act include the use of

warnings, fines, closure of the operation which is creating

the offence t otr êtr order to perform remedial work on the

damaged area.

The rnajority of the charges which are brought upon

private sector corporations relate specifically to Section

36(3) of the Act which prohibits the release of substances

which are deleterious to fish into water bodies which are

defined as rfisheriesf according to the provisions of the Act.

Section 36 of the Fisheries Àct is administered by the federal

Department of the Environment.
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Some previous Section 36 offences include the purposeful

release of toxic substances on the part of the offender in an

attempt to avoid expenses associated t¡ith proper disposal. A

typical case of this took place in British Coh¡nbia involving

the Central Fraser Valley Regional District (Canada 1988).

The district was found guilty of discharging sev¡age into the

I{illband and Clayburn Creeks and fined $5 000.

other cases include accidents due to negligence on the

part of the offenders. A ty¡pical case of this occurred in the

Northwest Territories involving Canadian Marine DrÍIling Ltd

(Canada 1988). Waste oils were improperly stored on a barge

and began to leak into the harbour. A fine of $20 000 $¡as

levied. There are a range of fines for these offences which

coutd be as high as $100 000. Most of the cases cíted in

Volume 4 of Fisheries Poll-ution Reports (1988) did not require

fines which approached this figure. Recently, the DFO has

increased the maximum range for fines to range from $gOo 000

to $r 000 000 (Fisheries Act R.s.c. 1985, S.C., L99t, c.1).

There $¡ere a number of offences under Section 35(1) of

the Act. fn the case of Chet Construction Ltd. v. the Crown

before the British Colunbia Provincial Court in 1985, the

corporation was found guilty through the use of photographic

evidence which demonstrated that the corporation could have

taken more care in the work involved (Canada 1988). fn

addition to a fine of $1 500 the Crown also asked for a

Section 33(7) order which allows for the following:
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rrthe Court Day, in addition to any
punishment that it nay impose, order that
person to refrain from cornni¡¡i¡tn any
further such offense or to cease to carry
on any activities specified in the order
the carrying on of which in the opinion
of the Court will or is likely to result
in the conmitting of any further such
offence or take such action specified in
the order as in the opinion of the Court
will or is likety t,o prevent, the
commission of any further such offence. rl

(Canada 1988).

The Section 33(7) order required the company to perforn

remedial work in addition to paying a fine. The reguirement

vras deemed unfeasible as it would involve a large number of

parties such as the local forestry service who had not yet

submitted any complaints with regard to the developrnent.

The outcome of the case involving Chet Construction Ltd.

clearly illustrates some important issues related to habit,at

loss. I{hile the Chet Construction !¡as faced with a Crown

indictment and a fine, the overall result of the offence was

a reduction in the amount of spawning habitat for Coho and

Chum salmon, thus a rrnet lossrr of fish habitat occurred.

À sinilar example of lost habÍtat occurred in New

Brunswick when the defendant, Nelson Adams, r¡as found guifty

under Section 35 (1) of the Act when the excavation of a river
bank by his company resulted in heavy siltation which

permanently altered the natural cycle of trout urigration.

Ne1son Àdams was found guilty and v¡as required to stabilize

the excavated region and pay a fine of $100 (Canada 1988).

In both cases cited above, despite the enforcement of the
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Físheries Act, industriar development resurted in a rnet rossrl

of fish habitat. These occurrences will not be conpretery

elininated by the new poricy, however, their incidence wirr be

signif icantly reduced.

The use of a punitive approach to enforcing the Fisheries
Act remains an effective deterrent to destruction of fish
habitat, hovrever, protection of fish habitat is heavily
reliant upon fishery officers to report offences and good wirr
within the private sector to courply with the regutations. The

money which is corrected as a resurt of these fines does not

contribute directly to the development of nitigation measures

or fish habitat enhancement. This approach wilr, however,

remain particulary useful in the case of industrÍal accidents

such as the release of toxíc substances.

Application of the rrno net lossrt principle of the pMFH is
a more effective method of preserving productive fish habitat
because of its imprementat,ion process. once the locar DFo

office has been notified of a proposed deveroprnent, either
directly or through provinciar environmentar- authorities,
appropriate precautions can be taken to avoid the permanent

habitat arterat,ions which occurred in the two cases cited
above. In the case where permanent habitat alterations cannot

be avoided, habitat repracement options wilr be avairabre to
the proponent. rn some cases the project may not be allowed

to proceed (Canada 1986a).
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3 . 1.2 Adniaietration of the rrno net lossrr princi¡l1e and tbe
Fisberies Act

The responsibility for administering the Fisheries Àct

differs across the country. Under the Constitution Act
(r.982) | the federal government has authority for aII fisheries
in Canada (Canada 1986a). The federal government, through the

DFO, maintains direct nanagement control of fisheries
resources in the Atlantic provinces of Newfoundland, New

Brunswick, Nova Scotia, and Prince Edward fsland, and,

fisheries in the Yukon and the Northwest Territories. The

federal- government also maintains direct control for marine

and anadromous salmon fisheries in British col-unbia, and for
marine fisheries in Quebec. In euebec, responsibility to
manage all freshwater, anadromous and catadronous fish species

vras delegated to provincial administrative authorities. In
British Columbia, provincial authorities manage all freshwater

fisheries except for anadromous salmon (Canada 1986a).

Responsibility for the management of fisheries vras

deregated to provincial adninistrative authorities in the

inland provinces of Ontario, Manitoba, Saskatcher¡ran and

Alberta under the Resources Transfer Act of 1930 (Alberta Law

Foundation 1984). The provinces, in these cases, did not

acquire jurisdiction over the habitat provisions of the

Fisheries Act. The authority to authorize desÈruction of fish
habitat has remained with the federar government which means

that final say with regard to application of the rfno net

lossrr guiding principre rests with federar authorities except
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in the case of Quebec where federal authority over fisheries

resources is currently being disputed. Provincial officials

in all provinces have the authority to enforce all aspects of

the Fisheries Act.

The division of administrative authority brings to mind

the guestion of whether or not the rrno net lossrr principle is

being applied uniformly across the country. Although aIl of

the provinces have forrnally endorsed the policy there are some

significant differences in its application across the counÈry.

The rrno net lossrr principte has been applied extensively in

British Columbia to anadromous salmon stocks where the DFo is

directly responsible for adninistration of this resource. In

the province of Alberta, jurisdictional disputes over

fisheries managernent as well as other natural resources has

l-ed to formal rejection by provincial authorities of federal
jurisdiction over environmental matters.

Provincial fisheries authorities in Alberta are currently

applying a principle of rrno net loss of recreational fishing

opportunitiestt (Canada 1991a). Aside fron Albertafs formal

rejection of federal fisheries legislation, the Fisheries Act

itself was found to be in direct contradiction with ÀIbertats

Clean Water Àct. This act prohibits the deposit of water

contaminants which degrade or are J-ikely to degrade or alter

the chemical or biological guality of water (Albert Law

Foundation 1984). Toxic releases can take place if they are

approved by one or more government departnents. This act led
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to effluent releases which exceeded levels acceptable to the

DFO white at the same time being acceptable to the Alberta

Department of the Environment. fn most cases, standards set

by federal- Iegislation should prevail over provincial

legislation, however, in the field this is not always the

case.

complete unifornity in the application of the rrno net

Iossrr principle will be difficult if not impossible due to

differences in adninistrative arrangements across the country.

3 . 1. 3 l*tanitoba Eydro and the Fisheries Act

up to this point, administration of the Fisheries Àct has

been discussed with regard to private sector development. In

theory, application of the Act to the public sector should not

differ significantly, however, evidence suggests a certain

degree of exemption from fisheries regulations for crown

corporations. There are no cases of provincial crovJn

corporations being charged with fisheries offences. In

technical terms, all previous developrnents undertaken by

Manitoba Hydro may be considered as not being entirely

consistent the habitat protection objective of the Fisheries

Act.

Officials at the Manitoba Department of the Environment

feel that once it has issued a licence for the construction of

a project such as a hydroelectric dam, the project may proceed

and is legal from their point of view (Dan McNaughton, pers.
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co¡¡m). Atthough there were no fornal reguirements for DFO

approval and authorization, this does not necessarily mean

that fish habitat considerations were not factored into the

project (Dan McNaughton, pers. corun.).

It is unlikely that Manitoba Hydro will be able to

proceed with projects in the same manner as it has in the

past. The outcome of the Rafferty-Alameda/Oldnan court cases

have significantly increased the DFOts obtigations to enforce

fisheries regulations under the EÀRP Guidelines Order (1984).

These court cases are discussed below.

3.2 Environmental Assessment aDô Review Proceas (EARP)

euiôelines Orðer 1984

The EARP Guidelines Order 11984) has borne a significant

irnpact on the application of the rrno net lossrr principle. The

outcomes of recent court decisions have defined the

responsibilities of the federal goverrutent under the EARP

Guidelines order lfg-84l such that a large number of projects

are nov¡ subject to review under the federal EARP. fn these

cases, the DFO becomes involved with the environmental

assessment process and the rrno net lossrt principle is used as

part of its project evaluation process.

ry of events leading to the current

EÀRP Guidelines Order (L984) which

In L984, when the EÀRP Guidelines Order (L984) was

released. These Guidelines were intended to be self-screening

There is a brief hist'o

state of application of the

requires explanation.
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procedures for federal agencies and were designed to apply to

any proposal which ¡ret the following conditions:

(a) that is to be undertaken directly by a
federal initiating dePartment;

(b) that may have an environmental effect on an
area of federal resPonsibilitY;

(c) for which the Government of Canada makes a
financial cornmitnent; or

(d) that is located on lands, including the
offshore, that are administered by the government
of Canada (SoR/84-467) .

These Guidelines were written to set out the requirements of

the EARp and the responsibilities of the participants therein.

The Guidelines v¡ere created to ensure that the environmental

irnplications of federal government actions could be taken into

consideration as early in the project planning as possible

(Canada 1986b).

several years after its release, the applicat,ion of the

EARP Guidelines Order (1984) became the subject of several

court battles which included the Rafferty-ÀIameda Dam case and

the O1ùnan River Dam case. These cases raised many guestions

among proponents, government officials, Iawyers and

environmental groups as to the scope of environ¡nental-

protection Provided bY the EÀRP.

until 1988, the federal government applied the EÄRP

cuidelines order lLg€41- as discretionary and non-enforceable

powers. The EARP htas used as an internal environmental

assessment process, however, a decision of the Federal Court

of Appeal involving the Rafferty-Alameda held that the EARP
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Guidelines order (1984.l is a legatly enforceable law of
general application (Canadian T{ildlife Federation fnc. et aI

v. Canada (Minister of the Environment) and the Saskatchewan

Water Cornoration (1989), 99 N.R. 72 (F.C.A.).

The Rafferty-Alameda case centred on whether or not the

provisions of the federal environmental review process had

been applied correctly by the federat Minister of the

Environment when the building licence for the project, was

issued. The building licence lras issued under the

International River Improvements Act and Regulations. The

applicant felt that the EÀRP Guidelines Order 11984) had not

been properly applied. The respondent Ministerrs posítion was

essentially that he was not reguired to comply with the EARp

Guidelines Order (1-984) when issuing a licence under the

International River fmprovements Àct and Regrulations. The

respondent pointed out that since the Rafferty-Alameda project
was a provincial initiative funded by the Province of

SaskatchevJan, located on provincial land, and, had been

subjected to a formal review and Board of Inquiry by the

Saskatcher{tan Department of Environment, and Public Safety, that
to undertake a federal environmental assessment would be

unwarranted duplication of assessment process (Canadian

Wild1ife Federation fnc. et aI v. Canada lMinister of the

Environment) and the Saskatchewan $Iater Corporation.

Provincial cro!ùn corporations such as the Saskatchewan I{ater

Corporation were not obligated to cornply with the BARP
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Guidelines Order f1984) .

The court ruled that the project must be subjected to the

FÌARP Guidelines Order f1984) as the project wiII have an

environmental effect on

responsibility.

fish, an area of federal

The Rafferty-Alameda project bears a number of

similarities to the Conawapa project. It is important to note

that prior to the Rafferty-Alameda court ruling the Conawapa

project proposal would have not have been oblígated to undergo

a full federal eivironnental impact assessment under the

provisions of the EARP Guidelínes order (1984). The Conawapa

project should have been subject to the EARP because the

project will affect fish, âr area of federal responsibility.

Applícation of the EARP would have been discretionary rather

than mandatory. DFors increased responsibilities under EARP

were not implernented until the Rafferty-Alameda decision.

Shortly following the Rafferty-Alameda case, a second

hearing was initiated by the Friends of the oldman River

Society. The applicant stated that the federal Department of

Transport and the Department of Fisheries and Oceans failed to

cornply with the EÃRP Guidelines Order (1984) ( (Friends of

oldrnan River Society v. Minister of Transport et al. (1990)

F.c.A. A-395-89). This case created an awkward situation as

two federal departments ltere being charged for failing to

apply federal legislation. The most recent outcome of this

case s¡as a conclusion by the Supreme Court that Ottawa has the
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constitutional power to order environmental studies of any

project that impinges on any aspect of federal jurisdiction

(York Lg92). The obligation of provincial environmental

authorities to undergo a federal EARP !¡here applicable t¡as

reaffirmed.

3.2.1 EjARP anð the rrno Det lossil Pri¡ciple
The outcomes of the court cases cited above have borne a

number of important impacts on the application of the rrno net

lossrr principle. Prinarily, the number of projects which !¡i11

be subject to the EÀRP Guidelines order (1984) has been

greatly increased. Every project which may have some degree

of impact on fisheries resources must be reviewed by the DFO.

Mitigation and/or compensation measures are outlined in an

EARp screening document which is produced for each developrnent

proposal. The EARP has, in fact, strengthened the rrno net

lossrr guiding principle by placing an added responsibility on

developers to protect fisheries resources thus increasing the

ability of the DFO to achieve habitat protection. The EARP

brings the Fisheries Act into the review process, and, al]ows

for incorporation of preventative approaches to environmental

protection such as the rrno net lossrr principle, into the

review process (Thornas owen, pers. cornm.).

As every project which may have an impact on fisheries

resources is now reviewed by the DFO, the Department has been

required to process hundreds of applications for project
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approval. These projects are handled for the most part by

provincial authorities, with the exception of provinces with

coastal fisheries hrhere administration of the habitat

provisions of the Fisheries Act has not been delegated to

provincial authorities, ie: British Colunbia.

The recent increase in application of the EARP may be

viewed positively by conservationists, hot{ever, the large

number of projects which now require review has greatly

increased the workload at the DFO and provincial environmental

assessment agencies. This has Ied to delays in processing

applications and frustration among developers who could not

proceed without DFo aPProval.

The increased importance of the DFO in environmental

assessment may seem to have placed fisheries resources on a

higher l-evel of importance relative to other natural

resources. A project may reguire an environmental review for

which fisheries impacts are only a ninor consideration

relative to the scope of the project. In such a case, when

the DFO has initiated an EÀRP' all other areas of federal

responsibility are also addressed. The EÄRP reguires that the

DFO, as initiating department is required to obtain protection

for other resources.

The recent court interpretation of the EARP Guidelines

Order (1984) has altered the focus of environmental iurpact

assessment in Manitoba. This is particularly evident in the

environmental- approva1 for a
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hydroelectric project such as Conawapa. Had Conawapa been

subject to an assessment under the provisions of the Manitoba

Environnent Act (1988), approval for the project would have

been issued from the Manitoba Departnent of the Environment

(DOE). The provincial Fisheries Branch of the Department of
Natural Resources (Manitoba Fisheries Branch) wourd have been

a key player in the process. The role of the DFO, would have

been advisory (Dennis I{indsor, pers. cornm.). AII provincial
departments were reguired to be consulted under the provincial
licensíng system. Under the EARP Guidelines Order (1984), the

DFo is now more specificalty involved with the environmental

inpact assessment of the Conasrapa project (Thomas Owen, pers.

comm. ) .

OveraII, the EARP Guidelines Order (19841 has had a

strong adninistrative inpact, on the application of the rtno net

lossrr principle by increasing the number of projects whích

would require DFO approval. The role of DFO in the EÄRp has

created an additional mechanism to apply the trno net lossrl

guiding principle.

3.3 lrlanitoba Environme¡t Àct (1988)

A third regulatory document which will play a role in
implementing the rrno net lossrr guiding principle is the

Manitoba Environment Act (1988). The Àct $¡as developed to
replace the Manitoba crean Environment Àct. rt was designed

to broaden the scope of environmental protection and fornalize
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the environmental regulatory process. The mandate of the Act

is to ensure that a1l prospective developnents, both private

and public are planned by taking into consideration the

interests of alt parties ltho may become either directly or

indirectly affected. The Act attempts to achieve this goal by

requiring that anyone who plans a project that could have a

negative impact on the environment register the project with

the Manitoba Department of the Environment (DOE) and conduct

an environmental assessment of the project before it can be

allowed to proceed (Manitoba 1987). The Act was also intended

to legislate the public consultation process and strengthen

enforcement of existing regulations (Egan et al. L987).

The Manitoba Environment Act (1988) was designed to

provide an environmental licence for an approved project which

has undergone a process of interdepartmental screening,

environmental assessment and pubtic review (Manitoba 1987).

The project proponent can only receive an environmental

Iicence upon approval of the project from either the Director

in the case of a C]ass 1 or Class 2 development, ot t the

Minister of the Environment in the case of a Class 3

development. The Minister wil-l make this decision based upon

the recornmendations of the C1ean Environment Commission (CEC)

which is authorized under the provisions of the Manitoba

Environment Act (1988) to conduct investigations into the

environmental irnpacts of the project proposal and conduct

public hearings (Manitoba 1987).
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The Manitoba Legislature has recently approved BiII 24 to

establish a joint environmental assessment process between the

federal and provincial levels of government. This process is

being developed to avoid duplication of environmental-

assessment processes at both levels of government. The

conawapa project is currently being assessed under a joint

process as discussed in the introduction to this chapter.

3.3.1 Application of tbe l,tanitoba Environment ãct (1988)
to Conawapa prior to 1989

The conaerapa project wilt be the first najor

hydroelectric development to faII under the provisions of the

Act. Prior to the Rafferty-Alameda/Oldman court decisions,

the Conavrapa project would have been assessed only according

to the provisions of the Manitoba Environment Àct f1988).

According to the Act,, Manitoba Hydro is required to submit' a

proposal to the DOE. Conawapa would be classified as a Class

3 development. The project would be subject to an

interdepartrnental review within the government. A I I

departments with an interest in the assessment of the proposal

would be represented on a Technical Advisory Conmittee (TAC).

A TAc is established to issue guidelines to the proponent to

prepare the Environmental Impact Statement (EIS), and, to

review the cornpleted EIS. The TAC would include a

representative fron the Manitoba Fisheries Branch and the DFO.

Both of these departments wiII solicit fish habitat concerns,

thus applying the Itno net losstr principle.
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For Class 3 developments, public hearings conduct,ed by

the CEC nay take place at the discretion of the Dtinister. The

findings of the CEC would be reported to the Minister of the

Environment to make reconmendations for licensing (Manitoba

L987). In the case of the Conawapa project, a TAC hras

established to study the potential effects of the Conawapa

project on the lower Nelson River.

A Fisheries Mitigation Sub-Conmittee of the Conawapa TAC

(or lower Nelson River TAC) was formed to evaluate various

approaches to nitigating potential físheries impacts while

using the rtno net lossrr principle as a guideline for

evaluating proposals. This five member cormittee included one

member from the regional DFO, two members from the Manitoba

Fisheries Branch, one member from the DOE, and, one member

from ltfanitoba Hydro (FMSC 1989).

Under provincial assessment procedures, the DFO had

formal membershíp on the TAC. The rrno net lossrr principle

woul-d have been engaged as a gruideline to rnitigat,ion

procedures. There were no formal reguirements for DFO

approval of nitigation and/or compensation measures. Manitoba

Hydro was, however, required to meet DFO regulations upon

construction of the project.

3.3.2 Present application of tbe Dtanitoba Environment Aet
(1988) to conatrapa

The Conawapa project will undergo an environmental impact

assessment under a joint federal/provincial process which will
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combíne the provisions of the Manitoba Environnent Act (1988ì

with the requirements of the EARP Guidelines Order (1984ì.

The application of the Manitoba Environnent, Act 11988) r¡ill
not differ considerably from the assessment process that would

have taken place prior to the Rafferty-Alameda/Oldnan

decisions, except for the joint initiat,ive and the added

responsibilities of the DFO and other federal agencies under

the EÀRP Guidel-ines Order f1984)

3.4 Conclusion

There are three legislative mechanisms in place to

incorporate the rrno net lossrr principle into provincial and

federal environmenÈa} protection measures in Manitoba.

Adrninistration of the Fisheries Àct can be used as a vehicle

to apply the [no net losstt principle as inability to meet its
requirenents is likety to equat,e a fisheríes regulation

contravention. Enforcement of a Fisheries Act regulation may

not necessarily mean that restoration of the damaged resource

will take place. Application of the rrno net lossrr guiding

principle will mean that preservation and restoration of

fisheries resources wíII take p1ace.

The EARP Guidelines Order (1984) provides a legislative
basis to the rrno net fossrr principle because it has increased

the number of projects to be examined by the DFO and has

provided an obligation on the part of proponents from both the

public and private sector to nitigate or compensate for any
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negative impacts which a project may have on fisheries

resources.

Manitoba Environment Àct, 11988ì plays a role in

applying the rrno net lossrr principle through its use of a

Technical Àdvisory Cornmittee. The joint assessment process

which reguires a federal approval provides another supporting

mechanism to the rrno net lossrr principle.

The following chapter wiII examine the process by l¡hich

the rrno net lossr! principle night be applied to the Conawapa

project, and, its day to day adninistration following

implementation.
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Cbapter ,l

rl{Pr,El'lENrATroN or rEE rrNo IIET rJoggrr pRrNcrpr,E
Tm'OUGE IEE iIOfNT FEDERÀIJ/PROVINCIAIT EIwfRONI|ENTÀIJ

AgSESgIttEttT PROCESS

The rrno net rossr principle may be appried to the
conawapa project through the joint federal/provincial
environmentat assessment (EA) process. This process combines

the provisions of the Manitoba Environment Act (1988) with the
requirements of the EARp Guidetines order (1984). Àn

examination of this process wíll discuss the agencies which
may pray a role in implementing the rrno net loss, guiding
principle at conawapa. A brief description of the apprication
of a rrno net losst principre to a recent Hydro-euebec

development is also provided.

4.1 Environ¡nentar llssessment process for conawapa

The conawapa project wirl be reviewed in two stages.
stage 1 will include a review of the proposed conawapa

Generating station (G.s.) including the cofferdam, spillway,
powerhouse and dikes. For the purposes of this discussion,
only stage 1 of the EA process will be included as it is the
stage of the project where the .no net rossr principre will
most likely be appried. À flow diagram illustrating the joint
EA process is provided in Figure 4.1.

The joint EA process began r¡ith a subnittar of the entire
project proposal to the Manitoba Department of the Environment

(DoE) by Manítoba Hydro. upon receipt of the project
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proposal, the DOE notified the public through advertisements.

A copy of the proposal was fited with the public registries,
the fnterdepartmental Planning Board (IPB), and the Federal

Environmental Assessnent Review Office (FEARO). Interest
groups such as the Manitoba Eco-Network, the Manit,oba

Environmental Council and the Manitoba Keewatinow Okimakinak

also received copies of the proposal (Manitoba 1991).

The DOE classified the project according to its
magnitude. The Conawapa project was designated as a C1ass 3

development. Very large scale projects are designated as

Cl-ass 3. These projects are subject to an interdepartmental

review within the government. This review includes both

federal and provincial departments. Reviewing departments

will forward their advice t,o the Director of the Environment

concerning the leve] of detail which will be reguired for the

proposal (Manitoba 1987).

A reviev¡ of the Conawapa proposal by the Department of
Fisheries and Oceans revealed that the project would have

significant impacts on fisheries resources in the region, thus

the proposal would have inplications for the habitat
provisions of the Fisheries Act including Section 35. As the

project was deemed to have inpacts on fisheries resources, an

area of federal responsibility, the Conawapa project hras

subject to the EÃRP Guidelines Order (1984).

Àfter the screening process, the DFO assumed the role of
Itinitiating departmentrr. An ttinitiating departmentrt is
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defined ín the EARP Guiderines order 11984ì as any department,

that is, on beharf of the Governnent of canada, the decision-
making authority for a proposal.

The DFo then submitted a letter to the federal Minister
of the Environment requesting that EARP be invoked and

reconmending the appointment of an EARP panel. under the
joint EA process, a review panel lras jointly appointed by

officiars from both the federal and provinciar revels of
government.

once this Panel stas established, communication between

the proponent and the DFo lras ¡rinimized to avoid any

perception that the two agencies are collaborating in any way.

Prior to the estabrishment of the panel, the proponent may

communicate freely with government departments.

Arr departments with an interest in the proposal are

represented on a Technicar Advisory committee (TÀc) (Manitoba

1987). The TAc is appointed by the DoE as a technical
resource to the Panel during the EA process. As a joint
federar/ provincial EÀ process was estabrished in the case of
the cona\rrapa project, the TAC carries me¡nbers from both revers
of government.

At the same tirne as the conawapa proposal was being made

pubtic, the TÀc developed Draft Guiderines for the preparation
of the Environmental rmpact, statement (Ers). These Draft
Guiderines defined how the Ers wourd be prepared and what

issues would be included in it. The Draft Guidelines were
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released on June 11, 1991.

section 5 of the Draft Guidelines, entitred,rmpact
Mit,igationtr stat,ed the following with regrard to the rno net
lossrr guidinq principle. The proponent is reguired to provide

the following:
rinfornation on how inpacts identified in the
Environmental Impact, section of the EIS will be
nitigated. These may include the selection of an
alternative neans of electrical supply, changes indesign or operation of facilities, routiág of
corridors or transmission lines, siting ofstations, water control proposals, fish- and
terrestrial animal_ habitat, development to achieve
the objectives of the ilno net lossil policy of theFederal Fisheries Act or compensatioñ where
mitigation measures are not teaii¡Ie. (Manitoba
1991, p. L2).

Other references were made to the rrno net lossil principle in
relation to the bio-physicar environment in which the project
will take place. The Draft Guiderines stated that Manitoba

Hydro must provide information in reration to the folrowing:
aguatic resources, streams, rivers 1akes, floodplains, the Nelson River estuary and their waterguality classífication, research sites, fish
habitat that sustains or supports (or has thepotential to support) commercial, Native and
recreational activities including fishing and
information on the existing fishãries inciuding
mammals (Manitoba 1991, p. 9).

Since the release of these Draft Guidel_ines.

has stated

produce its
accept the

that it woul-d ignore these gruidelines

own set of guidelines. The panel'nay

Draft Guidelines which hrere developed by the TÀC

(Thonas owen, pers. conm.). Despite this procedurar chang.e,

in all likelihood, the final guidelines wirr arso reguire the
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proponent to provide information as to how the reguirenents of

the trno net lossrr principle will be met.

In L987, a Fisheries Mitigation Sub-Committee of the

Conawapa TAC (referred to in the final report as the Lower

Nelson River TAC) was forned to evaluate various approaches to
nitigating the irnpacts of the proposed Conawapa project on

fisheries resources in the lower Nelson River, in an attempt

to meet the reguirement,s of the rrno net lossrr principle. The

committee was eomposed of representatives fron the DOE, the

Manitoba Fisheries Branch, the DFO, and, Manitoba Hydro. The

conclusions drawn in this report are expected to be reviewed

by the Panel as part of the environmental assessment process.

Once the PaneLrs Draft Guidelines have been developed

they will be made available for public connent. Comments can

be submitted to the Panel in writing or at public meetings.

Àt this stage members of the public are provided with the

opportunity to provide input into the scoping of the EIS. It
is at this point in the EÀ process where members of the public

from Native Groups such as the Fox Lake Band, and, sport

fishing groups such as the Manitoba Fly Fishermensl

Association, Fish Futures, and, the Gillan Brook Trout

Association, may wish to make reguests that specific
information be included in the EIS with regard to the trno net

lossrr guiding principle. These groups have no formal

decision-making authority with regard to how the environnental

impacts of the project will be nitigated and/or conpensated
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for aside from the stages of the joint EA process which have

been desigrnated for public cornrnent. These groups nay wish to
apply for intervenor funding if they feel it is necessary.

l¡anitoba Hydro has been meeting with the Fox Lake Band

and sport fishing groups to discuss concerns related to the

potential impacts of Conawapa on the lower Nelson River

(Dennis I{indsor, pers. comm.).

Wtren the final guidelines have been developed, they will
be presented to Manitoba Hydro to be followed in the

preparation of the EIS. In the meantine, Manitoba Hydro has

been in the process of collecting data for the Conawapa EfS

while keeping the DFO rrno net lossrr policy objective in mind.

The final guidelines which are issued will delineate

infor¡nation requirements and how the infornation which has

been accumulated by the Corporation will be assessed and

presented.

When the EIS has been prepared by Manitoba Hydro, it will
be submitted to the Panel and the TAC. The EIS will also be

filed in the public registries. Copíes witl be sent to
interested parties such as the Manitoba Eco-Network, the

Manitoba Environmental Council, and, the Manitoba Keewatinow

Okinakinak. This will aIlow for public cornment on the

document.

The TAC will review the EIS and submit a report to the

Panel. À copy of this report will also be made available for
public review, The public may submit written comments and
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objections on this report.
After reviewing the EIS, the TAC report, and, any public

comments received, the Panel may issue a deficiency statement

with instructions that the proponent collect additional data

and conduct further assessment work (Manitoba 1991). The

perceived effectiveness of the nitigation measures provided to
achieve rrno net lossrr will also be evaluated by the Panel at

this stage of the assessment process.

When the Panel determines that the EfS is acceptable,

public hearings will be held. Following these hearings, the

Panel will prepare a written report with conclusions and

reconmendatíons which will be subnitted to the Manitoba and

federal Ministers of the Envíronment. Each of these agencies

will submit a separate decision on the project. These

decisions may or may not be the same. The project will
require both federal and provincial approval. Both the

provincial licence and federal rrapprovalrr may contain

conditions for project developnent which pertain directly to
the |tno net lossrr principle.

The federal Minister of the Environment will make a

decision on the project based on the provisions of the EARp

Guídelines Order (1984). This reconmendation wilt be passed

on to other federal departrnents for comments. Às an

initiating department, the Minister of Fisheries and oceans

will be responsible for preparing the rrfederaltr response to
the Panel report. The decision will be based upon aII issues
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concerning the project. The Minister of Fisheries and Oceans

may use the acceptabifity of the mitigation and/or

compensation measures developed in the EIS as one of the

guidelines to recornmend an approval or disapproval for the

project. These federal agencies will make a final decision on

the acceptability of the proposal based on the issues and

infornation which were developed during the joint EA process.

An environmental licence nay be awarded to Manitoba Hydro by

the Manitoba Minister of the Environment in accordance with
the Manitoba Environrnent Act (1988). This decision is
appealable by Manitoba Hydro and any other interested party.

4.1.1 Post-Assessnent admiuistration
trno net losstt principle

nonitoring of the

Inplementation of the rrno net lossrr principle may be

viewed as a two part, process which begins with the development

of appropriate nitigation measures during the EA process

combined with an effective adrninistration and nonitoring
program.

While the Conawapa project is still in the assessment

phase of its developrnent, some predictions can be made as to
how nitigation and/or cotnpensation measures will be

administered and monitored if an environmental licence and

approval are avrarded. It must be noted that these predictions

are based on information gathered directly from government

documents, çJovernment officials, Manitoba Hydro, and, from the

examination of past applications of the rtno net lossrl

and
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principle which wiII be presented in Chapter 6 of this report.

The environmental licence which may be awarded for the

Conawapa project may include specifications to the proponent

as to how the reguirements of the rrno net lossrr principle will

be met. The environmental licence is tikely to outline the

objectives of the nitigation programs designed to achieve rrno

net lossrr. Further details on the nítigation and/or

compensation plan may be contained in a separate document such

aS a compensation agreement. An example of a compensation

agreement for a minor project is presented in Appendix 3.

The mitigation plan may be developed jointly by the

Manitoba Fisheries Branch, the Department of Fisheries and

Oceans (DFO), the Manitoba Department of the Environment (DOE)

and Manitoba Hydro based on evidence presented during the EIA

process. Other agencies and interest groups may be involved.

Post-Assessment Responsibilities of lrfa¡itoba Eydro

According to the PoIicv for the Manaqernent of Fish

Habitat (PMFH), Manitoba Hydro rnust assume financial

responsibility for administration and monitoring to ensure

that the chosen rnitigation and/or compensation measures meet

policy objectives (Canada 1986a). The EARP Guidelines Order

(1984) sets out proponent, requirements with regard to post-

assessment adrninistration and monitoring in Section 34 (f) .
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34. It is the responsibility of the proponent in a
public review to;

(f ) ensure that appropri.ate post-
assessment nonitoring, surveillance and
reporting, as reguired by the initiating
deþartnent, are carried out (SoR/84-467r'

The post-assessment responsibíIities of Manitoba Hydro

are to carry out these duties according to the specifications

of the DFO as initiating department.

Post-Assessment Responsibilities of the DFo

The legal authority for adninistration of the nitigation

plan will falI under the jurisdiction of the DFO as final

authorízation to al-ter fish habitat by the construction of the

Cona$¡apa project will be issued by this department. According

to the Section L4 of the EARP Guidelines Order (1984), âs

initiating department, the DFO will have the following

responsibilitY:
I'lhere, in any case, the initiating
departurent determines that nitigation or
compensation measures could prevent any
of Lne potentially adverse environmental
effects of a proposal from becoming
significant, the initiating department
shall ensure that such measures are
imPlemented (SoR/ 84-467 ) .

The DFO wiII also be responsible for advocating the

protection of the specific interests for which it is

responsible as a federal department. This reguirement is set

out in Section 19(b) of the EARP.

The role of the DFO in post-assessment and administration

of the rrno net lossrr principle at the site of the Conawapa
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project will be that of an auditor to ensure that the goars of
the principle are achieved. The DFo will arso be responsible

for ensuring that the conditions for federal- approval are met,.

Post-Assesgnent Responsibilities of tbe tlanitoba Figberies
Brancb

It is likely that, once the nit,igation plan for Conanapa

is instigated, the Manitoba Fisheries Branch rvilr take a read

role in the day to day adrninistration of the nitigation pran.

The Manitoba Fisheríes Branch has fornatry endorsed the pMFH

(Manitoba 1988). The Manitoba Fisheries Branch was

responsible for investigating the impacts of hydroerectric
development on the rower Nerson River prior to the decision to
allocate responsibirity for these studies to Manit,oba Hydro.

Any problems encountered in the fierd with regard to the

mitigation plan witl be reported to the Manitoba Fisheries
Branch. In the case of past applications of the rrno net, lossrl

principle, such as the Namew Lake Mine example cited in
chapter 6 of this report, the Manitoba Fisheries Branch is
playing a lead role in nanaging the fishery (Manitoba 1989).

The Natural Resources Officer (NRO) appointed by the

Department of Natural Resources (DNR) who is posted in the

Nelson River region, will arso play an active role in ensuring

that the nitigation plan is implemented.

Post-Approval PuÞIic Participation

The enlistment of post,-approval public participation the
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development and inplementation of a compensation plan to meet

the rrno net lossrr objective at Conawapa will greatly improve

application of the policy. Although only partial attempts

have been made to inplenent ongoing public participation in
resource developnent in Canada, post-approval public
participation can be an iurportant part of impact assessment

and management (Bush 1990).

4.2 Applicatior¡ rrno net loss" by Eydro-Quebec

In the Province of Quebec, the DFO has responsibility for
marine fisheries. Quebec provincial authorities manage all
freshwater fisheries, and, all anadromous and cat,adromous fish
species (Canada 1986a). This administrative agreement has

created a situation in which Hydro-Quebec reports their
activities relating to fisheries management to the provincial

Minister of Hunting, Fishing and Recreation. Therefore, the
rrno net lossrr principle of the PMFH is being applied to marine

fisheries in the province, however, it is not currently being

applied to Hydro-Quebec developments as the najority of their
operations affect freshwater fisheries. Marine fisheries,
however, may be impacted by Hydro-Quebec projects.

The Quebec regional office of the DFO is currently
seeking to alter this arrangement by claining that the

responsibilities designated to provincial authorities in a

L922 federal/provincial agreenent included only management of
fisheries and not responsibility for habitat management. The
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DFo is currently atternpting to assume responsibility over

habitat nanagement issues. This would include inland

fisheries and the operations of Hydro-Quebec. The Department

is in the process of discussing application of the |tno net

lossrr principle to the proposed Great Whale project (Yvan

Vigneault, pers. conm. ) .

Although the rrno net lossrr policy as it was designed by

the DFO is not being applied at present by Hydro-Quebec, the

utility has applied the principle of rrno net lossrr to one of

their most recent developnents. It has been described as a

"philosophy which is applied when evaluating projects.rf It is

not cited directly in Hydro-Quebec reports (Gaetan Geurtin,

pers. comm.). The principles which have been endorsed in the

environmental impact assessment of one of Hydro-Quebecrs most

recent developments clearly reflect the goals of the DFO rrno

net losstt principle. Hydro-Quebec applied a principle of rrno

net lossrr specifically to meet user needs by preventing a

reduction in the productive capacity of the Moisie River.

A review of irnplementation of the rrno net losstr principle

to Hydro-Quebecrs Ste. Marguerite 3 project reveals some

interesting points which may be useful in applying the 'rno net

l-ossrr principle to Conawapa.

The use of a minimum flow requirement is the nitigation

measure currently being proposed to alleviate the impacts of

this development on a large population atlantic salmon. This

proposal has been developed on the basis of an esti¡rated loss
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of 5-68 of the population as a result of reduced flow

conditions (Hydro-Quebec 1991) .

In 1987, Hydro-Quebec launched a series of public

infor¡natÍon and consultation campaigns. The purpose of these

activities was to receive public comrnents as early in the

project development process as possible. Hydro-Quebec also

held a number of ureetings with Les Gestionaires de Ia Moisíe

(Moisie River Association) and the Montagrnais First Nation

(Hydro-Quebec 1991).

Hydro-Quebec also appointed an independent Scientific

Committee in 1988 mandated to provide a means to rravoid a net

loss of salmon habitat and a reduction in the productivity

that the structures are likely to causerr (Hydro-Quebec 1991).

The Committee was mandated to advise Hydro-Quebec on the

following: methods and analysis of studies in progress,

rnitigation measures, and, reconmendations for additional

studies for 1989. The Conmittee was not required to state an

opinion on the overall environmental acceptability of the

project. The opinions of the Cornmittee members were not

binding upon the institutions with which they were associated

(Hydro-Quebec 1991-) .

The measures taken by Hydro-Quebec are likely to

facilitate the environmental assessment process.

4.2.1 Environmental assessment process for 8te. llarguerite 3

The EA process to evaluate the Ste. Marguerite 3 project

will include both a federal and provincial EA process. These
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processes will be undertaken separately except for the case of

the public hearings which wilt be held jointly. Quebec is
currently contesting federal jurisdiction over environmental

matters within the province

fn Quebec, the Ministry of the Environment issues a

rcertificate of authorizationr which is the same thing as an

environmental licence under the llfanitoba process. This

certificate will stipulate the conditions under which the

development can take place (Quebec 1988). Fisheries

mitigation measures required by Hydro-Quebec to alleviate the

negative impacts of the project, will be included in these

conditions. This nitigation program will be developed and

administered by the Department of Fishing, Hunting and

Recreation of Quebec. The cost,s associated with nonitoring

the programs is the responsibility of Hydro-Quebec (Gaetan

Geurtin, pers. comm. ) . Monitoring and day to day

administration of the program in this case will be guite

similar to what will occur at Conawapa as provincial fisheries
authorities wiII play a lead role in ensuring that, the

objectives of the nonitoring program are met. An important

difference between the two provinces is that the DFO l¡ilI have

no defined role in the process.

4.3 Comparison between l,lanitoba and Quebec

A comparison of the application of the rrno net lossrf

principle to a Manitoba Hydro project, and the Hydro-Quebec
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project revealed two interesting approaches which may be

applied to the Conawapa project. In their application of the

principle of rrno net lossrr, Hydro-Quebec placed a strong

emphasis on public opinion nanely Nat'ive groups and

recreational fishermen in ensuring that there was rrno net

lossrr of habitat. The appointment of an independent

Scientif ic Cornrnittee was useful in providing additional

information to the utility from independent sources free of

affiliations with interest groups and governnent agencies.

This type of forum for discussion could prove to be a more

effective forum to evaluate rnitigation and compensation

measures than the Fisheries Mitigation Sub-Co¡unittee which was

created to evaluate options for rrno net IoSSrr at the Conawapa

site.
It would be inappropriate to provide any definitive

statements as to the relative effectiveness of the resulting

mitigation and/or comPensation programs under the

irnplementation processes cit,ed above. Such an evaluation is

premature at this point,.

4.4 Conclusion

The irnplement,ation of the rrno net losstt guiding principle

to the Conawapa project entails a two step process which

includes; 1. determination of nitigation and/or compensation

measures through the joint federal/provincial EA process, and,

2. post assessment rnonitoring and administration.
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As application of the rrno net lossrr principle has been

included in the Draft Guidelines, it is likely that it will be

included in the final guidetines. Responsibility for ensuring

that the nitigation plan fulfils the rrno net lossrr objective
will largely be undertaken by the DFO as its role as

initiating departnent stipulates that it is responsible for
ensuring that the reconmendations of the joint Panel are

implemented. Provincial fisheries authorities, (Manitoba

Fisheries Branch), will play a leading role in day to day

administration of the rnitigation plan as in past applications
of the policy within Manitoba and in other provinces.

The principle of rrno net lossrt is being applied to the

Ste. Marguerite 3 hydroelectric project in the Province of

Quebec. Licensing and post-assessment responsibilities in
Quebec are handled by provincial authorities with no defined

role for the DFO. Hydro-Quebec enployed an independent

scientific committee to provide further information on the

project. The utility has attributed the quality of their
proposed rnitigation measures to this cornmittee. This

initiative may be useful in the conawapa joint EA process.
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chapter 5

COI'ÍPARI8ON OF TEE DFO rrNO IIE:I fJOggrr POITICY
TO TEE ITNITED glrATEg rrNO IIET Lossrr

OF fETI¡àlIDg POLICY

The concept of approaching environment,al management and

assessment through a rrno net lossrr of habitat Perspective is

currently being developed in the United States. In 1988'

President George Bushrs campaign included a P}edge of

achieving ttno net lossil of eretlands habitat. since this tine,

the U.S. Departnent of the fnterior (DOI) and the U.S. Fish

and Wildlife Service (F-WS) have initiat,ed a broad based effort

to address !¡etlands issues and $tork towards President Bushrs

goal (United States 1990). A docu¡nent published by the DOI

and FWS entitled the Wetlands Action Plan outlines a rrthree

pronged approachrr to the achievement of rrno overall net loss

of wetlandsrr. This goal closely reflects the objectives of

the Canadian Department of Fisheries and Oceans (DFO) rrno net

lossrr policy. This rrthree pronged approachrr includes ltetlands

protection, restoration, enhancernent and management. Wetlands

research, information, and education is also included.

Although the U.S. rrno net lossrr of wetlands policy is still in

the developing stages, there are some fundamental similarities

and differences between the two policies. Some comparisons

can be made between the U.S. rrno net lossrtpolicy and the

Canadian policy.
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5.1 Administration of the U.8. rrno Det lossrr Policy

As in the case of the PMFH, the Wetlands Àction Plan is
a federal init,iative. Implementation of this policy is the

responsibifity of a number of federal departments as there is
more than one department which has jurisdiction over wetlands

in the U. S. The Wetlands Action Plan outlines how the

government will attenpt to achieve rfno net lossrt of wetlands.

The DOf is comprised of a number of bureaus such as U.S.

Geological Survey, Bureau of Indian Affairs, Bureau of Land

Management, Minerals Management Service, Bureau of Mines, the

National Park Service, the Bureau of Reclamation, and, the

Office of Surface Mining. All of these agencies have various

responsibilities with regard to wetlands (United States 1990).

The FWS, âs in the case of the DFO, will draw upon their

existing legislative authority, regrulations, and directives to
implement this policy. Some of the existing authorities which

the FWS will draw upon to achieve rrno net lossrr of wet,lands

will be the National Wildlife Refucre Svstem Àdministration

Act, the Emergency l{etlands Resource Àct, the Fish and

I{ildlife Coordination Act, the Miqratorv Bird Conservation

Act, etc. (United States 1990).

The rrno net lossrr policy will be ad.ninistered through a

number of other acts which do not falI under the

responsibility of the F[.fS. These include the Clean Water Act,

the Food Security Act, and the Water Resource Development Act.

The FI{S is seeking to establish cooperative relationships with
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other federal departments such as the Arny Corps of Engineers

(cE), the Soil Conservation Service (scs) and the

Environmental Protection Agency (EPÀ). These departments also

possess some jurisdictional authority over wetlands. the FI{S

is conducting an inventory of U.S. wetlands to produce a

series of national wetlands inventory maps for the entire

country (United States 1990).

The EPA and the CE are responsible for making

jurisdictional deterninations of wetlands regulated under

Section 4O4 of the Clean Water Act. Section 404 of the Clean

Water Act prohibits the deposition of dredged or fill

materials into water bodies including wet.Iands. The EPA and

CE share enforcement authority under Section 4O4 of the Act

and have entered into a memorandum of agreement to formaLíze

agency roles. Both the EPA and CE share responsibilities for

providing pernits for activities which affect wetlands. The

EPA is the lead agency for pursuing unpermitted discharges.

These perrnits are issued under Section 4O4 of the Clean T{ater

Act. The CE plays a lead role in enforcing violations of

Section 404 permit conditions.

The EPA has an important role in developing gruidelines to

adrninister Section 404 of the Clean Water Act and in defining

the geographic extent of waters of the United States includíng

wetlands. The EPA is also responsible for Section 404 (c) of

the Clean Water Act which authorizes the EPÀ to prohibit or

restrict discharges of dredged or fill material into waters of
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the United States when such discharges would have unacceptable

adverse effects on municipal water supplies, shellfish beds,

fishery areas, wildlife or recreational areas. To date, the

EPÀ has enforced only Section 404(c) only 11 tines out of an

estimated 150 ooo pernit applications received since these

regrulations went into effect in L979, and, only 38 of the

total number of perrnit applications received have been

rejected (United States 1991a).

The Secretary of the Arny acting through the Chief of
Engineers is authorized to issue permits for the discharge of
dredged or fill material into waters of the Uníted States

including wetlands. The CE makes jurisdictional

determinations under Section l-0 of the Rivers and Harbours Act

11899) and is responsible for issuing permits for filling,
dredging, and construction in certain wetrands under section
10. Under the authority of the Fish and I{ildlife Coordination

Act, the FWS and the National ilarine Fishing Service review

applications for these federar permits and provide comments to
the CE on the environmental impacts of the proposed work. lhe
Fl.iS can appeal decisions made by CE. The CE has sole

responsibility for issuing these pernits while the EpA has

jurisdictionar responsibirity for developing the guidelines by

which these permits are issued (United States 1991b).

The SCS is involved with wetlands preservation through

the rrswampbusterr! provision of the Food and Security Àct of
1985. The rfswampbusterrr provision is part of the U.S. Farm
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BilI. This provision provides incentives for farmers not to

cultivate wetlands.

As in the case of the destruction of fish habitat under

the Canadian Fisheries Act, the destruction of wetlands in the

United States carries penalties which range from palment of

fines to incarceration (Gary Taylor, pers. cornrn.).

Conservation approaches to wetlands vary from state to

state. Theoretically, reguirenents for the issuance of

permits by the state are simitar if not more stringent than

federal requirements (Gary Taylor, pers. comrn. ) . The CE nay

delegate authority to issue pernits to use wetlands to the

state, hohrever, the State of Michigan is the only state to

date which has opted to enforce the Section 404 program (Gary

Taylor, pers. conm.).

The State of CaÌifornia allows utitigation of wetlands

destruction through the creation of nett wetlands. Where

feasible, the State of California reguires the creation or

restoration of four (4) units of marsh habitat for every one

unit of marsh habitat altered or destroyed (Race and Christie

L982). Race (1985) describes 11 of 33 California based

restoration projects. Restoration projects presented by Race

(1985) do not reveal a single project that approaches a 4zL

ratio. All of the projects reviewed $tere approximately 10

years old. It is apparent that practices do not foÌIow

policy. Currently, the EPA and the CE are working with the

California Departrnent of Transportation to provide clear
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guidance on rnitigat,ion requirenents (United States 1991a) .

The fairure of these projects cornbined with the lack of
knowledge about artificiar wetrands were most rikery factors
which Ied to the following 1990 U.S. Government statementi tat

present, wetlands creation as a tool to achieve [no net lossrl

has lÍnited appricationr (united states 1990). The recent

initiatives Èaken by the EPA and the CE in California indicate
that the governnent nay be altering this standpoint,.

The EPA has initiated the state l{etrands protection

Grants Program. This program provides funding for
restoration, creation and enhancement of wetrands. rt arso

provides funding for the development of statewide strat,egies

for strengthening and coordinating programs that, may affect
wetrands within a particular state. some of these funds may

also be allocated to design wetrands banks to account for
wetlands losses and gaÍns (United States 1991a).

5.2 Def inition of a lfetland

The creation of a rrno net lossrr of wetlands policy in
U.S. has been greatly hampered by a dispute over

definition of what constitutes a wet,Iand.

The process of developing a crear definition of a wetrand

began in 1989 with the rerease of a document, entitred the

Federal Manual for Identifyinq and Delineatinq Jurisdictional
Wetlands. This manual was developed by the EpA, the CE, the

SCS, and, the FWS. Prior to 1999, each agency had its ov¡n

the

the
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procedures for ident,ifying and delineating wet,lands. These

procedures often differed from other agencies. variations in
interpretations of the definition often occurred within these

agencies as werr (united states 199lb). This document, created

a single consistent approach to ident,ifying wetlands. The

nanuar described the technical criteria, field indicators, and

other sources of information necessary to make wetland
jurisdictional determinations. It established a uniform

national procedure for wetland identification and delineation
and terminated the use of previously locally implenented

approaches by the signatory agencies. The EPA has stated that
it would be appropriate to include parts of the final manual

into the Code of Federal Regulat,ions (United States 1991b).

On Augrust L4, 1991, the Bush adminstration narrowed the

1989 definition of a wetrand. Many biorogists feer that this
new definition is so narrow that millions of acres which would

have been included under the o1d definition are now excluded

from consideration for protection. seasonaL wetrands such as

prairie potholes wiII no longer be part of the definit,ion
(Lenonick 1991). The 1989 manual generated considerabre

opposition from Índustry groups and landowners because it
substantially expanded the scope of the wetlands definition to
such an extent that it would include 5å of aII the continental
land in the U.S., 752 of the usabl-e land in Alaska, and, as

much as half of U.S. fannland (Gray 1991). The netr proposed

definition has raised nany serious guestions as to whether rrno
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net lossrr of wetlands can really be achieved.

The new definition has been viewed as a retraction from

the original policy proposal of rrno net lossrr of wetlands.

Despite this apparent weakening of the original policy

proposal, the U.S. Government holds that the proposed changes

hrere not developed to reduce jurisdictional authority over

wetlands. These guidelines are expected to tighten the

evidence requirements for the three paraneters of definition

of vretlands (United States 1991a) .

The characteristics which will be used to del-ineate a

wet,Iand differ greatly fron the definition of fisheries

resources (Chapter 2l from the DFO. The final definition

which will be used in the rfno net lossrr of wetlands policy

wiII be based on the biological, geological, and, hydrological

characteristics of a given region.

The three criteria for delineating wetlands are; 1.

wetland hydrology, the presence of water in a region and the

Iength of time which water is present, 2. hydrophytic

vegetation, the existence of plants that grovt on wetlands,

and, 3. hydric soils (United States 1991b).

The extent to which the region supports wildlife is not

a factor in detineating wetlands. Many of the regions v¡hich

wiIl fail to qualify as wetlands under the new classification

systen support waterfowl and migratory birds. The U.S.

National Wildlife Federation has stated that the new policy

represents a death sentence for nuch of this critical American
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resource (Lenonick 1991) .

In addition to a nelf definition of what constitutes a

wetland, the EPA has relaxed the rules for fíIling in a

wetland. The former regUlatory provision which required proof

of no viable alternative to filling in a wetland will only

appty to ¡rhighly valuablerr areas, the top rung of a nevr

wetlands classification ladder which t¡ill be developed by a

federal panel (Lenonick 1991). The creation of a wetlands

classification lad.der may also be viewed as a retraction from

the original policy intent of achieving rrno net lossrr of

wetlands.

5.3 Def inition of rrno net lossrl

The definitíon of what constitutes a loss has not yet

been fully developed. The Wetlands Action Plan stated that

rno net lossn is defined as meaning that wetlands losses must

be offset by wetlands gains in terms of acreage, and, to the

extent possibte, ecosystem function. This definition is based

upon President Bushrs speech on June 6, 1989 at the Waterfowl

Symposium in ïÍashington D.C. This has been considered an

interim definition that may need future refinement and

revision (United States 1990).

5.4 Conclusion

The creation of the ilno net lossil of wetlands policy in

the U,S. is still in the developmental stages and it is
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unl-ikely that this policy will become as effective as the

Canadian fisheries rrno net lossrr policy in the near future.

A sunmary of the characteristics of the two policies is
presented in Table 5.1. It appears that the prinary obstacle

to the development such a policy in the U.S. is the level of

opposition frorn land olrners and industry groups who prefer to

use wetlands for developnent purposes.

The large number of agencies which have some jurisdiction

or responsibility over wetlands may also have a negative

irnpact on the development of a rrno net lossrr of wetlands

policy. Administrative responsibility over fisheries in

Canada is more clearly defined with the final say over fish

habitat matters being the responsibility of the DFO.

The current dispute over the definition of what

constitutes a wetland v¡iII also hamper the development of a

rrno net losstt policy similar to the DFO policy. The DFO has

been more successful in producing a workable definition of

what constitutes a loss of productive fish habitat.

Another important difference between the policies is the

nature of the resources under consideration. In Canada,

fisheries are areas of federal jurisdiction. fn the U.S., 742

of the nationrs wetlands are privately owned (United Stat,es

1990). This considerably weakens the abitity of the U.S.

Government to implement a rrno net lossrr policy for wetlands.

There is a divergence between the strategies used by each

government to achieve rrno net lossrr. Mitigation through the
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creation of replacement fish habitat is used in Canada' The

objective of the DFo is to balance unavoidable habitat losses

with habitat gains. The emphasis taken by the u.s. Government

is to strengthen the current guidelines for issuing pernits

for activities that affect wetlands. The primary mechanism

for enforcing the rrno net lossn policy in the U'S' is Section

404 0f the clean water Àct. Destruction of wetlands is stiIl

allowed if a perrnit has been issued, and, in most cases

compensation is not required. Attempts are beíng made to

reduce v¡etlands losses rather than eliminate or compensate for

them.

overall, the canadian rrno net lossrr policy is more

effective than the u.s. policy and it is unlikely that the

u.s. policy will ever become a workable policy to the extent

of the Canadian policy. The change in President Bushrs

state¡nent on the policy from 1988 to 1991 indicates that the

polit,ical will to achieve rtno net lossrr of wetlands from the

point of view of the U.S. Government is weak' President Bush

has recently stated that the new manual is |tdesigned to slov¡

and eventually stop the net loss of wetlands and takes a

significant step toward the goal of rrno net lossrr of wetlands

(Gray 1991-) .

The following table provides a sunmary of the key points

of the two Policies.
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Tab1e 5.1 Summarv of ,tuo. net lossrr policies

1.

2.

Level of government

Responsible agencY

3. Àdminstration

4. Hitigation decision

Fish Habit'at

Canada

federal

DFO

federal and/or
provincial

federal or
joint federaL
provincial

proponent

fines/court action

productive caPacitY
and fishing
activities

must suPPort a
fisherY

relocate, redesign,
project; provide
habitat compensation

I{etlands llabitat

United St,ates

federal

FWS, é8, SCS
and others

f ederalr/state

federal/state
and where

aPPIicabIe

proponent

fines/
incarceration

not develoPed

not clearlY
defined

not required

5.

6.

Pa1æent for nitigation

Penalties for
Don-compliance

Definition of a fisherYr/
wetland

8. Definition of a loss

9. Mitigation of habítat
Iosses

7.
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Cbapter 6

REVIEW OF EX¡IIIPI,ES OF APPI,ICATION OF TEE
DFO rrNO NEl[ LOS8rr GITIDING PRINCfPL,E

A variety of representative examples have been chosen

which illustrate applicat,ion of the rrno net lossrr principle in

a diverse number of situations since its inception in 1986.

!{hile it is not possible to present every type of exampLe in

this study, the applications chosen will provide the reader

with an overview of the t1r¡pes of situations in which the rrno

net lossrr principle has been applied.

The examples will be presented on the basis of

application of the policy to one specific project, or t to a

specific region. Each example will be presented with; 1. a

physícal description of the project and íts ecological

impacts, 2. a brief discussion of the approval process for the

nitigation and/or compensation procedures, 3. a description

the rnitigation plan, and, 4. some discussion of monitoring

programs. Each presentation will also conclude with a

description of how rrno net lossrr was achieved and the extent

to which the project meets the six points in the conceptual

def inition of rrno net lossrr which was developed in Chapter 2.

Definitive statements with regard to whether or not rrno net

Iossrt of productive capacity has taken place wilt be based

upon subjective value judgeurents from involved parties.

It is important to note that although the PMFH has been

in place since 1986, it was difficult to find many projects

which had been developed under the policy and have had anple
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tiure for quantítative monitoring and conclusive evidence to

have been collected. The rninimum amount of time necessary for

project evaluation is approximately 3 years. All of the

examples presented will contain mostly gualitative data except

for one rehabilitative project which was initiated to achieve

a rrnet gainrr of fish habitat in a degraded region.

Each example presented wiII illustrat'e a number of

principles which have been employed by the DFo in applying ttno

net loss.rt These principles will be utilized in Chapter 8

where mitigation and compensation recoÍtmendations for the

conawapa project will be developed.

6.1 ceneral Àpplication of the rrno net losstr Principle

The rrno net lossrr principle has always been an integral

part of the managtement objectives of the DFo. In some sense'

the DFo has always been applying the rrno net lossrr principle

in their day to day adrninistration of the Fisheries Àct. one

of the most conmon and sirnple applications of the policy is

through the installation of a culvert to maintain stream flow

in cases where a development includes crossing a stream. fn

the case of the forest industry, a connon example of rrno net

lossrr is the protection of buffer zones along the edges of

lakes and streams to prevent sedimentation. Removal and

relocation of fish habitat in the case of dock construction is

another conmon exarnple of policy application or Fisheries Act

adninistration. For the purposes of this study, it was not
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necessary to examine sinple examples. The examples presented

are more complex and reguire long term monitoring to evaluate

their leveI of success.

6.2 Coastal Eabitat

The creation of the Policv for the lfanaclement of Fish

Habitat (PMFH) was initiated in the Pacific region of Canada

(Jeff Stein, pers. comm.). In fact, it appears t,o have been

applied most intensively in this region. One of the, most

prominent examples of regional application of the rrno net

Iossrr principle is in British Columbiars Fraser River Estuary.

The Fraser River provides inportant habitat for fish,
wildlife and migratory birds. In October of 1985, the Fraser

River Estuary Management Program (FREMP) hras initiated by a
five year agreement involving Environment Canada, the British
Columbia Ministry of the Environnent, the Department of

Fisheries and Oceans (DFO), the North Fraser Harbour

Commission, and, the Fraser River Harbour Co¡nmission. The

FREMP was developed with the following objective:

To provide the means for accornmodating a
growing population and economy while
naintaining the guality and productivity
of the Fraser River Estuaryrs natural
environment (FREI'{P 1990a) .

!,rhat this program represents, essentially, is a sustainable

development program for the estuary. In L992, FREMP was

renewed for an additional three years.

Arnong the key recorunendatÍons of FREMP, there are a
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number of issues which pertain direct,ly to the PItfFH. These

reconmendations relate to improving log storage and dredging

methods (Kennett and McPhee 1988). Both of these activities

have contributed greatly to the loss of productive fish
habitat in the region. The Pacific region DFO has published

reports on both of these topics which detail guidelines for
environmental improvernents.

In December of 1990, a report s¡as published by the

Habitat Activity Work Group (HÀVíG) appointed by FREXIÍP. This

report addressed estuary wide activit,ies related to habitat
management in the region. The key areas of concern to the

HAWG v¡ere habitat, protection, conservation, restoration and

enhancement,. In its review of habitat protection and

conservation, the HAWG concluded that recent applications of

the rrno net lossrr guiding principle have substantially
improved conservation and protection of fish habitat in the

regr_on. They also felt that recent progress in the

application of the EARP had improved the process for
environmental review of federal projects (FREMP 1990b).

The prirnary importance of FREXUP in view of the rrno net

Iossrr principle was its development of a habitat
classification system for classifying and mapping fish habitat
in the region. In July of 1986, a shoreline habit,at inventory

of the North Fraser Harbour nas undertaken jointly by the

North Fraser Harbour Commission (NFHC) and the DFO. The NFHC

and the DFO are two of five executive agencies of FREMP.
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The overall objective of the habitat inventory was to

develop practical, consistent and ecologically based

procedures to provide gruidance to habitat biologists,

fisheries officers and other field staff who conduct habitat

assessments and evaluations as part of the project referral
process. It provided a current audit of the amount of habitat

remaining in the North Fraser Harbour (I{illiams 1989). The

inventory entailed mapping of mudflat, marsh and riparian

habitats. It included a three colour-coded rating system to

designate habitat existing product,ivity and development

suitability. The inventory served as a foundation for the

North Fraser Harbour Environmental Management PIan (1988).

The habitat inventory contains species/habitat outlines

for 49 species important to the commercial, sport, and Native

fisheries. The species included in the study t¡ere of both

ecological and economic importance. The work also produced a

species/habitat reference appendix, habitat description

procedures manual, and a discussion paper on habitat

evaluation procedures (Williaurs 1989). This program v¡as

extended in the summer of 1990 under the jurisdiction of the

Fraser River Harbour Commission to include the remainder of

the Fraser River Estuary.

The three col-our-coded map is employed by potential

developers in the conceptual stages of their project. ft

provides the¡n with infornation regarding where they can or

cannot proceed with development in the estuary. Officials at,
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the North Fraser Harbour Environnental Managiement Plan and

FREMP use the nap to dictate whether or not a development can

take place in a specific part of Fraser River estuary. The

three colours used are red, yellow and green. Red indicates

highly productive habitat. It, is prirnarily composed of gently

sloped or benched intertidal area with marsh vegetation,

substrate fluvial or marine fluvioglacial, and, dense riparian

vegetation. No development can take place unless the

proponent demonstrates that no alienation or alteration of the

habitat wilI occur. Yellow indicates moderately productive

habit,at composed of noderately sloped intertidal areas with

sand or mudflatr or, moderately dense riparian vegetation.

This habitat can be altered but these alt,erations must be

compensated for with tlike for liket habitat replacenent in

the river zor.e under consideration. Green indicates habitat

of low productivity such as steep foreshore with little or no

vegetated fringe, industrial areas consisting of substrate

comprised of rip-rap, refuse, etc t ot t no riparian vegetation.

Development will be permitted in these regions but will be

subject to environmentally sound design and tining. No

compensation is reguired (Willians 1989). fn 1990, the

ratings were revised to include migratory birds and wildlife
(Wi1lians and Colquhoun 1991). Habitat maps are also

available which characterize the vegetation in the region

(FREMP 1990b). This habitat classification systen evolved

from an |tArea Designationrr exercise under the Fraser River
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Estuary Study. Even though the previous system included

habitat aspect,s such as conservation of highly productive

areas, developers were still proposing to alter habitat in

conservation zones. The DFO then proposed a more rigorous

habitat classification with a rrno alterrr option.

fn addition to habitat mapping, the DFO developed a

habitat replacenent formula for the Fraser River estuary.

This formula has been called a habitat compensation ratio.

For marsh habitat, the compensation ratio is 2zL such that

twice as much marsh habitat is replaced as is lost or damaged.

This replacement ratio is derived by taking into account the

tine period for a newly creat,ed marsh to reach the productive

capacity of the one which was destroyed, and, the risks
involved in successfully achieving this goal. For urudflat and

riparian habitat the conpensation ratio is 1:1 (FR$ÍP 1990b).

In an attenrpt to facilitate approval processes for

developments, the North Fraser Harbour Environmental

Management Plan has developed the first fish habitat

compensation bank in Canada with the Fraser Port. This bank

will be used for approved waterfront dependent projects.

Habitat banking is the practice of creating and saving

(banking) new habitat in the estuary for the purpose of future
habitat compensation needs. These habitat credits may be made

available to gualified developers to compensate for

unavoidable habitat losses resulting from development (FREÎ.{P

1990b). To date, Do habitat has been developed in the
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proposed bank, however, when habitat has been developed it
will provide a practiôa1 nitigat,ion alternative for
developers.

Proponents wishing to develop in the Fraser River estuary

must receive a recornmendation from the FREX{P Environmental

Review Conmittee (ERC) rcoordinated project review processr in
addition to DFO approval. Any developments within the North

Fraser Harbour nust be approved by the North Fraser Harbour

Commission (NFHC 1988). The FREMP coordinated project review

process is used instead of the EARP screening process to
evaluate projects. The docunentation which is used to
evaluate projects may serve as a basis for an EARP screening

document if one is required (Steve MacFarlane, pers. corun.).

Some of the positive gains in the estuary as a result of
FREMP have been stated by Langer (1989) as follows:

1. I{ith predetermined habitat, values,
developers are discouraged from
disproving the habitat value of an area
and instead focus their attention on
mitigation and compensation work.

2. The risks and losses from the creation of
replacement habitat can be addressed by
applying compensation ratios greater than
1:1, and, follow-up long tern monit,oring
agreements with the proponents to ensure
that they carry out remedial measures.

3. Compensation habitat can also be pre-
built prior to any losses. The concept
of habitat banking fits well into this
need.

Langerfs report identifies one of the key advantages of
the program which is that it has altered the nethods by which
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developments are undertaken

considerations can be included.

such that environmental

FREXTÍP has been successful in developing over 40 habitat

compensation sites, hohrever, information with regard to the

extent fish are benefitÈing from these sites is lacking.

There has been little research and monitoring at habitat

compensation sites and it is difficult to determine how these

sit,es wiÌI function over time. It is for this reason that

there is little conclusive evidence with regard to the overall

success of the projects in the region (F'RElt{P 1990b). At

present, however, research is now being undertaken to assess

the success of compensation sites. lwo to three sites wilt

be selected and sampled to assess fish food production, fish

utilízation, and, plant growth.

An important measure of the success of the FREIÍP in

protecting fish habÍtat in the estuary was illustrated in the

federal EARP which was undertaken within the North Arrn of the

Fraser River to assess the feasÍbility of developing a fuel

barge facility at Sea Island. The existence of the habitat

classification systen in addit,ion to information gathered from

a number of habit,at enhancernent projects evolving in the

region provided the Environnental Review Panel with

substantial evidence that the development of such a facility

wou1d, according to the Panelrs conclusions tpose unacceptably

high risks of damage to valuable fish and wildlife resources

in the Fraser River estuaryr (Canada 1989). A reference lras
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made to the PtlfFH in a section of the paner report entitl_ed
Resources at Risk. The panel arso felt that there was not a

demonstrated regional- economic benefit associated with the
proposal. This example illustrates the importance of
fisheries resources in the estuary and the potency of the DFo

poricy as a measure of protecting físheries resources.

FREMP has been criticised by wirdlife managers for
failing to consider usagre of compensation sites by birds
before fish habitat deveropnent takes prace. HAwc has

recommended that these considerations be evaruated (rREMp

L990b). The loss of wildrife habitat to obtain fish habitat
is becoming an important issue in the estuary. This problem

may be solved to some extent by the revised habítat
classification system. This probrem raises many questions as

to the objectives of the PITÍFH relative to other resources such

as wild1ife.

some of the merits of FRED{P are il_lustrated by the
Deering Is1and Project.

6.2.1 Deering fsland project

The Deering rsrand project has been cited by the DFo as

a successfur application of the rno net rossr! principre
(canada 1991b). This project was deveroped within the Fraser
River estuary at the tine which FREx{p was being created. The

rocation of the development is ir-lustrated in Figure 6.1.
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Description of Deeriag fslaad proJect

In 1988, the DFO received a proposal for a housing and

marina developnent on Deering rsrand near the mouth of the
North.Arn of the Fraser River from Deering rsland Development

Ltd (canada 199lb). The project involved fitling riverine and

estuarine foreshore areas and wourd resurt, in the ross of
rearing habitat for juvenire salmonids. The impacted areas

included the north shore of Deering rsrand and part of celtic
Slough. These areas are illustrated in Figure 6.1.

A consurtant report concluded that the area affected by

the project incruded 486 tinear rnetres of riparian fringe, s27

square metres of marsh, and 22Lo square netres of urudfLats

(Adans 1988).

Project Àpproval Process for Deering Islanô

Once the impacts of the project, had been assessed, the
deveropment of a compensation proposal rras greatly faciLitated
by the DFo shoreline classificatÍon system (NFHC 1988). The

habitaÈ under consideration was classified as yelIow. The

existence of the shoreline crassification syst,em precruded the
preparation of an initial environmentar evaluation for the
project (canada 1991b). using this infornation the Department

knew the extent to which sal-mon nere using the area, thus its
productive capacity could be estimated (Canada 1991b).

The DFo decided that it would be necessary to construct
compensatory habitat, if the project was to proceed. rt then
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requested that the proponent prepare a detailed habitat

inventory of the development site foreshore. The DFO applied

compensation ratios (compensatory:natural) of marsh:marsh at

2zL, marsh:mudflat at Lz2, riparian:riparian at 1:1, and,

marsh:riparian at tz2. In most cases, habitat lost due to the

developnent would be replaced by marsh habitat (DFO L99L,

unpublished report). once these comPensation measures v¡ere

established, a complete habitat compensation proposal t{as

required by the DFo, the ERC and the NFHC.

When the involved parties had agreed upon compensation,

a formal compensation agreement was drawn up between the DFO

and Deering Island Developments Ltd. which specified the

implementation of a three year nonitoring period. This

agreement required that the proponent perform any such

remedial works as the DF.O determines are necessary on the

basis of the nonitoring program to ensure that the productive

capacity of the habitat is uraintained. The agreement also

stated that the costs of this work would be borne by the

proponent.

Prior to the fonnal approval of the project, the ERc

produced a detailed list of renvironmental conditionsr under

which the project would be approved. This list included a

more detailed description of the monitoring program such as

requirements for protection of the created marsh fron any

future disturbances. These environmental condit,ions were to

be followed to ensure the success of the habit,at, development.
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The proponent was provided with a copy of these conditions.

conpensation for the Deering Island Project

One compensation site was considered for the

establish:nent of intertidal marsh vegetation. This site is

located downstream of celtic slough, Figure 6.1. It is

important to note that the physical works which e¡ere required

to construct this compensation site inpacted 3850 sç[uare

meters of intertidal bottom substrate. Of this area, 2284

metres was cornPensat,ed for. The remaining substrate was

characterized by debris and gravel which resulted from erosion

of a foreshore bank in an adjacent area (.Adans 1988). This

area was considered poor fish habitat because of its low

benthic food production, however, the compensation plan

provided bank stabilization which would not have otherwise

occurred. The total amount of habitat created was 3350.5

square metres (Adams 1988). The compensatory habitat !{as

planted during March-April 1990 (Steve MacFarlane' pers comn).

In addition to habitat construction, the compensation

plan reguired transplants of marsh plants. Marsh plants were

taken from donor sites which exhibit slow growth or poor

habitat sonditions so that new habitat is not created at the

expense of existing habitat. The DFO has established

guidelines for extraction of marsh plants from donor sites

(Steve MacFarlane, pers. courm). Some areas are seeded to

produce vegetation (Adans 1988).
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Evaluation of the rrno net lossrr principle at Deering lela¡ð

so far there is no quant,itative data available on the

progress of the Deering Island Project, therefore evaluation

of the achievement of rrno net lossrr could be premature. It is

felt by DFO officials that it was a successful project due to

the level of engineering expertise employed when the

compensation site rl¡as constructed (Cynthia PoweII' pers.

cornm. ) . The monitoring program which was to begin when the

project was completed in 1990 did not begin until 1991 after

considerable pressure from the DFO (Steve MacFarlane, pers.

comm. ) .

Although there is a need for follow-up data on this

project, - it appears that it endorses the principle of rrno net

lossrr in Chapter 2 of this report. If the conpensation site

performs aS expected, "no net lossrr of product'ive capacity

will have taken ptace. The replacement habitat was created

adjacent to the place lthere the original habit'at was lost

indicating that fishing activities in the region would not be

disrupted. Assessment of the temporal dinension of the

compensation schene is premature, however, if the marsh

created is able to reach a Ìeve1 of productivity which exceeds

that of the lost marsh, this dimension of the rrno net lossrl

conceptual definition will have been fu1filled, and' the

potential for fishing activities by future users would not

have been disrupted. The DFO, however, has stated that

construction of compensatory habitat prior to the destruction
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of the habitat under consideration is preferable (Steve

MacFarlane, pers. comm.). This did not take place at Deering

Island.

6.2.2 campbell River Estuary

The Campbell River estuary is located on the northeast

coast of Vancouver Island. The Carnpbell River is regulated by

a hydro electric dam built in L947 and discharges are

partially controlled. The estuary was not developed as a

compensation site for any specific project. ft may be viewed

as an experiment in which the potential to achieve the rrno net

lossrr or rrnet gainrr objective of the PMFH may be assessed.

This example makes a useful contribution to this study since

the research hras undertaken within the same geographical

region as the Fraser River estuary with similar fish habitat.

The study conducted by Levings and MacDonald (1991) at

the Campbell River estuary involved a detailed evaluatíon of

the use of artificial islands by juvenile salmonids and their

epibenthic prey species. The islands ttere monit,ored for a

five year period. The objectives of the nonitoring study were

to:

1. Asses whether or not juvenile salmonids occupied
the island habitats and whether or not their
abundance and patterns of use ltere comparable qrith
other habitats within the estuary.

2. Àssess whether or not macrobenthic invertebrates
used as fish food colonized all intertidal
elevations of the new islands, and, whether or not
the community type, abundance and species
composition differed from a reference habitat.
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3. Àssess the role of vegetation in the development
of the invertebrate co¡nmunities (Levings and
MacDonald 1991, p. L76).

The artificial islands were designed by biologists frorn

the DFo and the Canadian Wildlife Service with assistance from

consultants and other agencies. The objective of the project
was to create hydraurically stable isrands in various
configurations whire naximizing the int,ertidal area and

providing a suitable substrate for marsh transplanting
(BrownÌee et aL. 1984).

rn 1981-, an area within the estuary used for storage and

sorting of logs since tgo4, hras reduced from 3z.g hectares to
6.8 hectares by B.c. Forest products Linited (now Fretcher
challenge canada) . rn t982, wood debris and t¡ast,es from rog

storage vrere removed and four artif icial- islands v/ere

constructed within about 3.2 hectares (incruding side sropes)

of the niddle sector of the estuary. Gravel dredged from

construction of a new dryrand log sorting facility was used to
construct the islands. The snarr remnant marsh areas which

would be lost due to the construction of a dryland log sorting
operation were used as donor sites for vegetation transprants
(Brownlee et aI. 1984). ThÍs vegetation lras pranted in
specific patterns in the islands. wetland vegetat,ion was

transplanted from donor sites and half of the area of the
isrands lras teft vacant to see if adjacent vegetation would

colonize the vacant areas.

Each year, following the construct,ion of the islands, the
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Quinsam River hatchery, Iocated 8kn upstream of the estuary on

a tributary of the Canpbell River, released 2.3 million
salmonids as fry or snolts. The sal¡non species released lrere

chum, chinook, coho, pi*, and steelhead. Cutthroat trout

!'¡ere also released.

During the five year monitoring period, fish samples were

taken from the region to assess the extent to which hatchery

salmon colonized the islands. Veget,ative growth was

monitored. Colonization of the islands by invertebrates was

also noted. The study results v¡ere assessed and compared with

data from reference islands within the estuary.

fn L982, the vegetation which was planted had already

expanded onto vacant sit,es on the island. Samples of benthic

organisms taken from the islands were representative of most

of the organisms in the estuary. fn May L982, three months

after the islands were built, there was a fair degree of

faunal similarity between Nunnts fsland (a reference island)

and the artificial islands.

After the five year study period, data indicated that
wild salmon fry, part,icularly chinook salmon were caught in
the created habitat in numbers egual to those in the reference

habitats. Hatchery fish h¡ere less abundant on the islands

although all of the species released were caught in the

islands. With the exception of one, the islands were used

infrequently by hatchery produced fish. Juvenile salmon,

however, used the shorelines of the islands.
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Overall, the project resulted in a |tnet gainrr of about,

3.2 hectares of intertidal marsh habitat and a total rrnet

gainrr of 18.8 hectares of usable fish habitat. The creat,ion

of a 1og sort pond for temporary storage of logs resulted in
a rrnet gainrr of 7.8 hectares of open water habitat. The

middle of the estuary, previously used for log storage, is now

almost completely available for aguatic biota (32.8 hectares).

The authors noted that the creation of the islands resulted in
a small loss of fish habitat which was located at a lower

level in the estuary where the islands were constructed. This

loss was relatively small as the productivity of this region

had already been sígnificantly decreased as a result of tog

storage (Levings and MacDonald 1991).

The authors concluded that while an increase in the

productive capacity of the estuary was achieved, it is
difficult to measure the benefits of this rrnet gainrr in terms

of fish production. There are a number of problems associated

with evaluating the complex and variable ecosystems which

support salmon such as the evolution of macrobenthic

invertebrate communities which serve as fish food. Precise

figures in terms of actual fisheries values are difficult to
obtain for an economic analysis of the rehabilitation.
Overall, the authors feel that the work undertaken at the

Carnpbell River estuary could be used as a benchmark to
evaluate future restoration and compensation projects in
British Colunbia as it indicates the potential of projects to
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succeed and the amount of time which may be reguired for their

success.

6.3 Lake Eabitat

Applicat,ion of the rrno net lossrr principle to lake

habitats is an inportant step in preserving productive fish

habitat as lakes are in heavy demand from nining companies in

many parts of Canada for disposal of tailings and mining

effluent. When a lake is used for disposal of mine tailings,

fish habitat is significantly altered or, completely destroyed

in some cases. The following example illustrates one of the

lrays in which the rrno net losstt guiding principle is currently

being applied in the case of nining developnents

6.3.1 Neñes Lake lfine

The rnost recent application of the rrno net losstt gruiding

principle to a lacustrine environment in Manitoba was by

Hudsonrs Bay Mining and Snelting (H.8.¡[.S. ) . Mitigative

measures to meet the rrno net lossrr objective were included

their environmental licence to oPen the Namew Lake copper

mine.

Project Description of Narnew l,ake l{iue

In 1988, Hudsonrs Bay Mining and Snelting subnitted an

application to the Manitoba Departrnent of the Environment

(DOE) to use Chocolate Lake for disposal of effluent releases.
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The nature of materials which would be dunped in the lake

would decrease its productive capacity. The lake was

supporting a snaIl northern pike population. Since the fish

population in the lake was relatively small, there ltere no

significant fishing activities taking place in the lake (Doug

LeRoux, pers. comn. ) . Chocolate Lake is located in the north-

western Manitoba region.

ãpproval Process for Nanelt IJake lli¡e

The H.B.M.s. proposal to release pollutants into

Chocolate Lake was subject to the Manitoba Environment Impact

Assessment Process which included Clean Environment Commission

hearings. The outcome of this process was that H.B.M.S. t¡las

required to develop a rainbow trout fishery at Chocolate Lake

as part of the requirernents to receive an Environmental

Licence to develop the Namew Lake Mine. This ttas specified in

Term #e of the provincial environmental licence which l.tas

issued (Manitoba 1989) .

The Chocolate Lake Project was developed and is

maintained through joint consultation and cooperation between

H.B.M.S. and the Departrnent of Natural Resources (DNR). The

Manitoba Fisheries Branch is playing a lead role in managing

the fishery. The partíes involved in the project have agreed

that due to the experimental nature of this project,

alterations to the development process may occur as required

and nutually agreed upon between H.B.M.S. and the Manitoba
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Fisheries Branch (Manitoba 1989).

The role of the DFO in this project was linited as the

development took place prior to the Rafferty-Alameda/Oldnan

decisions before the scope of applicat,ion of the EÄRp

Guidelines Order 11984) was interpreted. Recently, the DFO

has initiated an EARP screening due to public concerns which

have been raised since the project was created. Any project
ínitiated since the EÀRP was released is subject to screening.

Compensation for Nañew Lake tline

The creation of a rainbow trout fishery was undertaken by

applying rotenone to Chocolate Lake to eliurinate the existing
population of northern pike. The dead fish lrere collected,

counted and then buried. The lake was then stocked with 208

000 rainbow trout fingerlings in the spring of 1990. These

fish were dispersed throughout the entire lake. Physiological

characteristics of rainbow trout would allow them to survive

in the lake with effluent releases. Monitoring of bird
predation nas required to ensure the survival of the fish.
Subsequent annual fish stockings will depend on nonitoring
results (Manitoba L989).

The creation of the rainbow trout fishery reguired the

construction of a percolating weir at the west end of the lake

to naintain lake water levels while at, the same tirne

prohibíting the rnigration of fish from Chocolate Lake

(Manitoba 1989).
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H.B.M.S. is reguired to conduct an annual netting program

to assess the age structure and abundance of the rainbow trout

population. This program will be used to measure metal levels

in fish flesh and assess stocking reguirenents (Manitoba

1e8e).

Hudsonrs Bay Mining and Smelting provided a boat launch,

a parking area and a fish cleaning facility to improve the

recreational guality of the fishery (Manitoba 1989).

nvaluation of tbe rrno ¡r€t losstr principle at lf¡rnew I'ake t'line

The development of Chocolate Lake as a rainbov¡ trout

fishery as compensation for the loss of a small population of

northern pike has been viewed as a rrneÈ gainrr of habitat by

the Manitoba Fisheries Branch. Officials feel that the

Province of Manitoba has gained a vatuable recreational

fishery where previously, there existed a fishery of rvery

Iinited valuet (Doug LeRoux' Pers. conun.). No official data

have been collected on the trout population to date, ho!'Iever,

there are reports from local fisheruren that rainbow trout are

being caught in chocolate Lake (Doug LeRoux, pers comm. ) .

This project endorses the principle of rrno net lossrr as

defined in Chapter 2. There is, however' some question as to

whether or not rrno net lossrr or productive capacity has taken

p]ace. If the rainbow trout population becomes a self-

sustaining population, there will have been rrno net lossrr of

productive capacitY.
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Chocolate Lake was not, being used as a fishery by any

group, therefore the elinination of its pike population would

not have been classified as a rrnet lossrr of fish habitat to

present user groups. It may have been classified as a rrnet

lossrr to future users if the rainbow trout fishery had not

been developed. Chocolate Lake nay be considered a rrnet gainrl

of productive capacity from the viewpoint, of its potential to

benefit future users. The fact that the lake was not, being

used as a fishery prior to the developnent of the nine reduces

the need to evaluate the temporal dimension of the rrno net

lossrr definition which was provided in Chapter 2. This

example would best be classified as a nnet gainrr situation

rather than a rrno net lossrr sítuation because a nett fishery

was created.

6.4 River Eabitat

The rrno net losstt principle has been applied to riverine

environments across Canada. It has been applied in a diverse

number of situations such that it would be difficult to

provide representative examples from this category. The

search for examptes did not reveal that any particular method

of applying the rrno net lossrr principle to river habitats was

conmon as in the case of the coastal and lake habitat examples

cited above.
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6.4.1 Sackville River Fishsay Compensation package

one of the most cornrnonly used techniques in the
apprication of the 'tno net ross, guiding principle on rivers
prior to its formal documentation in the PMFH was through the
use of fishways (more commonly referred to as fish ladders).
Fishways are often integrated into the construction of major

pohrer dams to prevent the structure from beconing an

obstruction to natural fish nigration. rn Harifax Nova

Scotia, a fish ladder was constructed to ropen upr or,
increase access to new habitat for existing fish populations

as compensation for lost habitat in an adjacent area.

Project Description of tbe Backville Ríver project

rn 1988, National Glpsum of canada subnitted a proposal

to the Nova Scotia Departnent of Natural Resources to extend

their open pit grlpsum mine under a snarl stream. The stream

under consideration was a tributary to the Shubenacadie River
near Halifax, Nova scotia. The shubenacadie River supports

sea-run atlantic salmon. The stream which was to be affected
by the proposar supported nursery habitat for this species.

The productive capacity of this habiÈat, hras unknown (shane

otNeil, pers. comrn). The proposed open pit nine wourd reguire
excavation of an area locat,ed underneath the stream, thus
destroying the stream. rn many cases a stream diversion may

have been viev¡ed as a feasibre compensation option, however,

in this case a stream diversion v¡as not, possÍbre (Donny cox,
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pers. conm. ) .

Approval Process for tbe 8actville River Fiebway CompensatLon
Package

The development proposal was originally submitted to the

Nova Scotia Department of the Environment as an application

for a water rights pernit. The proposal feII under the

jurisdiction of the DFO who reviewed it under the EÀRP. The

review involved a number of government agencies including the

Nova Scot,ia Department of the Environment l¡hich would be

responsible for íssuing the licence. The regional DFo was

also contact,ed. Once the DFO had examined the proposal it was

decided that the rrno net lossrr principle would be applied t'o

the development as atlant,ic salmon is important to both

commercial and recreational fisheries in Nova Scotia.

I,Ihile the productive capacity of the stream was described

subjectively by DFO habitat specialist Donny Cox, as being

low, in his opinion two salmon are just as import,ant as 3000

salmon and thus merit protection. He disagreed with the use

of subjective value judgernents to evaluate the relative

importance of various guantities of fish habitat.

After some research and discussion, the DFO selected the

use of a fish ladder to enhance habitat in the Sackville River

as an accept,able compensation option for the loss of fish

habitat which would occur as a result of the mine. The

Sackville River is located approximately 50 krû from the

Shubenacadie site. It is located on Figure 6.2.
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The proposaÌ vras also examined by the Nova Scotia

Department of Lands and Forests to evaluate whether or not the

area under consideration was serving as wildlife habitat. The

Department concluded that it was not. The provincial

Department of Fisheries had very little input into this
decision. The Provincial Fisheries Department in Nova Scotia

is rnainly responsible for the development of fisheries
resources and local aquaculture (Donny Cox, pers. conm. ) .

Having been informed by the DFO of the rrno net lossrl

guiding principle, Nat,ionaI Gypsum hired consult,ant.s to
conduct research to attach a monetary value to the habitat
under consideration. The consultants produced a subjective

estimate of $45 OOO as a value for the habitat as a sport

físhery. This estimate was calculated on the basis of the

number of salmon believed to be in the stream and the value of

each fish to an angler. These calculations included the money

that would be spent by an angler on a fishing trip for
atlantic salmon. This est,imate is highly subjective and

exclusive of ecological considerations. Aesthetic values were

also considered in this estimate.

Coincidentally, the DFO estinated the price of
implementing the compensation plan at $40 000. The final
amount, contributed by National Gl4psum was $¿2 000 with limited
funding being provided by the DFo.

There were a number of other parties involved in
assessing National Glrpsumrs proposal. Local land owners who
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held wells adjacent to the stream nere concerned about their

water supply. these concerns trere dealt with by National

Gypsum who offered to drill new wells if the present wells

lrere af f ecÈed by the proposed developnent. There tlere a

number of cattle herds who are also dependent on the stream.

National clpsum offered to build retention dams for use by

these herds. Donny Cox described the National Glpsum as a

cooperative company.

one important factor to note in this case is that there

s¡as agreement between the proponent and the DFO with regard to

the value of the habitat under consideration. Had there been

a signÍficant difference between these two estimates National

Gypsum may not have been willing to pay ç42 000 for the

project íf the estimate given by their consult,ant had been

lower. It is important to note, that as in the discussion of

the Fisheries Act presented in Chapter 4, it is possible that

the company nay have been able to proceed with their

development, destroy Lhe stream and subsequently take the

chance of going to court and paying a fine. It is the opinion

of the DFo that the fines irnplernented are often much lower

that the costs of nitigation and/or compensation (Donny Cox,

pers. comm. ) .

compeDsation for the Atla¡tic Salnon Strean

As compensation for the fish habitat lost in the stream,

a fishway $¡as constructed on a waÈerfal] located roughly 10 kn
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upstream from the mouth of the sackvirre River. The location
of this structure is illustrated in Figure 6.2. The figure
also ilrustrates the l-ocation of habitat which wirr be made

availabre to fÍsh ascending the ladder. Atlantic salmon were

knorrn to pass the falls during high water conditions onry.

Gaspereau were not known to pass the falls at alt (shane

otNeiL, pers. cornm.). The fishway was constructed with the

intention of creating access for a number of fisLspecies,
./

incLuding salmon and gaspereau, to the habitat available above

the waterfarl. Data collected on the region reveared that
there is productive fish habitat available in this area for a

number of anadromous fish species such as salmon (cameron

i-986).

The amounÈ of habitat ropened upt in the sackvirre River

was approximatery 37o 000 square metres. This region includes

20 km of river, 10 additional rakes and several dozen

kilometres of stream (sackville River 1990). construction was

completed in october L990. several atlantic salmon were seen

ascending the structure in the fall of 1990. rn the farl of
1991, several dozen salrnon nere observed passing through the

fishway. Hundreds of gaspereau trere aLso observed (shane

OtNeil, pers. cornm. ) .

rmplementation of the compensation package involved a

number of parties other than provincial and federal government

agencies. A local landowner donat,ed the land for the project.
The Sackville River Association provided volunteer labour and
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paid labour through a Section 25 Employment and fnmigration
cornmission Grant (sackvirle River 1990) . .â,ssistance from the

sackville River Association arso incrudes fish stocking
activities and continual maintenance of the fish ladder (Shane

OtNeil, pers comn.). The leve1 of cooperat,ion between the

agencies invorved appears to have been an important factor in
the success of this project.

The DFO is planning further stocking in the river for the

next several years and has assumed financiar responsibirity
for these activities (shane otNeil, pers. comrn.). This annual

stocking program is part of an overalr effort to restore the

salmon popuÌation of the river. The sackvitle River

Association is praying an active role in this restoration
effort. The sackville River system has been degraded by urban

development, acid rain, and gravel nining and cannot yet
support a large self-sustaining poputation of sahnon.

Despite ongoing efforts to improve the productive

capacity of the Sackville River, National Glpsum was only

required to pay for the fishway construction and vras not

responsibre for further naintenance of the structure, orr

monítoring of its use by fish popurations. The involvement of
the company in the project was on a short-term basis.

Evaruation of the rrno net lossrr principre at Backvilre River

This project endorses the principle of rrno net lossil as

defined in chapter 2 of this report. The construction of the

fish ladder is viewed by the DFo as a Itnet gainrr of productive



capacity. While the exact anount of habitat lost by

destroying the stream is unknown, the amount rost is believed
to be far less than what has been gained. The replacement

habitat, was within the same geographic region. up unt5-J- this
point, the mine has not yet opened, therefore, the new habitat
ttas created even before the habitat under consideration was

destroyed. rn this way there eras no tirne factor invorved

between the destruction of existing habitat and the creation
of new habitat which may have been defined as a loss of
productive capacity. The fishway represents a rfnet g'ain, of
fish habitat for future users.

6.4.2 EeaI Cove Brook Btre¡rn Re¡llacement project

Application of the rrno net losst principre to the seal
cove Brook stream Replacement project (scBsRp) has been cited
by the DFo in ottawa as an outstanding example of the creation
of 'like for liker habitat (Canada 1991b).

Sear cove Brook Stream Replacement project Description

rn september of L987, the Newfoundland regional DFo

received a referral from the environmental planning division
of the Newfoundland Department of work servíces and

Transportation (NDI{sr). NDwsr required a diversion of a

stretch of seal cove Brook to the north side of the Trans

canada Highway in order to accommodate the twinning (double

laning) of this stretch of the highway. The project inctuded
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the diversion of about 162 metres of sear cove River from the
east to the west side of the Trans canada Highway near the
Butterpot Park intersection. The stream wourd be buried under

the construction of the new highway. There nas no opportunity
to relocate the road or nitigate the habitat loss due to the
proxinity of Butterpot Park to the site of the proposed

development. The stream under consideration was supporting a

resident brook trout popuì-ation (scBSRp 1990). Brook trout is
an important recreational species in Newfoundland.

Approval Process for the (gCBgRp)

The SCBSRP was reviewed by the DFo and 'like for riket
habitat compensation was viewed as the only option to ensure

achieving rrno net lossft of the productive capacity of the
region. The DFo then conducted an extensive physicar and

biological characterization of the stream habitat to determine

íts productive capacity. The information gathered wourd. also
be used as baserine data to evaluate repracement habitat.

rn April of 1989, NDwsr submitted a compensation proposar

for DFo approval. once these plans were reviewed and revised
by the DFo, a contractor was ernployed by NDI{sr to construct
the stream diversion (SCBSRP 1990).

ConFensation for SeaI Cove Brook

Figure 6.3 illustrates the compensatory habitat which was

developed at Seal Cove Brook. The compensation project,
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included changing the location of the culvert at Seal Cove

Brook. A new strip of stream habitat was constructed to
connect the stream to its original location on the other side

of the highway. rLunkert, a bank cover technique which was

developed and used in the nidwest, United States was employed

for the needs of the brook trout population (SCBSRP 1990).

The rI,unkerr structures were installed and added to two pools

in the strearn.

The construction of the new habitat had to be done when

the area was dry. The stream water r¡as pumped away from the

construction area. All fish rrere renoved frorn the stream

prior to dewatering and !¡ere held out by barrier nets.

Because of the large amount of silt which was introduced into
the stream by the construction effort,, the strean had to be

flushed prior to rewatering (SCBSRP 1990).

Construction of the new stream rdas completed and

connected to the existing stream ín August of 1989.

Additional work was required to complete the project in 1990.

This work included cultivation of riparian habitat around the

river. Some other minor alterations were required to
accommodate the new habitat to the hydrological cycle of the

river. These remedial activities were paid for and undertaken

by the Newfoundland Department of l{orks, Services and

Transportation under the supervision of the DFO (M.4. Barnes

pers. comm.). It was noted, however, by the Newfoundland DFO

that under normal circumstances, this type of stream
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construction for habitat compensation would be completed under

a tendered contract and DFO would not be involved in any

aspect of the construction or funding (SCBSRP 1990).

Evaluatíon of rrno ¡et lossrr at BeaI Cov€ Brook

This example conformed only partially to the conceptual

definition of [no net lossil which was developed in Chapter 2.

overarl, there was a 'net gainrt in the totar amount of habitat
avairable to fish because the dinensions of the new habitat
vrere greater than that of the habítat which r{as destroyed.

The new strip of stream habitat was longer than the original
by 33 metres. Most of the habitat gained was pool type

habitat. These pools are important for fish to overwinter and

for feeding in the sunmer.

Some loss of fish habitat may have occurred as a result
of disruptions to fish due to blockage of the stream during

the sunmer while construction was taking place. The

Newfoundrand regional DFo has arso noted that it is unrikery
that an artificial habitat will become stable inmediately and

an undetermined time period is reguired to assess the
productive capacity of the newly created habitat (scBSRp

1990). Both of these factors may have caused a disruption of
fishing activities in the region.

In this case, as in the case of the examples cited above,

the question of whether or not there has been rrno net lossrf of
productive capacíty cannot yet be addressed. In view of
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habitat attributes, rrno net lossrr has been achieved, however,

whether or not the habitat will be used by fish is still
unsure (David Scruton, pers. cornm.). The Regional Science

staff, however, have collected baseline dat,a along with two

years of a proposed five year post construction evaluat,ion.

According to these facts, it may be concluded that at
present the Seal Cove Brook Stream Replacement Project does

not meet all of the gualif ications of the rrno net lossrt

definition in Chapter 2. In order to be considered a rrno net

lossrr situation, the replacement habitat must exceed the

productive capacity of the original habitat to compensate for
the loss of productive capacity which has been incurred during

the time which the newly creat,ed habitat has taken to reach

fulI productivity. This is not yet known.

6.4.3 Nova Ecotia Department of Transportation anð
Connunications

The following is a brief description of application of

the rrno net lossrr principle in a e¡ay which differs somewhat

from the cases cited above. fn 1988, the Nova Scotia

Department of Transportation and Cornrnunications tras reported

to have drained a small stream to fill their water tanks.

This action resulted in the death of the trout populat,ion

. which inhabited the stream. This action was reported to the

DFO by a loca1 citizen. The ÐFO approached Transportation and

Communications and inforrned them that their actions

constituted an offence under Section 35 of the Fisheries Act.
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It is the policy of the DFO in Nova Scotia to approach

the offender and offer them the opportunity to compensate for
their offence rather than resorting inmediately to court

action. The offender may rehabilitate the habitat under

consideration as opposed to paying a fine. The DFO prefers

this approach because the money that may have been paid in the

case of a fine to the provincial government is then diverted
to the DFO so that conpensation measures may be developed

which will achieve a rrno net lossrr situat,ion. In this case,

Transportation and Communications offered to restock the

stream.

The DFO habitat branch proceeded to develop a set of
guidelines for water tankers to prevent the reoccurrence of
such an event. These guÍdelines state that water tankers

shoul-d only remove one third of the prevailing flow in the

stream under consideration.

This application of the rrno net lossrr principle is a

sinple example which endorses aII of the issues outlined in
Chapter 2 with the exception of temporal considerations as

there was a period of ti¡re when the strean t¡as almost

completely dry. This application did, however, consider aIl
of the other issues in addition to the deveropment of a set of
guidelines which woutd serve to further improve administration
of the habitat provisions of the Fisheries Àct by increasing

the l-evel of industry and public al¡areness as to the scope of

fish habitat concerns. The strategy of offering an offender
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the opportunity to pay for compensation rather than court
costs and the possibility of a fine is an innovative exampre

of how a rrno net lossrt of fisheries resources can be achieved

by working within the government and regar system to divert
funds to attain the goals of the policy

6.5 Concepts Derived fron DFO rno net logsrf princLple
Àpplication

All of the projects presented above conform to some

extent to the conceptual definition of rrno net lossrr which was

developed in chapter 2 of this report. These exampres

ilrustrate how the rrno net rossrr principle has been apptied
since its creation in 1986, and, the extent, to which its
application reflects the origínar intention of the pMFH. The

exampres presented revear a number of concepts r¡hich may be

usefur in deciding how the rrno net lossrt guiding principle nay

be appried to the conawapa project from a conceptual point of
view. These concepts are listed be1ow.

1) r,ike for rike habitat conpeDsation is most conmonly
applied

rn most of the cases presented in this chapter, rlíke for
liket habitat compensation took prace. This concept was

particulary visible in the case of applying the tno net lossrl

in the Fraser River estuary.

2'l Geograpbic rocation of replacement habitat is within
close prorinity of logt babitat
rn all of the cases presented above, the compensatory

habÍtat was locat,ed approximately within the same geographic
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region as the lost habitat if not directly adjacent to it.
3 ) Irritigation anð/or conpeDsation measures aredeveloped to acconmodate uaera of figberies
re9ourceg

rn all cases presented, the habitat compensation packages

$rere developed to meet the needs of either present or future
users. This research process has not uncovered any cases

where a fish population was compensated for which was not part
of a valued fishery of sone sort. rn many cases, even if the
fish popuration under consideration was not being harvested,

compensation took place if the species was either of
commercial, recreational or subsistence value.

4) one species nay be subetituted for another if it is
considereð to be of equal value

I{hile the majority of projects reviewed nere able to
create trike for riker habitat, this was not the case with the
Namew Lake Mine. rn this exaurple, the locar DFo found it
acceptable to replace a smarr northern pike poputation with
rainbow trout. This was deemed acceptabre as the new habitat
could be used as a sport fishery and the species was better
suited to polluted waters.

5) The rrno net lossrr principle may be applieô oD aregional basiE to achieve rtno net lossr or-ã rnet
gainrr of fisb habitat
Apprication of the tno net lossrr principre to the Fraser

River estuary illustrates an example in which the rno net
lossrr principle is applied to an entire geographic arear or
ecosystem. The DFo attempts to balance habitat losses and

gains over the whole geographic area or ecosystem rather than
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at one site. This method of ,no net rossrf principle
application will serve to fulfil the reguirenents of the ptfFg

effectivery as it combines both conservation and

rehabilitation of fisheries resources to achieve rrno net lossrl
and possibly a rf net grain, of f isheries resources on an

geographic area or ecosystem basis rather than a case by case
basis.

Regionar policy application can provide inportant
benefits for future users.

6) conpeusation -projects are designed to acconmodatefor uncertaínty in project outcomes

The creation of artificial habitats is relatively new and

little is known about how well these newry created habitats
function over time. rt may take a considerabre amount, of t,ine
for a newly created habítat to reach full productivity. Given
this level of uncertainty, DFo officials have attenpted to
compensaÈe for this by creating a greater amount of habitat
than is lost. The pacific region DFo has fornarized this
approach through their developurent of compensation ratios
which require more habitat to be replaced than was rost at the
original site.

7l compensat_o"y habitat shourd be developed prior tothe destruction of natural fisb babitat
The question of when a compensation project should begin

relative to the destruction of the originaJ_ fish habitat is
not expricitly outl-ined in the PMFH, however, the conceptuar
definition of ,no net lossr developed in chapter 2 states thaÈ
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the tining of a compensation project is an important factor in
deciding whether ,no net loss, is actualry achieved. DFo

officials have stated that it is preferable for replacement

habitat be completed prior to destruct,ion of exist,ing habitat,
(Donny cox, pers. conm.). This situation occurred only in one

of the exampres reviewed (sackville River). rt therefore may

be assumed that while pre-development of habitat is a

preferable option, it is not a mandatory reguirement and will
not be enforced in a situation where it is unfeasibre.

8) compensatory habitat can be developed in ôegraðedregions

Three of the exampres reviewed, Deering rsrand, the
campberJ- River estuary and sackvirle River met the
reguirements of the ilno net lossr principre by rehabiritating
regions which had been degraded by anthropogenic factors.

9) Funding for compensatio¡ projects can be arrocatedfron a variety of sourees

rn the majority of exampres reviewed, funding for
compensation projects was provided by the proponent, however,

in the case of the sackvirre River compensation package, and

the seal cove Habitat Repracement project, some funding for
the project came from the regional DFo. rn the case of
sackvilLe River, a large part of the success of the program

may be attributed to the contribution in time and effort by
volunteers from the sackvirle River Association.

10) rnnovatíve approaches to rno net loss, areacceptable

Apprication of ,no net loss, in the case of the Nova
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Scotia Department of Transport illustrated two innovative

approaches to rfno net lossrt. Providing the offender with the

opportunity to compensate rather t'han pay court fees and a

fine was an effective nethod of diverting funds to fish

habitat management. The developnent of a set of guidelines

with the objective of explaining how a rrnet lossrr of habitat

could be avoided in one specific.situation will be useful in

preventing future disturbances of fish habitat.

6.6 Conclusion

The examples presented illustrate the way in which a

variety of issues ïrere dealt with in the application of the

rrno net lossrt guiding principle across Canada. fn general

most of the examples comply with the conceptual definition of
frno net lossrr which was developed in Chapter 2. In most of

the cases presented tlike for liker habitat compensation took

place, however, there stas a considerable amount of variation

as to how the rrno net lossrr objective ltas met.

The examples served as a useful information base from

which to derive a diverse set of concepts which represent

acceptable methods of meeting the objectives of the ilno net

lossrr guiding principle. These concepts can be employed in

deternining how rrno net lossrr night, be appl-ied in the

development of mitigation and compensation proposals for the

conawapa project.
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Chapter 7

REVTEW OF POTEIT'iTTÀI, FISE EABTTAT ãLTERàTrON8 BY CONATAPå

7.L Introduction

Hydroelectric developnent, has affected the landscape and

ecosystem of the Nelson River since the completion of Kersey

Generating Statíon (c.S.) in 1960. Kettle c.S. came into
service in L97O followed by Long Spruce G.S. in L977, and

Limestone G.S. in 1990. Regrulation of Lake Winnipeg through

the Jenpeg control structure in 1975 and the diversion of the

Churchill Ríver in 1976 has contributed to the hydroelectric
potential of the Nelson River (Swanson 1990). The inpacts of
these deveropments has considerably artered the availability
and condition of fish habitat on the Nelson River.

The proposed Conawapa G.S. will be construct,ed at a sit,e

27 km downstream from Limestone G.s. The location of the
proposed development is indicated in Figure Z.I. The project
will flood approximately 10 hectares of land. The extent of
flooding will be ¡rinir¡al due to the high banks of the Nelson

River (Manitoba Hydro 1990).

The existence of previous darns on the Nelson River wirl
provide a reriabre information base which can be used to
predict the potentiat effect,s of the Conawapa project,. Due to
the simirarity in locat,ion, size, geomorphology and biological
charact,eristics between Long Spruce G.S., Limest,one G.S. and

the proposed conawapa G.s., previous developments may serve as
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models to predict the environment,al impact,s of Conawapa (Baker

1990a). The existence of these generating stations, however,

nay also hamper the collect,ion of accurate data on the impacts

of the Conawapa project as an individual entity. The effects
of each generating station cannot be isolated from one another

at aII stages of the data collection process. When estimating

the impacts of the development on fish movernents down the

Nelson River fron as far as Kettle River, individual inpacts

of each station cannot be easily separated. The extensive

level of development on the Nelson River has created a number

of cumulative impacts in the region. It therefore may be

difficult to estimate the loss of productive capacity in the

Nelson River which is directly attributable to Conawapa. It
is for these reasons that application of the rrno net lossrl

guiding principle to a project of the magnitude of Conawapa

has many complicating factors.

For the purposes of this study, the fish habitat
alterations by the Conav¡apa project will be discussed ín three

sections; the Nelson River mainstem and tributaries, the

creation of a reservoir, and, the Nelson River estuary.

7.2 Inpacts oD l¡elsou River Tributarieg and l,lainstem

7.2.1 Brook trout

Brook trout has been identified as one of the most

important fish species in the Ne1son River system. It has

been classífied as a heritage species. Brook trout are highly
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prized because of its sport fishing attraction and its

cultural and historical significance as part of Manitobars

heritage on the Nelson River (Swanson et al. 1990). A

considerable amount of research related to the impacts of

hydroelectric development on brook trout has been conducted

relative to other fish species in the Ne1son River system.

7.2.2 Brook trout population decline

The population of brook trout in the Nelson Ríver has

declined significantly due to direct and indirect impacts of

hydroelectric development. Brook trout prefer fast running

riverine environments and cannot adapt to the creation of

reservoirs on the upper reaches of the Nelson River. A study

conducted to assess the species composition of Long Spruce

Reservoir revealed that there may be no brook trout in the

reservoir. The sample of 841 fish taken from the reservoir in

JuIy and October of 1989 did not contain any brook trout
(Baker et aI. 1990). Several projects $¡ere undertaken by the

Manitoba Fisheries Branch (MF'B) to enhance brook trout habitat

in the Kett1e River region, however, the populations did not

fully reestablish thenselves (Swanson and Kansas 1987). The

location of the Kettle River is provided in Figure 7.2.

The lack of brook trout captured from Long Spruce

Reservoir does not necessarily inply that no brook trout live

in the reservoir. A radio tag study conducted as part of a

Kettle River enhancement project indicated that three trout
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remained in Long Spruce Reservoir for the life span of the

tags which was about 7 months. The trout hlere reported as

being healthy (Swanson et aI. 1991).

Despite the survival of trout in the reservoir, a

comparison with data taken from Limestone Forebay revealed

that brook trout generally do not reside within impounded

regions. In 1990, 1556 fish !¡ere captured in Limestone

Forebay, none of which were brook trout (Baker 1991). Other

data collected indicate that brook trout migrate out of

impounded regions (MacDonell 1991a). Brook trout tagged in

Limestone Forebay v/ere retríeved below Limestone G.S. from

Moondance Creek. This may be contributing to a short-term

increase in fish utilization of Moondance Creek (MacDonell

1-991-a). A second report documenting brook trout spawning

movements supported this conclusion. Nunbers of brook trout

encountered that inhabit I{ilson Creek and Sky Pilot Creek,

located above Limestone G.S., indicated a decrease from the

number of brook trout which was recorded in these creeks in

comparison to the previous year. these creeks are illustrated

in Figure 7.3. The decline in numbers encountered does not

necessarity indicate a decrease in the size of the brook trout

population. The decline could indicate, however, that brook

trout are leaving the system. Recaptures of tagged fish

ind.icated that a significant number of fish nigrated down from

Limestone Forebay during the fall, winter' or spring 1989 /L99O

(MacDonell 1991b).
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Strontium is an element which becomes concentrated in the

tissue of anadromous fish. Anadromous fish miqrate down to
marine environments to increase their feeding opportunities.
strontium was present in high concentrations in less than 1å

of brook trout monitored in tributaries of Limest,one Forebay

suggesting that few of the brook trout within this region are

anadromous. The Iow number of anadromous brook trout (1S)

indicates that these fish probably feed within the Nerson

River tributaries. These are the brook trout that were

directly impacted by the flooding of the forebay region. It
was predicted by swanson et al. (1990) that these fish would

be restricted to becoming tributary resident populations of
small, slov/er growing brook trout.

Hydroelectric developments have already impacted trout
populations below Limestone c.s. This is the region which

will become Conawapa Forebay, Às stated earlier, tag returns

indicate that fish which have migrat,ed out, of Limestone

Forebay may be using Moondance Creek for spawning and

foraging. The populations which have urigrated out of the

inpounded region may have been subjected to increased

mortality due to passage through turbines.

Moondance creek currentry serves as a refuge for juvenile

trout from predators which inhabit the Nelson River mainstem

(MacDonelJ- J-991,a). ft has also been noted by Kroeker (1991)

that there is a resident population of brook trout in
Moondance Creek.
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There has been some speculation that the potential for
immígration of juveniles and young of the year from Beaver,

Goose, 15 and Tiny Creeks to use habitat above Limestone c.S.

no longer exists (Kroeker 1991). Since the extent to which

brook trout lrere moving between tributaries located above and

below Linestone G.S. has not been documented, this is merely

a speculative comment.

Other impacts downstream of Limestone c.S. include

variable water levels due t,o discharges from the da¡r. These

conditions have created fluctuations at the mouths of Nelson

River tributaries. These habitat changes may have increased

pressure on the remainder of habitat available for brook trout
in streams such as Moondance Creek.

Given this brief su¡nmary of data, it appears as if brook

trout have not disappeared conpletely fron upper reaches of

the Nelson River as a result of hydroelectric development,

however, the population has been impacted significantly.
Swanson et al (1990) and MacDonell (1991b) have pointed out,

that although there have been a subst,antial number of habitat
changes as a result of hydroelectric developments, it is
difficult to distinguish between population decline caused by

anglers and that which rrras caused by hydroelectric
development. It must, be noted however, that the influx of
construct,ion workers into the area has resulted in increased

angling pressure. This situation has created an indirect

impact on the brook trout population which is associated with
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hydroelectric development.

The impacts of hydroelectric developrnent on brook trout
popurations rocated near Long spruce c.s. and Limest,one c.s.
can be used to predict the potentiar population changes from

the proposed Conawapa project.

7.2.3 Potential brook trout habitat alterations by coDasapa

The most, significant inpact of the proposed conawapa

project on the Nelson River brook trout population wirr be the
creation of conawapa Forebay. The conawapa Forebay area is
presently used as feeding habitat for brook trout from the
Limestone River. Arthough there are no popuration estimates

available, the Limestone River has been described as one of
the nrost productive brook trout streams in Manitoba. The

Limestone River is located on Figure 7.3.

Radio telemetry studies reveared that brook trout spawn

at most of the major tributaries of the Linestone River such

as 9 Mire creek, 12 Mile creek, and cN creek (swanson et aI.
1991). Most of these fish stay within the Linestone River and

do not use the Nerson River or the Nelson River Estuary

(swanson 1986, swanson and Kansas L987, MacDonerr 1991a). The

fish which do leave the region are often brook trout fry
rnigrating within conawapa Forebay to find streams which

provide nursery habitat
swanson et al. (1998) has estimated that historically,

242 of Limestone River trout may have been anadromous.

Recently, it has been estinated that less that 1t of arl trout
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inhabiÈing the Limestone River and it,s tributaries are

anadromous (Swanson et aL. 1991 and MacDonell 1991a). Brook

trout inhabiting the Limestone River mainstern seem to have a

higher incidence of anadromy than those inhabiting its
tributaries. Formation of the Conawapa Forebay may eliminate

riverine feeding habitat for those fish which seek alternative

feeding habitat to that available in the Limestone River.

There is speculation that the section of the Nelson River

mainstem which may become the Conawapa Forebay is currently
being utilized as overflow feeding habitat for brook trout
from the Limestone River. Because the Limestone River has

been impacted by angling, there are fewer fish utilizing

habÍtat in the river. It is likely that, historically, a

larger population of brook trout inhabited the Limestone

River. Under these circunstances a larger number of fish
would have left the river to increase their feeding

opportunities.

This Limestone River brook trout population has been

affected by the construction of Limestone c.S. and will be

further impacted by Conawapa. Studies undertaken by both the

MFB and Manitoba Hydro indicate extensive use of the Limestone

River and other Conawapa Forebay tributaries by brook trout.
Work undertaken by Gaboury and Spence (1981), Swanson (1986),

Swanson and Kansas (L987), Swanson et al. (1988) identified

the Limestone River and Moondance Creek as spawning areas.

Most of the creeks which drain on the north shore of the
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Nelson River serve primarily as nursery habitat.
The MFB has predicted that Moondance creek is unlikely to

suffer any direct physicat inpacts fron conawapa because this
creek is at the headwater of conal¡apa Forebay (swanson 1991).

MacDonell (199la) however, report,ed that increased water
levels at the mouth of the creek may reduce its suitability
for juvenire brook trout because it may increase predator

access.

The conawapa project wilr affect brook trout poputations

which currently inhabit tributaries of the Nelson River which

are located downstream of the proposed conawapa G.s. very
little information has been assessed with regard to these
populations. A report pubtished by Baker (1990b) presents a

physical description of the weir Riverr êD overview of fish
species rocated in the river, and an evaruation of the
existence of groundwater upwellings suitabre for brook trout
spawning. rt must be noted that groundwater upwerrings are

important to íncubate brook trout eggs. Groundwater may

provide the necessary fÌow of oxygenated water to arlow egg

development in fine substrate. Fine substrate may be

detrimental to egg deveroprnent. upwelring may arso serve to
l-oosen the fine substrate (Swanson et aI. 1990).

Àt this time, Do recent informat.ion regarding the tife
history of l{eir River brook trout has been colrected.
Movements and anadromy of weir River brook trout have been

investigated by Gaboury (1980), swanson (1986), and swanson
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and Kansas (L987). Floy tagging of brook trout by Gaboury

(1980) revealed that there was some interchange between brook

trout of the Weir and Limestone Rivers. Limited radío-tagging

studies by swanson and Kansas (L987) suggested that lfeir River

brook trout may utilize the Nelson River estuary to
overwinter. The level of anadromy reported by this stud.y was

7 4eo. This prelíurinary data s.uggests that the proposed

conawapa G.s. may restrict the movenents of these popurations.

According to the data presented above, the proposed

Conawapa project is likeIy to have the following impacts on

Nelson Ríver brook trout populations:

1. Flooding of the Limestone Rapids will
cause a reductíon in the amount of
habitat which is available for feeding.

2. At a maximum water level of 6O m in
Conawapa Forebay, approximately 7 kn of
rearing habitat on the north shore of the
river will be flooded.

3. Brook trout have a tendency to migrate
out of ímpounded regions and may
therefore rnigraÈe out of Conawapa
Forebay.

4. Flooding at the mouths of tributaries of
the Nelson River will allow access to
predators such as northern pike.

5. The Cona\^¡apa G.S. will prevent the use of
upstream habitat such as the Limestone
River by brook trout inhabiting
tributaries loeated below the c.S. such
as l{eir River.

6. Increased angling in the l-ower Ne1son
River region which may occur as a result
of an increased work force to construct
the Conawapa project may also impact the
species.
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7. Flow changes may also iurpact brook trout
populations located below the proposed
dam.

I{hile relative predictions can be made as to the nature

and location of impacts by the proposed dam on brook trout, no

numerical estimates have been generated by either the MFB or

Manitoba Hydro. There is ongoinçt research on this species.

7.2.4 Lake sturgeon

Lake sturgeon, like brook trout has been classified as a

heritage species. Lake sturgeon is also a prized species for

recreational fishing and is harvested for domestic

consumption. The decline of lake sturgeon within the Nelson

River system appears to be more severe than that of brook

trout.

7.2.5 Lake sturgeon population decline

The unigue life history of lake sturgeon has been a major

deterrent to its ability to sustain itself in the nidst of

extensive habitat alteration. Harkness and Dyrnond (1961) made

comparisons of sturgeon age at sexual maturity between various

locations. In the Nelson River, they estimated that mal-es

reach sexual naturity between the ages of 15 to 20. Females

reach sexual maturity between the ages of 25 to 33. Magnin

(L966) felt that depending on locality south to north, fenales

spawned every 4 to 6 years and males every 2 to 3 years.

These life history patterns have creat,ed dif f icult,ies in
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assessing the inpacts of habitat, alteration on the species.

Lake sturgeon have suffered fron habitat changes due to

hydroelectric development. Lake sturgeon prefer to make long

ranging movements which are not possible in an inpounded

region (Swanson et aI. 1991). A reservoir such as the one

located at the Long Spruce G.S. does not provide sufficient

habitat feeding to sustain a self propagating population of

lake sturgeon (Swanson 1991). A sanple of fish was taken from

Long Spruce Reservoir in 1989 to assess its species

compositíon. It did not contain any lake sturgeon (Baker et

aI. 1990) . Sirnilar sarnpling ef forts in Limestone Forebay

revealed very few lake sturgeon (Baker 1990a, Baker 1991). À

radio tag study revealed that sturgeon are likely to leave a

lacustrine environment to search for improved feeding

opportunities (Swanson 1991) .

Habitat changes resulting from hydroelectric developrnent

may have negatively impacted sturgeon spawning. A study in

the spring of 1988 which involved placing a test net below

Long Spruce c.S. was initiated to determine if the specíes

spa$¡ns at the base of the dam. Fourteen sturgeon hlere

captured, however, there v/as no sign of spawning taking place

(Swanson et aI. 1990). Swanson et aI. (1990) believe that

they may have missed the spawning period during the year which

the study lras conducted. Swanson (1991) has reported that,

prior to construction of Long Spruce G.S. and Kettle G.S.,

KettLe Rapids was ident,ified as a lake sturgeon spawning area,
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Research efforts up to the sunmer of 1991 have not yet

revealed a sturgeon spawning area (Don lrfacDonell, pers.

comm. ) . Data presented by Swanson et aI. (1990) suggest that
no successful spawning of lake sturgeon has taken place since

the compret,ion of Kettte c.s. A number of studies lrere

initiated in 1986 to investigate the life history of Nerson

River lake sturgeon utitizing radio telemetry and giIl
netting. The studies fail-ed to pinpoint any spawning

locations of lake sturgeon and no lake sturgeon under 10 years

of age v,ras captured (Swanson et aI. 1991).

Aside from habit,at changes and blockage of migratory
movements, disturbances of sturgeon eggs may also have red to
the decrine of the rake sturgeon population. Lake sturgeon

have been seen ttrollingrr and rfbreakingrr the surface of the

Lower Limestone Rapids in the spring of 1986 and 1988 (swanson

et al. 1990) . This behaviour is oft,en associated with
spawning (swanson 1991). Despite these reports no rake

sturgeon eggs or fry were found during sampring of the Lower

Limestone Rapids (swanson et aL. 1990). swanson et aI. (l-990)

believe that any eggs from sturgeon spawning in the Lower

Limestone Rapids in 1988 may have been desLroyed due to air
exposure for 2-2o hours per day during a period of drought.

Extreme fl-ow variations in the lower Nelson River appear to
have had a detrirnental effect on lake sturgeon stocks.

Given this information, one may specurate that previous

hydroelectric development has contributed to the decline of
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the lake sturgeon populat,ion of the Nelson River region and

the proposed Conawapa project will also contribute to this
decline.

7.2.6 Potential lake sturgeon babitat alteratioas by Conawapa

Information on lake sturgeon in the lower Nelson River is
liurited, thus the ability to accurately predict the impact,s of
the Conawapa project will be linited. Most of the predictions
presented are inferentÍal wíth litt1e supportive data.

Radio tracking showed that lake sturgreon use Angling Lake

throughout the year (Swanson et aI. 1990). Angling Lake

serves as a refuge from the Nelson River and provides a

suitable feeding environment (Figure 7.3). Occasionally they

may emigrate to overwinter in the Ne1son River. No other

studies have been initiated to investigate the impacts of the

Conawapa project on lake sturgeon specifically, and, other

studies conducted in the Conawapa Forebay area did not uncover

any lake sturgeon populations or spawning areas.

Despite the quantitative linit,ations of this infonnation,
several predictions can be made with regard to the inpacts of
the proposed Conawapa project on the lake sturgreon population

of the lower Nelson River.

1. After the creation of the Conawapa
Forebay, movements upstrean into the
Limestone Rapids wiIl be prevented.
These feeding and spawning opportunities
will no longer exist.

2. Lake sturgeon may not be able to find
suitable foraging habitat in Conawapa
Forebay.
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Water level fluctuations caused by the
Conawapa G.S. may expose lake sturgeon
eggs.

Reduced flow conditions in the Nelson
River may encouragie larger numbers of
Iake sturgeon to migrate down to the
estuary to feed.

7.3 Otber Species

The proposed conawapa project will inpact a number of

other species within the Nelson River mainstem and

tributaries. Up until 1989, there was litt1e research on

species in the Nelson River system other than brook trout or

lake sturgeon. Tentative conclusions wÍth regard to potential

impacts on these species has been made by reviewing

information available from both Manit,oba Hydro and the MFB

since 1989. There was a linited amount of information

presented on the four species discussed below. A complete

Iist of the species which are present in the Nelson River

system is presented in Table 7.L at the end of this chapter.

Longnose Sucker

Longnose sucker is considered to be the most abundant

species in the Nelson River mainstem (Baker 1990a, Swanson et

aI. 1990). It is also the most abundant species in the

Limestone Forebay and aII other tributaries and creeks in the

Nelson River region (Baker 1990a and 1991).

While tittle is known about the life cycle of this

species, studies have indicated that they utilize both the

3.

1.
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Nelson River mainstem and its tributaries. A gill netting

study conducted in the proposed Conawapa Forebay area in 1988

revealed that longnose sucker is the most conmon species

inhabitíng the region. Out of a total of 508 fish gillnetted,

49.42 of the sample were suckers (Swanson et al. 1990).

Longnose Sucker is the most predominant species in Moondance

Creek followed by white sucker (MacDonell 1991a).

The potential effect which the Conar¡rapa project will have

on longnose sucker can be estimated by examining how it has

been impacted by previous hydroelectric developments. À

comparison of the species composition in Long Spruce Reservoir

with that of Limestone Forebay and the Nelson River mainstem

is provided in Figure 7.4. This data indicates how various

species may react to impoundment. It appears as if longnose

sucker has a tendency to decline ín inpounded regions. The

populations of longnose sucker in the Nelson River mainstem

and tributaries are likely to decline as a result of the

Conawapa project.

f,ake lYhitefish

Lake whitefish is the second most abundant species within

the Nelson River mainstem and has continued to survive in Long

Spruce Reservoir (Figure 7.4). Baker et aI. (1990) reported

that a survey conducted to assess species conposition and

abundance in Long Spruce Reservoir in 1988 produced a sample

which consisted of 18.78 whit,efish. The infornation on
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species composition presented in Figure 7.4 indicates that the

population of whitefish wilt likely increase in the Conawapa

Forebay over tiure.

A survey of nigrating fish in the Limestone River

revealed a relatively low number of lake whitefish indicating

that it is not a significant spawning area for this species

(MacDonelÌ 199lc). MacDonell (199lc) reported that it is

likely that lake whitefish spawn in the Nelson River mainstem.

Strontium levels of lake whitefish captured in the Limestone

River indícate that the populatíon may be anadromous. ff

these fish are anadromous, the Conawapa G.S. nay inhibit their

downstream movements. The extent, of this potential impact is

unknown.

Unpubtished research results have revealed thaL there was

a spawning population of over 3000 lake whitefish which

utilized the Angling River during the fall of L99L (Don

MacDonell, pers. comm. ) . The potential inpacts of the

Conawapa project on these fish is not yet known.

Northeru Pike

Northern pike is expected to increase in abundance in

Conawapa Forebay. A survey of the species composition of Long

Spruce Reservoir revealed that northern pike s¡as its most

abundant species, comprising 22.42 the sampLe taken (Baker et

al. 1990). Data collected by MacDonell (1991c) indicated that

most northern pike do not undertake significant migrations and
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that their novements are generally localized. Given this

information, it appears as if this species is more like1y

benefit from the habitat alterat,ions which will be caused by

the Cona!¡apa project

Lake Cisco

In 1990, lake cisco was the most abundant species moving

in and out of the Linestone River. ft cornprised 938 of the

catch, or, L5 983 out of 17 066 fish (MacDonell 1991c).

Strontium levels in these fish suggest that they may be

anadromous. Lake cisco utilize the Liurestone River during the

faII (MacDonell 1991c). Swanson et al. (1990) also reported

that Lake cisco use the Nelson River rapids during the fall.

The potential impacts of the proposed Conawapa project on

this species are at present unknown, however, Figrure 7.4

indicates that lake cisco is capable of surviving in a

lacustrine environment. Despite the abitity of thís species

to survive wíthin an irnpounded region, it is important to note

that research results up to 1991 have not yet uncovered a

spawning region for the lake cisco other than the Lirnestone

River.

While the potential changes in the population of lake

cisco as a result of the proposed Conawapa project are

unknown, the impacts of blocking migrations of this species

may be felt wíthin the Ne1son River estuary ecosystern where

the fish may be a source of food for beluga whales.
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l9alleye

The 1988 survey of species conposition in the Nelson

River mainstem indicated that walleye accounted for

approximately 1.48 of its species composition. Walleye is

sensitive to light and prefers deep or turbid streams (Scott,

and Crossman L973r. There are indications that the walleye

population will likely increase if the Conawapa project is

constructed. The potential for this population to increase in

cona!'¡apa Forebay is illustrated in Figrure 7.4.

7.4 Reservoir Creation

The proposed Conawapa project t¡ill transform a section of

the Nelson River mainstem into a reservoír, ot t forebay.

Conawapa Forebay will include a 27 kn stretch of the Nelson

River and will flood an area of 10 hectares. The level of

flooding caused by the project will be ninimal due to the high

banks of the Nelson River at the proposed Conawapa site.

The characteristics of both Long Spruce Reservoir and

Limestone Forebay can be used to predict the species

composition of the forebay which will be forned by the

proposed conawapa project, however, since it takes several

years for these newly created aguatic communities to

stabilize, only tentative predictions can be nade. A study

conducted by Baker et aI. (1990) in Long Spruce Reservoir

indicated that stabilization is still occurring 13 years after

impoundment.
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Fish species composition in Long Spruce Reservoir was

described as being similar to that of a northern Manitoba

lake. Northern pike was the nost abundant specÍes in Long

Spruce Reservoir followed by lake whitefish, white sucker and

longnose sucker (Baker et al. 1990). This is indicat,ed in
Fig'ure 7 .4.

It is expected that a comparison between L985/1986 Long

Spruce Reservoir data to a riverine section of the lower

Ne1son River wouLd show a higher l-evel of productivity while

a comparison to a lacustrine system, such as Split Lake would

show a lower level of productivity (Baker et al. 1990).

Low levels of mercury have been recorded in both Long

Spruce Reservoir and Limestone Forebay. Baker et al. (1990)

reported that the mean mercury levels were relatively low for
all species ín Long Spruce Reservoir and did not exceed the

Canadian export linit for consumption of 0.5 pprn of mercury.

Sirnilar findings have been reported for Limestone Forebay,

however, it often takes several years after impoundment for
muscle mercury concentrations to increase (Baker 1990a).

Swanson (1991) has stated that the Limestone and Conawapa

Forebays will probably have resident fish stocks with mercury

Ievels similar to those in Long Spruce Reservoir due to the

downstream movement of fish containing mercury.

Given this prelirninary data, it rnay be assumed that the

construction of the Conawapa project will create a reservoir

with a species coinposition which is sinilar to that of Long
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Spruce Reservoir. The low level of flooding will likely
result in mercury levels which do not exceed the Canadian

export linit for consumption of 0.5 ppm.

7.5 Turbine nortality

Fish mortality as a result of passage through turbines on

the lower Nelson River has not yet been assessed. KGS et aI.
(l-991) report that mortality for passage of fry through a

turbine, such as the one to be installed at Conawapa, may be

as high as 10 to 2OZ, while nortality for adults may be as

high as 60 to 808. Rough estimates can be derived from the

literature, however, these numbers cannot be utilized as

researchers are stitl unsure as to the extent to which fish
populations attempt to pass through the turbines as they

migrate out of impounded regions.

The cumulative environmental impacts of constructing a

series of generating stations on one river is especially

irnportant in the case of turbine mortality. Drifting larval
fish may pass through as many as three generating stations.
Turbine mortality could have a significant impact on passively

nigrating fish.

7.6 Potential Impacts by Conawapa ou the Nelson River
Estuary

The impacts associated with the construction of the

Conawapa project have the potential to extend as far as the

/Nelson River estuary. As very tittle is known about the
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ecosystem of the Nel-son River estuary, only tentative
predictions can be made with regard to the potential inpacts
of the Conanapa project, on this ecosystem.

A study was undertaken in the Nerson River estuary in the
open water season of 19Bg utirizing girl nets, beach seines,

and zooprankt,on nets (Baker 1989) . A totat of 2603 fish,
comprised of 27 species, representing 13 famiries, hrere

captured beÈween June 30 and october 7, 1999. Twenty-four of
these species vtere classified as freshwater species. Vlithin
this group there was a wide range of torerance and degree of
utilization of salt water. The most co¡nmon species identified
was longnose sucker at 468 of the totar, folrowed by emerard

shiner comprising 4ot of the catch. rn the gilr nets only,
longnose sucker accounted for s4z of the catch forlowed by

lake whitefish at z4z and rake cisco at L7z (Baker 1989).

several of the species identified such as lake cisco, rake

whitefish, lake sturgeon, and stickreback are diadromous.

Diadromous fish make daily or seasonal migrations between

fresh and salt water.

Baker (1989) reported that, brook trout r¡ere conspicuousry

absent from the fish collections in the estuary. Brook trout
has previously been captured in the estuary and it is known

that a percentage of the Nel-son River population utirizes this
area for feeding (Gaboury 1980, srrranson 1996, swanson et ar.
1-988). swanson (1988) berieves that their absence may be

exprained by a rarge decline in their abundance during the
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past decade as a result of overfishing and habitat alteration.
Very little is known about fish utilization of the

estuary. There is insufficient information about spawning

locations and dispersal of whitefish, Iongnose sucker and lake

cisco in the Nelson River system to draw conclusions regarding

the possible spatial and temporal structures of these

populations (Baker 1989). Baker (1989) conpared data from the

Ne1son River with data obtained from the LaGrande and Eastmain

Rivers in Quebec. He stated that the life history patterns of

the Nelson River lake whit,efish and lake cisco are probably

similar to those in the LaGrande and Eastmain Rivers. Three

different annual nigrations are undertaken by these species in
the LaGrande and Eastmain Rivers. These can be categorized as

feeding, spawning, and overwíntering.

Despite the fact that, general assumptions can be made

with regard to lake whitefish and lake cisco use of the Ne1son

River estuary, the importance and extent, of utilization of the

estuary is not known. fts significance as a feeding ground is
unknown as is the location of overwintering grounds for the

fish (Baker 1989). No species in the Nelson River estuary was

captured in sufficient abundance or exclusively during spring

or faII which would indicate presence of a spawning nigration.
The lack of sexually mature fish captured during the study

also supports this (Baker 1989).

The preliurinary data collected within the estuary is not

sufficient to evaluate potentiat fish habitat losses frorn the
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proposed conawapa project, however, a review of data
pertaining to the use of the region by beruga whales can be

used as some measure of how this ecosystem may be impacted by

the Conar,rapa project.

7.6.1 Potential habitat alterations for beluga whares

Estuaries in generar are believed to be important to
beluga whales as nursery areas, feeding, social activity and

reproduction. The increased temperatures in estuaries during
the summer provide a favourable environment for the growth of
newborn calves. A study conducted in the churchírr River
estuary during July and August of 19Bg tent,ativery revealed
the following three observat,ions; 1. beluga whale distribution
in estuaries may be partially deterruined by water temperature,
2. adult beluga whares hrere relativery more abund.ant in warm

estuary waters, and, 3. water tenperature may be an important
factor for skin moult in adult beluga (I{atts et al. 1991).

The potentíal effect of the proposed conawapa project on

the beruga whales in the Nelson River estuary has become a
focus of discussion from both members of the pubric and

environmentarists. The beruga whale popuration of the NeLson

River estuary is berieved to be the largest concentration in
the world. This population is harvested domesticalry by
communities located north of the Nelson River. while the
effects of previous hydroelectric developnents on this
population are unknown, a number of potentiar inpacts of the
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proposed Conawapa project have been identified.
In November of 1990, a workshop lras organized by Manitoba

Hydro and the DFO to discuss the potential effects of

hydroelectric development on the beluga whales of the Nelson

River estuary. The findings of this workshop will form the

bulk of information presented in this section.

The workshop discussed the potential effects of the

proposed conanapa project and its relationship to changes in
water temperature, sedimentation, river discharge and changes

in water chemistry (Lawrence et al. 1991). A number of
potential irnpacts which the Conawapa project may have on the

Nelson River estuary, and its beluga whale population vrere

identified, however, Do assessment was made by the workshop

members as to the magnitude or occurrence of potential

impacts. Some of the potential impacts identified by the

workshop include:

1. Changes in sediment,ation may result in
loss of spawning sítes for capelin and
filter feeding invertebrates I a food
source for beluga whales.

2. The Conawapa G.S. may create a physical
barrier to anadromous and diadromous fish
which could affect beluga food supply.

3. Changes in Nelson River hydrology could
alter estuarine food webs by altering
freshwater food sources. This could
affect beluga whale feeding habits.

4. Changes in water tenperature may affect
nolting of the whale epidernis.

5. Increases in mercury levels from flooding
may accumulate in whale f1esh.
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6. The Conawapa project will facilitate
access to the estuáry which could resultin increased hunting and harassnent of
whales.

7. Increased fishing in the Nelson Riverregion could contribute to whale
Tortality through entanglement of belugain giIl nets.

7.7 Conclusion

The data presented above is a short summary of the
potent,ial impacts of the proposed conawapa project on

fisheries resources in the rower Nerson River. several
important concrusions may be drawn from this data. primariry,
past experience indÍcates that both brook trout and rake
sturg'eon popurations will suffer from a variety of impacts if
the Conawapa project is built.

other species which are believed to be anadromous such as

lake whitefish and lake cisco will aLso suffer if their rife
histories ínclude rnigration from habitat berow the conawapa

c.s. to utilize habitat located above the structure. unrike
brook trout and lake sturgeon, these species nay find suitable
habitat r+ithin a newly created reservoir. The creation of a

reservoir will favor northern pike and the population density
of longnose sucker is likery to decrine. The reservoir
community itserf may take over ten years to stabirize and will
rikely be more productive than the uninpounded region of the
Nerson River whire at the same ti¡re being ress productive than
other northern lakes in the region. Mercury accumulation in
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muscle tissue is not expected to a najor problem in the newry

created reservoir. The impacts associated with the
construction of an additional generating station on fish
populations in the Nelson River estuary are largely unknown,

however, a number of potentiar inpacts have been identified
with regard to the beluga whale popuration of the estuary.

The information presented in this chapter indicates that
there may be a rrnet losstt of fish habitat if the conawapa

project proceeds. This infornat,ion will be used to make

recommendations for mitigation and/or compensation measures to
meet the objectives of the rrno net lossff guiding principle if
the proposed Conawapa project is constructed.
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Balcr, 1 ga€a.b)

fourhom oculpin (Mvoxocaohalur
quadriçomio)

collælod in osh:a4f - a tsvtY cøh:uino
¡pælæ

(Bakcr, l9ASb)

rivsr dartor (!99!¡9 shuma¡di) collocted in oatuary - not prariouþ
rocordcd in Churchill-Nolæn Fliva
water¡heda

(Baker,19ASb)

Arøiic shanny (Slichaeus punciahrs) collecled in cch:aq¡, - not prwloualy
recorded in Churchill-Nelaon Flivar

watenheda

(Baker, l9A9Þ)

capolin (Mallotus villosus) lound in c¡tusry (on b¡¡che¡ and in

stomach corÌiort¡ of bolugr whdc)
(Bator, l9ASb)
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chapter I
IIITIGATTON AIID CO}IPENSATIODI RECOI,ÍI,ÍE¡TDAÎION8 :TO

ãCEIEVE rrNO NET IJOggrr ÀT CONAWAPA

The final component of this research is to present a

discussion of how the rrno net lossrt principle may be applied

to the proposed Conawapa projecÈ. An evaluation of potential

nitigation and compensation measures will be presented. The

selection of these measures will be based upon the concepts

which !,rere derived fro¡n the policy applicat,ion examples cited

in Chapter 6, and, the potential habitat alterations outlined

in Chapter 7. Some of the compensation proposals reviewed by

the Lower Nelson River Fisheries Mitigation Sub-Com¡rittee t¡iIl

be reviewed in this chapter. Some general suggestions as to

how the rrno net lossrr principle can be inplemented by Manitoba

Hydro are also included.

It is important to note that at present, no uritigation or

compensation measures have been proposed by Manitoba Hydro in

regards to the rrno net lossrt principle.

Concepts derived fron DFo rrno net lossrr principle application

1) Like for like habitat replacement, is most comrnonly applied.

2, Geographic location of replacement habitat is within close
proximity of l-ost habitat.

3) Mitigation and/or compensation measures are developed to
accommodate users of fisheries resources.

4, one species may be substituted for another if it is
considered to be of equal value.
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5) The rtno net lossrr principre may be appried on a regional
basis to achieve [no net lossrr or a rtnet gainr of f ish
habitat.
6) compensation projects are designed to accommodate for
uncertainty in project outcomes.

7, compensatory habitat should be deveroped prior to the
destruction of natural habitat.
8) Compensatory habitat can be developed in
9) Funding for compensation projects can
variety of sources.

10) fnnovative approaches to rrno net lossrl

degraded regions.

allocated from a

are acceptable.

8.1 eoncepts #L, #2, and #3 ltitigatio¡ and Co¡rpeDsation
Proposals

8.1.1 Brook trout
The brook trout population of the Nelson River system has

been identified by the Manit,oba Departnent of Natural

Resources as a heritage species. Brook trout are important to
anglers as well as being a domestic food source. Domestíc

harvesters such as the members of the Fox Lake Band have

indicated a strong preference for brook trout (Dennis l{ind.sor,

pers. comm.). Mitigation and compensat,ion measures should be

developed specificarry for the brook trout population due to
the specific curturar importance of brook trout and regal
priority of Native harvesters over fisheries resources as

established in the R. v Sparrow case. Under these

circumstances, fairure to cornpensate for lost brook trout
habitat may be socially unacceptable.

rn chapter 6| in the case of the brook trout popuration

in seal cove River, the first, three concepts of rno net lossrl
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application outlined above $rere fu1ly endorsed. In the case

of Namew Lake Mine, nhere species substitution took place, it
may be noted that oríginalIy, litt1e fishing activity was

taking place in the lake and there was no group of current

users to define the lake as a fishery, therefore, creation of
rlike for liket habitat was not necessary in this case.

The recommended nitigation measures for brook trout are

listed below.

Closure of stre¡ns to angLers

Aside from population decline due to hydroelectric

development, a secondary factor in the reduction of the brook

trout population cited throughout the literature vras anglíng

pressure. The Manitoba Fisheries Branch has stated that in
the Nelson River and its tributaries, all brook trout, and lake

sturgeon must be released for the L992 season. the

tributaries to the Ne1son River will be closed to all fishing

from September 1 to September 30 during the L992 season

(Manitoba L992). These restrictions should be maintained

until the populations have rebounded.

These restrictions are viewed as an effective fishery

managiement tool as there is a high compliance rate among local
harvesters. These regulations have been reguested by

recreational fishermen. Native harvesters maintain their
rights to fish, however, it does not, appear as if they have

been harvesting ext,ensively. Enforcement of fishing

regulations in the Nelson River region is not perceived as a
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problem (Car1 WaIl, pers. conn.).

Kettle River enhancement

In 1988, the potential for rehabilitation of the Kettle

River brook trout population rf,as invest,igated through the

transfer of radio-tagged adults from other rivers. The fish

remained in the Kettle River-Long Spruce system throughout the

transmitting life of the tags and appeared to have found

suitable winter habitat (Swanson et aI. 1990). Swanson et

al. (1990) and Swanson et al. (1991) have recommended that

annual transfers of adult brook trout to the Kettle River be

undertaken t,o increase the potential of this river to develop

a self-sustaining population. The Kettle River is a good

location to increase the brook trout population as it

historicatly contained brook trout,. Groundwater upwellings

have been identífied in the Kett1e River.

Ifilson Creelc and Sky Pilot Creek e¡hancement

Brook trout populations within Sky Pilot Creek have

declined to some extent as a result, of fish ernigrating out of

Limestone Forebay (MacDonell 1991b). Enhancement programs

should be developed to sustain these populations at Ievels

estimated prior to the construction of the Linestone G.S.

These poputations are likely to reguire protection from

predators such as northern pike when its predicted population

increase in Limestone Forebay occurs. Protection from

predators can be achieved through the creation of barriers
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which inhibit passage of non-leaping fish.

Tributary enhancement

rf further research and monitoring indicates that the

reconmendations listed above prove insufficient to ¡nitigate

for losses of the brook trout population, additional studies

should be conducted in the tributaries of the Nelson River

below Conawapa G.S. to assess their potential to sustain brook

trout populations. Shranson et aI. (1990) have reported that

almost all of the strearns located within the proposed Conawapa

Forebay contain at least one groundwater upwelling.

Enhancement possibilities within the Hayes River, located

south of the Nelson River rnay also be invest,igated.

Limestone River monitoring

Research conducted by Swanson et aI. (1990) and MacDonell

(1991a) indicate that there is a large population of brook

trout which rernain in the Limestone River throughout the year.

The status of this population should continue to be nonitored

after the construction of Conawapa G.s. The potential to

control increased predation which nay result from the creation

of a reservoir should be investigated.

Fish ladder

The installation of a fish ladder at the proposed

conawapa G.S. is currently being debated as a measure to

conserve the Nelson River brook trout population. This

facility would be designed to allow passage of brook trout

past the G.S. to habitat above the dam such as the Limestone
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River. The cost of a fish ladder was estimated at g11 rnillion
(FMsc L989). More recent estimates of the costs of this
structure and a downstream fish passage facirity run as high
as $20 nillion (Dennis Windsor, pers. cornm.).

There are a number of problems associated with a fish
ladder.

1. rt is anticipated that the number of brook trout
which may use this ladder is smarl (rMsc 1999). The most

recent estimate of anadromous brook trout inhabiting the
Limestone River is onry 1å as mentioned in chapter 7.

2. No fish passage facirity exists, in North Àmerica,

that is designed for non-sarmonid species of fish such as rake
whitefish and rake cisco over dams as high as conawapa, for
example (Randy Baker, pers. comm).

3. Fish ladders should be installed in conjunction with
facÍl-ities to protect fish returning downstream from turbines.
This would further increase the cost of the fish ladder.

overall, the installation of a fish radder at conawapa

currently does not appear to be an effective method of neeting
the requirements of the tno net rossr principre. The costs
associated with a fish radder are also relatively high when

compared with the potentiar benefits of the structure.

8.L.2 Lake Sturgeon

The sturgeon populat,ion in the Nelson River system has

aLso been identified as a heritage species for the same
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reasons as brook trout. Failure to provide nitigat,ion
measures for the sturgeon population would be socially
unacceptable due to the cultural importance of the species.

closure of gtrerms to anglers

Due to the unique life history of lake sturgeon,

restrictions on harvesting for a period of up to twenty years

would not be unreasonable given the length of time reguired by

the species to reach sexual naturity. Restrictions for
harvesting of sturgeon in the Nelson River region are the same

as those cited for brook trout in Section 9.1.1 of this
report.

Minimum flos requirements

Extreme variations in water flow patterns on the 1ower

Nerson River appear to have had a detrimentar effect on the

recruitment of sturgeon (Swanson et aI. 1990).

Míninum f low reguirements eras one of the raitigation
proposals which was reviewed in the report by the Fisheries

Mitiqation sub-co¡nmittee (FMSC) in 1988. The establishment of
minimum flow requirements would mean that Manitoba Hydro would

be required to maintain a minimum flow rate from arr the
generating stations on the Nelson River to protect fish
habitat on the downstream portion of the river. The FMSC

dismissed this proposal on a number of grounds stating that
the nature of the forebays of the lower Nelson would reguire
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that minimum discharge levels be applied to aII generating

stations unless a wide range of forebay level-s can be

acconmodated (F'MSC 1989). The FMSC also felt that the

irnposition of minimum f low reguirements ¡¡ou1d only be

effective until the proposed Gillan Island G.S. t¡as

constructed (FMSC 1989).

Some positive aspect,s of ninimum flow requirements were

outlined in the FMSC report such as the recreational benefits

of constant boating conditions.

Based on estimates derived from two minimum flow

modelling nethods, the F'MSC has recornmended a mininum flow

level ot 25 OO0 cubic feet per second (cfs). The maint,enance

of this minimum flow requirement could benefit sturgeon

populations in the Ne1son River system.

Eabitat enbancenent

The creation of artificial sturgeon spawning habitat has

been reconmended by KGS et aI. (1991). B1ast rock could be

placed at the tailrace and/or downstream of the Conawapa

spillway t otr âû artificial spawning habitat could be built

(KGS et al. 199L).

Àngling River monitoring

Lake sturgeon populations have been identified in the

Angling River system. Further research on these populations

will be required in this region to assess any population
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changes which may occur as a result of the construction of the

conav¡apa project. The possibility for enhancement measures

within this system should be investigated.

8.1.3 other species

Mitigation measures for species other than brook trout
and lake sturgeon have not been cited in any of the literature

reviewed. The primary obstacle to provÍding any such

suggestions to meet, the reguirenents of the rrno net lossrl

guiding principle is the lack of detailed infornation with

regard to the life histories of other species in the Nelson

Ríver system. Despite this information gap, some

recoÍrmendations can be made based on the information that was

presented in Chapter 7.

Two other species which may require specific attention

are lake whitefish and lake cisco. These species are believed

to be anadromous. They are inportant to the Nelson River

ecosystem as any effects on these species nay have detrímental

impacts to the ecosyst,en of the Nelson River estuary.

rJake lfbitefish

A large population of lake whitefish was located in the

Angling River. The existence of this population may precÌude

any significant negative impacts which the Conawapa project

may have on lake whitefish, however, it is recornmended that

nonit,oring of whitefish be continued. If further evidence is
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uncovered to support the conclusion that beluga whales are

partially dependent upon lake whitefish as a food source,

nitigation of any impacts will be required.

Lake Císco

At this point the only spawning location identified for
Lake cisco is the Limestone River. The inportance of lake

cisco to the Nelson River system is similar to that of
whitefish as it may be a food source for beluga whales. If no

other spawning location for lake cisco are identified,
potential impacts of the Conawapa project on this population

coul-d become an important issue for mitigation. protection

from increased predation from the reservoir, and, habitat
enhancement wj-thin the Límestone River system nay be used to
mitigate impacts for this species

8.1.4 Reservoir creation

Concept #4 - Substitution of fish species

The construction of the Conae¡apa G.S. wiII impound

approximately 27 km of the Nelson River thus changing the fast
flowing habitat of the river to a slow moving lacustrine
environment. The forebay which will be created is likeIy to
be similar to Long Spruce Reservoir and Limestone Forebay.

As mentioned in Chapter 7, Baker et aI. (1990) have

stated that it is expected that a comparison between L9B5/1986

Long spruce Reservoir data to a riverine section of the rower
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Nelson River would show a higher level of productivity while

a comparison to a lacustrine system, such as Split Lake would

show a lower leve1 of productivity. Sinilar results h¡ere

predicted for Limestone Forebay over time (Baker et aI. 1990).

s$ranson (1991), however, has predicted that the Limestone and

Conawapa Forebays will have a lowered productive capacity due

to a number of factors associated with impoundment such as

high turbidity and decreased light penetration.

If future research results indicate that the productive

capacity of Conawapa Forebay is egual to, ot, higher than the

Nelson River mainstem, and, that mercury levels are

acceptable, it will have the potential to serve as both a

domestic and recreational fishery. This newly created habitat

could be considered as compensation for habitat alterations

incurred as a result of the conawapa project. case studies

reviewed in Chapt,er 6 of this report indicated that

substitution of one species for another of egual value is

acceptable to the DFo even though this option would qualify as

third on the PMFH rrHierarchy of Preferencesrr.

The acceptability of this proposal will be defined to a

Iarge extent by fishernen in the lower Nelson region.

Compensation proposals for najor hydrotechnical developments

such as the Oldman Ríver dam, reviewed in (KGS et al. L991)

cited reservoir management and creation of a reservoir fishery

as part of their proposed compensation plans.

The prirnary drawback in this situation is the number of
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years required for a the newly created ecosystem to stabilize.
The Conawapa Forebay may be used as future compensation but

cannot be considered immediately as part of the requirements

to achieve rrno net lossft due to the importance of the tenporal

dimension of the conceptual def inition of rrno net lossrl

(Chapter 2) which requires that compensatory habitat be

developed prior to habitat destruction.

8.1.5 Northern Indian Lake

The final reconmendation of the FMSC to compensate for
habitat losses as a result of Conawapa was the creation of
fish habitat by rewatering Northern Indian Lake (NIL). This

lake was drained as a result of the Churchill River Diversion.

The plan would create habitat suitable for northern pike and

walleye. Unlike brook trout and lake sturgeon, these species

are not considered heritage species. The FMSC reported that
this was the only option which would satisfy the requirements

of the rrno net lossrr guiding principle. This proposal would

create fish habitat sufficient to balance the unavoidable loss

of fish habitat in the Nelson River upon the flooding of the

Conawapa Forebay (FMSC 1989).

This option has three drawbacks. First, the fishery will
be located at a considerabre dístance fron the Nel-son River

such that it will not comply with the conceptual definit,ion of
frno net lossrr developed in Chapter 2 of this report unless

Manitoba Hydro provides transportation to the l-ake from the
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Nelson River region. This would increase the capital cost of

the structure which has already been estinated at $4 to 5

million. off site compensation is not a preferred option

according the rrHierarchy of Preferencesrr outlined in the PIIÍFH.

Second, the NIL option wiII create habitat for the

purposes of recreational fishermen and the newly created

fishery will not neet the needs of domestic harvesters of the

lower Ne1son River region. Third, there is the potential for

conflicts to arise between competing user groups if a nett

fishery is created in the NIL region.

While this option alone nay be insufficient to meet the

requirements of the rrno net lossrr principle because it will

not compensate for lost populations of heritage species such

as brook trout and lake sturgieon, it could be useful as an

additional measure if the reconmendations cited above prove

insuf f icient to compensate for the potent,ial l-oss of

productive capacity in the NeÌson River.

8.2 fnplementation of rrno net lossrr at Conawapa

Implementation of the rrno net lossrr principle at the site

of the Conawapa project can take place by employing concepts

5 to 10 listed at the beginning of this chapter.

Concept #5 - Regional policy applicatíon

The Fraser River Estuary Management Program (FREMP)

illustrates the merits of applying the rrno net lossrr principle
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rigorously in a specific aeographic area. Although there are

many significant differences between the Fraser River estuary

and the Northern Manitoba, the concepts ¡¡hich ltere developed

in British Columbia are applicable.

The Fraser River estuary is similar to Nelson River

region in that it is a region in which extensive economic

development has taken place within a highly productive

ecosystern which many local harvesters rely upon. Apptication

of the rrno net lossrr principle on a regional or ecosystem

basis rather than a site specific basis may lead to a ilnet

gainrr of fish habitat in the Nelson River region.

Implementation of the rrno net lossrr principle on a regional

basis could greatly increase the amount of fisheries resources

available to current and future harvesters in the north.

concept #6 - UncertaÍnty ín projeet outconeg

In general, appticat,ion of the rrno net losstt principle is

based on estimates of productive capacity as no consensus has

been reached as to how productive capacity should be neasured.

As stated in Chapter 7, there are no reliable estimates

available for the percentage of the brook trout population

which could be lost as a result, of the Conawapa project,

therefore, no figures can be estinated for the exact amount of

habitat which must be developed. This lack of informat,ion

should not pose any significanÈ problems for Manitoba Hydro as

continuing research on the brook trout population will help
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provide estimates on the extent of habitat loss for the

species. Whatever estimates are developed, nitigation and/or

compensation proposals must be developed to achieve a level of

habitat compensation above the estinated loss to compensate

for uncertainty in the success of these measures. This

concept is applied in the Fraser River estuary.

Uncertainty in view of the success of particular

rnitigation measures has also been dealt with by the DFO

through the development of nitigation plans and compensat,ion

agreements which are flexible such that the proponent is
required to perform additional measures if the overall
objective of rrno net lossrr is not met by the original p1an.

The Deering fsland Project reviewed in Chapter 6 hras completed

by the signing of a compensation agreement which stated

specifically that the following requiremenL would be the

responsibility of the proponent:

rrto perform such renedial works as DFO determines
are reasonably necessary, on the basis of the moni-
toring program, to ensure that the productive capa-
city of the compensation habitat is maintainedrl
(Deering Island Development 1990) .

The important point to be made here is that the application of

the rrno net lossrr principle at a specif ic project is an

ongoing process which reguires continuous monitoring and the

possibility of changes to the original mitigation plan.

A review of six hydrotechnical projects concluded that
one of the prirnary obstacles to irnplementing the rrno net lossrl

principle was the lack of quantification of pre and post
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devetopment productive capacity combined with a lack of long

term, comprehensive baseline data on pre-development

conditions (KGS et aI. 1991). This should not be viewed as an

obstacle as acconmodation for deficits in information can be

met through a carefully planned compensation agreement'

concePt #? - Tining of compensatiot¡ Plans

Tirning of mitigation and compensation ttill be an

important íssue vtith regard to Conawapa. The nitigation plan

must be implemented prior to the beginning of the project

before fish habitat is inpacted by the construction of the

first cofferdam. l{hile this concept has not been applied in

the najority of cases, it is viewed as preferable by the DFO'

concept #8 - compensation in degraôed regions

V{hen implementing the rrno net lossrr principle in the

Fraser River estuary and Sackville River' rehabilitation of

degraded areas was used as compensation for lost habitat.

This concept may be applied to northern Manitoba as the extent

of hydroelectric development in the region has created a

number of areas where the reguirements of the rrno net lossrl

principle can be met. A project such as the construction of

a weir to raise the water level at Northern Indian Lake could

help achieve rrno net lossrr. Manitoba Hydro should examine

compensation possibilities in regions inpacted by previous

hydroelectric developments to fulfil the reguirements of the
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rrno net lossrr principle at the Conawapa site and for future
projects.

concept #9 - Funding of eompensatiou projects

In Chapter 6, a number of the examples reviewed included

compensation projects which were developed through cooperation

with volunteer agencies. The Sackville River Fishway

compensation Package is a good example of volunteer

cooperation. The role of the Sackville River Associatíon in
ensuring the success of the project was significant as the

costs of maintaining the fishway vrere lowered by their
contribution. In this case, the total cost of the project was

not borne by the proponent.

In the case of irnplernenting trno net lossrr at Conawâpâ, it
may be useful to involve volunteers fron agencies such as Fish

Futures, the Manitoba Fly Fishermanrs Association and the

GiIIam Brook Trout Association to ensure a greater level of

project success.

Concept #10 Innovative approacbes

Application of the rrno net lossrt principle in the case of

the Nova Scotia Departnent of Transportation and

Communications sets an example for DFo offices in their use of
guidelines to inforn outside agencies as to how the objectives

of the rrno net lossrr principle can be net. Guidelines could

be deveLoped to inform proponents as to how rrno net lossrr can
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be achieved in a variety of situations. In the case of a

major hydrotechnical project, there is a certain degree of

confusion surroundíng the application of the rrno net lossrl

principle. The proponents of projects such as Conawapa may

find it useful to work with the DFO to develop a set of

guidelines which can be referred to for future developments.

8.3 Conclusion

These rnitigation and compensation reconmendations are

based upon the concepts derived from the review of the DFO rrno

net losstt policy applications which were presented in Chapter

6. From a biological or habitat related. point of view, the

first four concepts may be used to achieve the reguirements of

the policy.

From a broader perspective, the application of the six

remaining concepts outlined at the beginning of this chapter

witl provide Manitoba Hydro with ideas for implementation of

the rfno net lossrr guiding principle.
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ChaPter 9

CONCI,I'sION8 À¡TD RECOI.ÍIIEIÍDATIONS

9.1 conclusions

The rrno net losstr principle vtas created as part of the

1986 Po1icv for the Manaqement of Fish Habitat (PMFH). This

policy was developed by the federal Departnent of Fisheries

and Oceans (DFO) to achieve an overall rrnet gainrr of fish

habitat in Canadian fisheries. It rePresents a new approach

to fisheries habitat management which is preventative rather

than punitive. The administration of punitive fines under the

Fisheries Act often results in money being spent on court

action and fines that could be better redirected towards

protection of fish habitat.

The rrno net lossrr principle has a legal basis in the

Fisheries Act. It vras developed by the DFo as an improved

method of adninistering the habitat provisions of the

Fisheries Àct, Sections 35 to 43. The rrno net losstt principle

itself is not a new lega1 requirement for developers, however'

failure on the part of the proponent to meet the rrno net lossrl

objective could be considered a contravention of the Fisheries

Act. Implernentation of the rrno net lossrr principle by the DFO

imposes the following duties on project proponents:

1. The effects which their developutents may
have on fish habitat must be considered.

2. These considerations should be integrated
into project planning as early as
possible.
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3. Financíal resources must be allocated
towards measures to achieve rrno net
loss. rl

Responsible actions must be taken such as
post project nonitoring to ensure that
the rrno net lossrt objective has been met.

The rrno net lossn principle is based upon two important

concepts which must be considered jointly. These concepts

are:

1. Proðuctive caPacity of fisb habitat
productive capacity is diffícutt to assess. In most

cases the DFO applies the policy based upon surrogate or proxy

data rather than an actual measure of productive capacity.

2. Consideration of resource usera

Consideration of resource users is an important aspect of

policy application. The DFO states that the pold.cy will not

necessarily apply to all places where fish are found but to

those habitats which support corunercial, recreational, and,

Native fishing activities for the benefit of Canadians.

The rrno net lossrr principle may be characterized as a

user defined policy. These assumptions suggest the following:

1. Projects undertaken to meet the
requirements of the rrno net lossrl
principle must be conducted such that
fishing activities are not negatively
imPacted.

2. User groups should PlaY a role in
developing measures to meet the rrno net
lossrr objective.

4.
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3. As the Supreme Court of Canada has
reiterated the importance of Indian food
fishing over other resource uses, Native
groups should play a key role in defining
application of the ilno net lossrf
principle where applicable.

Inplenentation of tbe rrno pet .Egrr principle

In Manitoba, the rrno net, Iossrr principle may be

implement,ed through the following mechanisms:

1. It may be applied as result of direct
application to prevent a contravention of
the habitat provisions of the Fisheries
Act, and/or,

2. nitigation and compensation measures to
achieve the objectives of the poticy may
be implemented as a result of conditions
for an environmentaL Ìicence issued under
the Manitoba Environment Act 11988),
and/or

3. The rrno net loss[ principle may be
applied through the provisions of
Fisheries Àctr âs a result of an EÄRP
screening under the EARP Guidelines Order
11984ì.

The Fisheries Act, the Manitoba Environment Act 11988),

and the EARP Guidelines Order (1984) all provide a legislative
basis for application of the rno net lossrr principle in the

case of the proposed Conawapa project.

The provisions of the EARP Guidelines Order 11984) have

strengthened the [no net lossrr principle by placing added

responsibilities on developers and the DFO. Sections 35 and

37 of the Fisheries Àct trigger a large number of EARP

reviews. Recent court decisions such as the Rafferty-Alameda

and Oldman decisions have increased the number of projects
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which rnust be reviewed under the EÀRP Guidelines Order (1984).

The nno net lossrr principle is often Ínplenented as a result

of these reviews.

In Èhe case of the proposed conawapa project, the rrno net

lossrr principle may be applied through the joint federal/

provincial envíronmental assessment (EA) process. This joint

EA combines application of both the Manitoba Environment Act

(1988) and the EARP Guidelines Order 11984ì. This Process

wilI also include application of the Fisheries Act.

If the rrno net lossrr principle is applied to the Conawapa

project through the joint EÀ process, the developnent of

rnitigation and compensation measures may occur as a result of;

1. fish habitat concerns solícited by the
DFo as they are ultimatety responsible
for adninistration of the Fisheries Act'

2. fish habitat concerns solicited by the
Manitoba Fisheries Branch,

3. participation in the EA process by local
harvestérs from the lower Nelson River
such as the Fox Lake Band,

4. participation in the EA process by
recreational fishing groups such as
Gillam Brook Trout Association, and,

5. participation in the EA process by public
interest and environmental groups'

Even given the importance which the ilno net lossrl

principle places upon resource users, there appears to be a

lack of formal mechanisms in place to enlist user

participation in its application. In the case of the Conawapa

project, resource users may provide input into the development
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of nitigatÍon and compensation measures by participating in

the joint EA process as members of the public. There are no

other formal mechanisms to incorporate their participation.

At the conclusion of the EÀ process, the joint Panel may

consider the fish habitat issues which have been raised. The

joint Panel may make recommendat'ions to the federal and

provincial Ministers of the Environment, and the DFo, with

regard to overall acceptability of the project'

If the project is approved, the Manitoba Department of

Environrnent will issue a licence and the federal Departnent of

Environment will issue an aPproval. Both the licence and the

approval wilt outline the conditions under which the project

will be developed. specifications to meet the requirements of

the rno net lossrr principle may or may not be included in

these documents.

In the case of the conawapa project, the rrno net lossrl

principle may become an important elenent of the EJ\ process'

The trno net lossrt principle is a workable concept which can be

employed during EÀ processes as a reference point from which

project irnpacts on fisheries resources can be evaluated.

If Manitoba Hydro is required to inplement rrno net lossrl

at the site of the conawapa project the followíng departments

witt play a role in its implementation:

1. The Department of Fisheries and Oceans
(Dro) wiff have final responsibility for
policy aPP1ication.
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Day to day management of the policy will
be conducted by the Dfanitoba Fisheries
Branch (I'ÍFB) . The ìfFB wiII play a lead
role in monitoring and follow-up of the
effectiveness of nitigation and
compensation measures

fnformation gathered from local
harvesters will also play a role ín this
process.

Review of exanples of rrp net losgtt principle, application
À review of previous apptications of the rrno net 1ossrf

principle revealed the following:
1. fn general, application of the rfno net

lossrr principle reflected the objectives
set out by the DFO in the PMFH.

2. fn most cases, rlike for liket habitat
compensation took place.

3. Substitution of one species for another
of egual value is acceptable to the DFO.

4. li some cases, fish habitat may have been
created at the expense of wildlife
habitat.

5. Participation in compensaÈion projects by
volunteer groups can play an important role in
the success of rrno net lossrr principle
applícation.

fn most cases, the rrno net lossrr principle !¡as applied to
maintain the productive capacity of fisheries resources which

were being utilized presently for either commercial or

recreational fisheries.

Among the examples reviewed, there vras a striking absence

of quantitative data on follow-up and monitoring. Also,

availability of quantitative pre-development data v¡as

generally very linited. In the case of the Deering fsland

4¡

3.
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project, the monitoring program was initiated by the proponent

only after considerable pressure from the DFO. Due to the

critical lack of monit,oring data, it is impossible to make

definitive statements as to l¡hether or not 'no net loss, of
product,ive capacity was actualty achieved at any of the sites.

The review of cases in this practicum suggest that the

application of the rrno net loss.rr policy in Canada is more

successfur in comparison to the current attenpt, being made in
the United States t,o develop a rrno net, loss, of wetlands

poJ-icy.

rhe United States rrno net loss[ of wetlands policy

The united states federar department of the rnterior and

the u.s. Fish and I{ildrife service is currently in the process

of developing a rrno net rossrr of l¡etrands policy. This polícy
has the following characteristics:

1. There are a large number of governnent
agencies with some jurisdictional
responsibility over wetlands.

2. There is a debate over the definition of
what constitutes a wetland.

3. The primary mechanism for enforcing the
policy is Section 404 of the Clean Water
Act which prohibits the release of
dredged and fill material into bodies of
!¡ater including wetlands.

4. Compensation for lost wet.Lands through
artificial creation is not, a widely used
practice.

It is unlikely that this poticy r+ill ever become as

wideJ-y applied as the Canadian fisheries poticy as the
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political witl to inplement the rrno net lossrt concept is weak.

Attenpts made in the State of California to create artificial
wetlands vrere unsuccessful.

Àpplication of rrno net losgtt !g Co¡awapa

The review of examples of rrno net lossrr prÍnciple
application were useful in deriving 10 concepts (pages t26 Eo

L30) which lrere enployed by the DFO in its application of rrno

net loss.I these concepts related to both field application
of the rrno net lossrr principte and general implementation.

They v/ere used in conjunction vith a review of potential fish
habitat alterations by the Conawapa project to develop

nitigation and compensation measures to meet the trno net lossrt

objective at the site of the Conawapa project.

If the Conawapa project is built,, fish habitat
alterat,ions in the lower Nelson River region will be

extensive. The following inpacts have been speculated:

1. Loss of critical feeding habitat for
brook trout in the Nelson River.

2. The Conawapa G.S. will restrict movements
of brook trout, lake sturgeon and other
fish species in the Nelson River.

3. The creation of the Conawapa Forebay wilt
result in dramatic. changes in species
composition within the Nelson River
mainstem. It, may take up to 13 years for
this newly created ecosystem to
stabilize.
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4. The Conawapa project may negatively
inpact the beluga whale poputat,ion in the
Nelson River estuary. These whales are
harvested domestically north of the
Nelson River.

The extent of these impact,s is unknown at present. Data

collected from previous hydroelectric developments on the

Nelson River ray, however, be used to predict habitat changes

as a result of Conawapa.

If the Itno net lossrr principle is implemented at the site
of the Conawapa project, this research process has indicated
that the following issues must be considered:

1. Mitigation and compensation measures must, be

developed to achieve rrno net losstr of habitat for both brook

trout and lake sturgeon habitat because; a) tlike for liket
habitat replacement is f irst on the DFO rrHierarchy of
Preferencesrr, b) Native harvesters should be given priority
over other resource harvesters, and, c) brook trout and lake

sturgeon are important to Native harvesters.

2. Mit,igat,ion and compensation measures should include

a combination of habitat enhancenent measures and íncreased

protection and compliance.

3. Mitigat,ion and compensation measures should be

developed for other species such as lake cisco and lake

whitefish, pending an evaluat,ion of their relative import,ance

to the Nelson River. Both of these species may be a food

source for beluga whales.

The Conawapa Forebay, created as a result of the
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construction of the Conawapa Generating Station (G.S.) should

be given some consideration as compensation for lost habitat.

The aquat,ic environment of the Conawapa Forebay will be

dominated by northern pike and walleye. This change in

habitat should only be considered as compensation if;

1. after a period of stabilization, the
newly created ecosystem Proves to have a
productive capacity equalr or, greater
than the Nelson River mainstem,

2. mercury levels in fish flesh do not
exceed the Canadian export linit for
consumption of 0.5 ppm, and,

3. thís option is acceptable to
harvesters.

local

A fish ladder is not a feasible nitigation measure. It

is a relatively expensive optíon and its benefits are unknovrrt.

The creation of a recreational fishery on Northern Indian Lake

will not be sufficient alone as compensation for lost habitat

in the Nelson River. ft wiII not compensate for lost

populations of brook trout and lake sturgeon. It' may be

useful as an additional measure to supplement the compensation

plan.

9.2 Reconmendations

This research process has indicated that if Manitoba

Hydro is required to implenent the [no net lossrr principle at

the site of the Conawapa project, the following

reconmendations will improve implementation of the policy.
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1. Manitoba Hydro should continue research in the lower

Nelson River region. This research should include the

following;
a) further infornation on brook trout

habitat use, experiments on egg
incubation and stream enhancement
measures,

b) further infornation on lake sturgeon
habítat use and enhancement technigues,

c) monitoring in the Long Spruce Reservoir
and Limestone Forebay to determine
changes in species conposition and
mercury levels in fish f1esh,

al) beluga whale use of the Nelson River
estuary and the importance of species
such as lake cisco and lake whitefish to
the estuêry, and,

e) effectiveness of measures to reduce
angling in the lower Nelson region.

À strong commitment to ongoing research on the part of

Manitoba Hydro witl be crucial to meeting the objectives of

the rrno net lossrr principle.

2. Manitoba Hydro should consider the following with regard

to the development of a compensation plan to meet the rfno net

Iossrr objective at Conawapa:

a) thÍs plan should be flexible so that it
may be changed if new information reveals
that proposed measures wi]I not achieve
rrno net loss. rr These changes nay be made
with regard to project inplementation,
monitoring and regrular management.

The creation of compensat,ory habitat should
take place before fish habitat at the
site of the Conawapa project is inpacted
by construction of the first cofferdam.

b)
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e) Creation or protection should take place
for amounts of habitat which exceed
predicted losses.

There is insufficient infornation available at present to

develop a compensation plan to achieve rrno net lossrr if the

Conawapa project is built. This obstacle can be overcome if

the above tisted baseline research reconmendations are

implemented.

3. Manitoba Hydro should improve the effectiveness of the

compensation plan for the Conawapa project by entisting both

pre and post-approval public participation. This can be

achieved by;

a) developing formal measures to incorporate
locaI input into the development and
implementation of the compensat'ion plan,
and,

b) consulting with local resource users to
provide information with regard to the
ãtfectiveness of the compensation plan.

Public participation after project, approval should be designed

as part of the overall compensation plan.

4. Manitoba Hydro should apply the tf no net lossr principle

on a regional basis in northern Manitoba as part, of an ongoing

effort to restore the productive capacity of fish habitat

which has been degraded by previous hydroelectric development.

It should be noted, however, that the policy itself cannot be

applied retroactivelY.
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5. The DFO should incorporate temporal guideÌines into the

Policv for tle Manacrement of Fish Habitat. Proponents should

be allotted tine lirnits in which to achieve rrno net loss.r It

is important that these time linits;

a) include maximum periods for project
success, and,

b) are outlined specifically in compensation
p1ans.

These time limits would be allotted with the intention of

placing an upward linit on the anount of time provided for the

proponent to develop viable fish habitat.

6. In the future, after the completion of the EÀ process for

Conawapa, the DFO, Þfanitoba Hydro and other utilities should

work together to develop a set of g:uidelines to facilitate

application of the rrno neù lossrr guiding principle to major

hydrotechnical projects.

9.3 Conc1uðing comments

The rrno net lossrt principle represents an ef fective

method of administering the habitat provísions of the

Físheries Act. With its enphasis on habitat protection, the

rrno net lossrr principle shoul-d contribute to the conservation

of a valuable resource.

Application of the rrno net lossfi princiPle, to date, has

placed a strong emphasis on harvesting. It appears as if the

najority of decisions taken to nitigate or compensate for the
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effects of a development on a particular ecosystem are defined

primarily by the value of the species from a harvesters point

of view.

The user-defined nature of the rrno net lossrr policy is

associated with several difficulties. The existence of

competing user groups such as in the case of the Conawapa

project has the potential to result in disputes between

affected parties. While the final decision in the R v.

Sparrow case can provide Some general gruidance aS to how

natural resources such as fish can be allocated, it does not

explain the course of action to be taken in the case that

there is more than one Native group utilizing the resource.

ft also cannot be used as a guideline to allocate resources

among non-Native users. The decision as to who will be the

beneficiaries of any measures inplemented to achieve rrno net

lossrr at Conawapa will be a difficult one.

The user-defined nature of the |tno net lossrr policy rnay

also have the tendency t,o ignore issues such as biodiversity

in its application. Às discussed in Chapter 2, there can be

a striking difference betrseen application of the policy from

a user perspective and fron a purely ecological perspective.

Loss of biodiversity can be a significant side effect of user

oriented resource management.

At present, application of the ilno net lossrr principle

leaves a number of guestions unanswered which should be

addressed in future research. Prinarily, the concept of
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productive capacity itself presents a nunber of difficulties

in policy apptication such as; 1. uncertainty with regard to

rneasuring the productive capacity of an ecosystem, and, 2. the

Iargely experimental nature of habitat, enhancement technigues.

It is therefore difficult to make definÍtive statements as to

whether or not the policy objective of ltno net lossrr of

productive capacity is truly being met. This issue should

become a focus of future research. It may be useful to

examine past applications of the policy and attempt to

ascertain the extent to which rrno net lossrr of productive

capacity has been achieved from a biological perspective. The

extent to which resource users have been satisfied by

application of the rrno net lossrr principle should also be

examined.

À final question which remains unanswered relates to the

ability to effectively implement the rrno net lossrr principle.

As discussed earlier, the rrno net losstf principl-e may be

applied to the Conawapa project through the joint EA process.

The ability of this process to bring the rrno net lossrl

principle into reatity should be exanined. The Conawapa

project is a large undertaking which involves impacts to

fisheries resources that have not yet been conpletely

predicted, and, the ext,ent t,o which these inpacts can be

accurately predicted is dubious. Given these circumstances

application of the rno net lossrr principle to Conawapa becomes

an extrenely complex process. A successful application of the
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poticy to this project may not be possible through the

existing EA processes. The joint EA process lacks a

comprehensive approach to enlisting public participation which

can be an inportant factor in a successful application of the
rrno net lossrr principle.

If , in future, if there is a consensus that the rfno net

Iossrr objective is met at the site of the Conawapa project, it

may become a project precedent, for future application of the
rrno net lossrr principle to najor hydrotechnical projects.
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Àppendix 1

Sections 35, 36 and 37 of the Fisheries Act

-&pit'

ÍrL h¡tiu¡'
.blt4¿

frqs¡.d tr
t¡ô-

lqrhrir lø
¡r¡an o{
d¡fi¡iri¡
-d.f.rdi<E
gbus'

H¡mlul
¡hnti* aa.
ca fúà È¡tib(

Ahnrid.ds
¡¡rlsi¡rd

Tàcin¡
wu¡dol
gui¡
t¡br¡É
Fotrtii.¿

-dcposit" mcâru ¡ny discherSing. tPray¡ng.
rclcsjin g. lpillin 3. lcakin g. tâcping. PourinS.
cmitting cmPtyinE, tbrowin¡. dumpin3 or
pl¡cing:

-fi¡h hrbiut" mcans 3PåYning Sround¡ ¡nd
nur:.ry, tcsrinS. food lupply rnd m¡grerion
¡rc¡¡ ôn which fish dcpcnd directty or i¡-
dircctly io order to carry out thcir life
Proccasat;

'water frcqucntcd by fisb" mc¿¡u Canadirn
l¡shcrica wstcñ.

(2) The Gou.-oi in Council m'y ureke
reguhtion: Prescribing

(a) rubrtanctr end cl¡sc¡ of rubrunctr,
(ö) quantitiq or conc€ntrttions of ¡ub
runcg rnd cl¿¡¡cs of ¡ubúunclr in r,rter,
¡nd
(c) trcrtmcnu, procarc¡ rnd chenga of
ìYrtÊt

for the purposc ol paragraphs (c) to (¿) of thc
del'inition "dclctcriotls tubrt¡nc!" in subscction
(l). R5.. c. F-14, ¡. 3l; RS.; c. t7(lst SuPp.)'
r¡. 1 3: 197Ç77, c. 35, st. 5, 7'

35- (l) No p€rton 3hall crñy on rny work or
undcnaking that r6ulu in thc h¡rmlul rltera-
tion, disruption or d<truction of fish habiut-.

(2) No pcnon contlavenca ¡ub¡cction (l)-by
cer:sing the rltcretion, ditruption or dcrtruction
of l¡:b h¡bit¡t by any me¿nir or under rny
conditioru ruthorized by thc Ministcr or undcr
re3uletions medc by thc Governor in Council
unãcr thi¡ Act. R5.. c. F-14, ¡. ll; R5', c.

l7(l¡t Supp.), t.\ 1916-77, c 35, r. 5.

3ó. (l ) No one shall
(a) throw ove¡boa¡d brlle-rt, coel r:hcl'
stoner or othcr prejudici¿l or dcletcrious ¡ub
st¡ncs in rny river, harbour or ro¡drtcad, or
in eny wrter wherc fishing i: c¡rricd on;

(å) le¡vc ot dcpcrit or e¡r¡l€ to b¿ throsn.
lcft or dcçositcd. on [hc ¡bore, bcrch or b¡nk
of eny watcr or sn thc bcech bctwccn high
¡nd low vatcr mârk remains or oflal of fish
or of mârinc animals; or
(c) lc¡ve dccaycd or dcceying fish in any net
or othcr fishing apparatus.

Õrp. P-la 2-i3

gnécs an rpplication de l'dinê¡ (2)a)' !'ee¡
ánt.n nt une subctenc¿ ou unc cåté8orie dr
¡ubstane¡ en quentitå ou conc¿nlrstion:t
é¡.rlcr ou rupérisurer I ccllc¡ fìxéc¡ en vcrtu
di l'alin¿a (2)á) et I'cau qui r rubi uo tnite'
trlcnt or¡ une tnruformetion dêsigrå cn

rpplication dc l'aliné¡ (2)c).

FIsh¿rícs

(2) Pou¡ I'rpplicetion dc l¡ déJinition dc
¿ub¡uncc nocive' ru peragnphe (l); lc 8ou'
ycrncur en con¡¿i.l Pcut, Psr règlement :

a) dåigncr c¡rt¡inc¡ ¡ubat¡nc- ou ç¡t¿go'
ris de ¡ub¡t¡¡ca; 1.

å) luar læ quentit& orr conccntrstios dc

ccñaine subat¡n'-- ou c¿tåSorica de ¡ub
st¡nc- admirsible d¡n¡ I'c¿u:

c) dé:igner clrt¡irir t¡"itefienu ou transfor'
m¡tio¡ì¡ qui, rpport3 À I'cau. cn fon¡ u¡e
subrt¡nc¿ næive. S'R., ch' F'11' r¡t. ll;
S.R.. cb. t7(l- suppl.)' rrt. 2 ct \ 197Ç77,
cb. 35, ¡¡t- 5 ct 7.

35. (l) Il cat interdit d'cxploiter dc¡ outra'
ges ou entrepriscr enttaînan¡ l¿ dåtérioration'
ir dcstruqtion ou h perturbation de I'h¡biur du
poisrcn.

(2) Le paiegnpbe ('t) ne r'epptique P¿t lux
pcñðnnca qui détériorent détn¡is¿nt ou Pcrtur'
L¡t l'h¡biut du poisrcn ¿vec des moyeû ou

d¡ns da circonst¡ne¡ rutoriså prr le ministre
ou conforma rúx règlemcns pris par le gou'
yerncu¡ en con:cil en rpplication de le pr&ente
loi. S.R-. ch. F-t,1, trt. 3l; S'R.. ch. l7(l'
suppt.), rrt. 7:. 191Ç77 

., 
cb. 35, ¿r¡. 5.

3á (l) ll csr intcd¡t de :

a) jctcr prrdcssrr bord du lcst. dcs ccndre¡
dc cbarbon, dcs picrres ou d'¡utre¡ ¡ub
¡uncg næives d:n¡ unc ri¡¡iè¡q un Port unc
r¡dq ou d¡¡rs dcr e¡ur où !€ prariguc h
pl"bq

' ä) l¡issc¡ ou dêposer ou f¡ire jeter. hisscr ou
dépo¡cr sur l¡ rive. h gràve ou lc bord dc
quelquc cðurs ou nappc d'cau, ou sur le gràe
intra lcs lais¡cs dc haute a dc basrc mcr, des

d&hcrs ou irsucs dc poisrons ou d¡nimar¡¡
mrrin¡l
c) hiss¿r du poisson gåté ou e:r putréfaaion
d¡n¡ un lilct ou ¡utrc en3in dc p&hc.

l,¡tlæu

D&{tíñttcr
d. FL¡¡iut dr**.

E¡Eçtjú

ht¡r{Lrir ó¡
Fþ
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2-14 Cbp. F-14 PIchcs

Di¡¡a¡tof (2) Rem¡ins or ofTal dcscribcd in suhs¿crión (2) Lcs décheu ou ir¡uc¡ dc poíronr pcuv?nt D{càrtr

,''*¡arc (l) may bc buricd ¡shore, rbovc high wetcr êtrecnterrcssurlegrlvc,rulelÀdchhi¡¡cde
merk' b¡utc mer'

DtE itof
&ldÉi.{¡
tr bru E
DÉàiÞit.d

(3) Subject to sub¡ccrion (4), no pcrson shall (l) Sous réscrvc du paregraphc (4). il cst :fl..
a"þsir oi pcrmit rhc dcposit'of ¡'dcletcrious interdit d'immerger ou de rejc_ter une¡ub'¡t¡ncc ËHñr,*
guËct"n"" of rny ryp. in w¡tcr frcqucntcd by nocivc - ou d'en p¿rmcllrc I'immersion ou lc
tish or Ín rny plÀcc'undcr any conditions whc¡e rcjct - dans dcs e¡ux où vivent des poissons,

thc dclcrerioui substancc or any othcr dclctcri- ou en quelque aut¡e licu ¡i lc ri¡que eriste que

ous subst¡ncc rh3r rcsultr from the dcposit of h ¡ubstanc¡ ou toutc ¡utrc sub¡tancc nocive

thc delctcrious iuûsrance may cntcr any such provcnent dc son irn¡nc¡:ion ou rejet $nètre
wrtcr. d¡ns c+ e¡ux'

Dc¡riu .. (¿) No pcrrcn contravcnc subscction (l) by
'JHf " dcpositing. or pcrmitting thc deposit in lny

w¡tÊr or place of
(a) waste or polluunt of r typc. in a quenti.
ty end under conditions tuthorizcd by rcgu-
letions rpplicablc to thB( watcr or plâcc
madc by tbe Governor in Council undcr any
Act other than tbis Actt or
(å) ¡ dcleterious ¡ukt¡nc¿ of ¡ class. in r
quantity or conc€ntration and under c¡ndi-
tions authorizcd by or pursuant to rÊBu¡E-

. tions eppliceblc !o thãt watcr or place or to
tny worl( oi undcnaking or cl¿ss thcreof,
rradc by thc Governor in Council under suþ
¡cstion (5).

(a) the dclcterious subrtanct or clesscs
thcrcol ruthorizcd to bc depositcd notwith-
rtanding subccctjon (3) ;
(ó) the watcrs or placcs or* classcs thcreof
wbcre rny dcletcriou¡ subctanc¡s or classcs
thcreol rcferrcd to in prragraph (a) rre
rutborized to b< depcsitcd;
(c) the works or undcrt¡kings or classcs
thcreof in tbc coursc or conduct of which rny
dclcterious ¡ubst¡nc¿s or classar tbcreof
refcrred to in poragraph (a) rre ruthorized
to bc depcritcd:
(/) the quantitics or conccntretionr'of eny
dcleterious subct¿ncc¡ or cla¡ses thercof
rcferred to in paragraph (¿) thgt rrc author-
izcd to bc dcpositcd;'

(a) Par dérogation ru peragraphe (3). il cst
pcrmis d'immergcr ou de rcjcter :

o) lcs déchers ou les polluanu dåignés par
lcs règlcments rpplicablcs rur e¿u¡ ou licur
cn cauic pris par lc gouverneur cn conscil cn
rpplicstion d'unc rutre loi;'pournr quc lcs
conditions. notÂrnmcnt lcs quentit& meximr.
lcs, qui y sont lixécs soient rc¡pccté¡s;
å) la substanca nocive¡ de¡ catégorics d&i-
gnéts ou prÉwcs pcr lc: règlemcns applice-
blæ au¡ ¿âur ou licu¡ cn erusc. ou ru¡
ouvrsges ou entrepriscs ou I leur¡ cat¿Borics,
pris par le gouvcrncur cn con¡cíl ea rpplica-
tion du peragraphe (5), pourvu que la condi-
tions, notammcnt lca qurntitér mr¡im¡lcs et
lcs dcgr& de conc€ntr¿tion, qui y rcnt fixécr
soient rcsp€çté6.

a) lcs sub'stanes ou c¡téSorica dc sub'¡t¡nccs
nocivcs dont t'immcnion ou lc rcjct sont
rutoriså par dêrogation au paragraphc (3);

ó) lcs c¡ur ct lcs licu¡ ou leur¡ catégorics où
I'imm¿rsion ou Ie rejct dcs subst¡nccs ou
catÉgorics dc subst¡ncc¡ virécs i l'alínâ a)
rcnt autorisés;

c) lcs ouvr¡Bcs ou entrepriscs ou carågories
d'ouvragcs ou d'cntiepris43 pour le¡qucls
l'immersion ou lc rcjct dcs ¡ub'¡trnæs ou dcs
cstégorica dc ¡ub¡t¡oc¡¡ vitécr t l'rlinér a)
rcnr ¡uroriså:

laæl¡
¡imar ¡r
aþæt

lqurrrrrufø (5) The Governor in Council may malc (5) Pour I'application dc l'¡liné¿ (¿)å). lc LtF:,-
5#-," r.juiationr for the p'urpæc oip"r"gr.pít 1l¡1ô¡ gou".rn.u. gt"cons€il pcut, psr règlcmcnt, ;.'¡lfr)--

d) Icr qurntités ou lcs dcgr& de conccntra-
tion de¡ substances ou dcs catégoriæ dc sub
stanccs ,isÉ:r à l'alinå a) dont I'immenion
ou le rcjet sont autoriscs;
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Diúioõ bt
¡à¡ Mini¡ra

Minhra ary
rr4oiæ phr
¡rtd tpÉiliq.
liñ

(a) thc conditions or circum¡t¿nc¡r undcr
which ¿nd thc rcquireme::B rubjcst to which
sny dclcteriou¡ suktanc€r or clå.lrc3 thcrcof
rcfcrred to in peragraph (a) or rny quentiticr
or conccntrltioni of th6c delcteriocs ¡uÞ
rtÂnc€3 or classcs thcrcof arc luthorízed lo
bc deporited in any waten or placs or
clas¡¿¡ tbcrcof rcfcrred to in paragraph (ô)
or in tl¡c coursc or conduc! of any works or
undertâkjngi ol claJsca thcrcof rcferred to in
psr¿8raph (c): and
(/) the pcnon: who m¿y suthorizr tbc
dcposit of rny delcterious rubttancca or
classs thercof in thc absenc¿ of ¡ny othcr
âu!hority, end thc c¡nditioú or circum-
st¿nccr undcr which ¡nd requircmcntr tut¡
jcct to ,rhich thosc pcrrcns may grant th€
'¡uthoci¿1tion.

(6) A pcrrcn authorized to dcpoiit a dclctcri-
ou¡ ¡ubsranc¡ by or undcr rcaulationr madc
pur¡u¡nt to sub¡cction (5) rhall, whcn dire¿tcd
in writing by thc Ministcr. notwith3t2nding rny
rcguletions madc punuan! to peragnph (5)(a)
or rny conditionJ sct ou! in ¡n authoriz¡tion
mzde punuent to pâregraph (5)Ø. condust
such s:mpling. analyscs. terti, me¡surements of
monitoring. inst¿ll or op€rare such êquipmcnt
or comply with ¡uch proccdures, and rcport
such inform¡tionr es mây bc reguírcd by thc
Ministcr in order to dctcrminc whcthcr the
pcnon i: depcsiting the dclèterious subs¡anc¿ in
thc manner ¡uthorizÊd. R.S., c. F-l¿, s. 33;
R.S., c. l7(lst Supp.), ¡. 3; 1976-77, c.15, s.7;
I96a, c.4C, s. 29.

37. (l) Wherc ¡ p€rson c¡rrics on or pro-
paúês to cårry on any work or undcrtaking that
results or is likcly to rcsult in thc.alteration,
disruption or de¡truction of fish habirat. or in
thc deposit of a dclcrcrious substenc: in water
frcquentcd by lìsh or in any placc under any
condition¡ whcre thar dclctcriouJ substanc¿ or
¡ny othct delctcrious lubs(ancc thât rcaultr
frôm thc dcpcrit ol rhat delctcriou¡ substancc
may cnter any such wa(cs, the pc:on shall, on
thc rcquet ol thc Minister or withour request
in the manner and circumstances procribcd by
rcauletions madc undcr paragraph (3)(o). pro-
vidc the Ministcr with such plans, spccilica-
tions, studics. proccduras, schcdule¡, analyses,
s:mples or other information relating to the
work or undcrtaking and wirh such analyscs.
sarnplcs, avaluations, studics or othcr informa-
tion rclating to the watcr, plac= or fish habitat
that is or is likely to bc aÍíecred by the work or
undcruking rs will enablc thc Minister to
dc lcr¡ninc

c) lcs condition:, lcs quantitå, lcs erigcnccs
pråleble ct lca dc3rc¡ dc conc¿ntntion
¡utori$r pour l'immcßion ou lc rijct dcr
subc[encc ou catégoricr dc subt¡nc vi¡écs
À l'¡linå ¿) d¿n¡ Ic¡ e¿u¡ et lcr lier¡¡ virå à
l'alinÉa å) ou dani lc c¡drc da ouvrages ou
cntrcprii4s viså à t'ali¡â c):

7l la pcrsonnc¡ b¡bilitêe¡ I autoriscr l'im-
mersion ou lc rcjct dc substanccs ou dc caté.
gorica dè subttÂncã næivs en l'ab:¿ncc dc
toulc autrc autorité a lc¡ conditions ct e¡i-
gcnccs attachés. å I'c¡eric¡ de cc pouvoir.

(6) Malgré lcr rè3lcmentr d'applicetion d¿ lutruaiør
t'"iin." (s)i) ou lcs åndirionr doii sônr assor. ñ¡ûüt¿ri'rrÉ

tic¡ lc¡ autoris¡tions prårua I l'alinå (5)/). Ia
pcrsonnei ¡utoriJ¿ã I immerger ou à rejcrêr
dc¡ substanc¡s nociva a1 vertu dc5 règlcmenu
d'applicetion du paragnphc (5) doivent, I la
dcmande écrite du minisue, Prålever lcs écben-
tillons, faire lc: rnalyscs, tc3ts, rnesurel ou
c¡ntrôla, in¡talle¡ ou uti¡is¿r la eppareils ou se

conformer aux procfüqrcs, et fournir lc¡ rcns¿i-
gncments que crlui{i juge nêæss-aira pour
dérerminer si lc¡ conditions de l'autorisation
ont éré rcsp.ctä. S.R., ch. F-14, an. 33; S.R.,
ch. l7(l- suppl.), ¿n.3', 197Ç71, ch. 35, an. 7
ct 20; 1984, ch. 40, art- 29.

37. (l) Lcs P€::onnõ qui cxploitcnt s¡¡ 3¡ obli¡rriordc

p-po*ni d'erpioirer des oü"rrgå ou cnrrepri. f,iTi'Lto:,,,

s¡s de naturc à cntraîncr rci¡ l'immcrsion dc -

¡ubst¡nces nociver dans de¡ e¿ux où vivent dcs
poisrcns ou leur rcjet cn quelquc rutre licu ¡i lc
risquc existc quc la sub':tance nocive en qrusc,

ou loutc autre ¡ub¡tancc nocive Provcnant dc
rcn rejet. pénètrc dans cc! c¡ur. rcit l¡ dåtério-
ration, l¿ perturbation ou l¡ dcstruction de
l'habiret du poirrcn. doivg¡¡, À l¿ demendc du
ministrc - ou dc lcur proprc initiative. dans lc¡
cr< et dc la m:nière pdcvL: par la règlcrncnts
d'applicetion prii eux tciìncl dc l'elinea
(l)¿) -. lui forlrnir lcs do<r¡ments - plans,
dcvis, étudcs, pièc:=, annexcsr ProBñmrncr,
analysæ, êchantillons - et tutrÉ rcnscignc-
mcnts p€nincnLs. c¡nc€rnent I'ouvrage ou l'en-
trcprisc ainsi que les caux, licux ou habitas du
poisson mcnacÉs. qui lui p.ímclliont dc dêter-
mincr, sclon lc c¡s :
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(a) whcthcr thc work or undcnrting results
or is liLely to rcsult in eny rlter¿tion, dísrup
tion or dcstruction of fish habitat th¡t consti'
tutcs or would consritutc En offcnc¡ undcr
¡ubscction a0(l) and what mcasurcs. if eny.
rrould prevcnt that result or mitigate thc
cffects thcreof: or
(å) whether thcre is or ir likcly to bc ¿

dcposit ol r dclctcrious substancc by rcason
of thc work or undertaking th¡t c¡nstitutc¡
or would constitutc an oflence undcr subtec-
tion 4O(2) and what ñcasurcr. if any, would
prcvent that deposit or mitigatc the effccu
thcreof.

løof (2) If, ¿ftcr rc"icwing any material or ínfor-¡'¡ñiü mstion provided under subaection ( I ) end
rffording thc persons who provided it a reason-

. ¡blc opponunity to make reprcsÊntâ.tions. th¿
Minister or e pcrson dcsignatcd by the Ministcr
is of thc opinion tbat an offcnce undcr subtcc-
tion 40(l) or (2) is bcing or is likely to bc
committcd, the Ministe¡ or a p€rson dcsignated
by the Ministcr may, by ordcr, subjcct to rcgu.
l¡tions madc pursuant to paragraph (l)(ó), or,
if thc¡c erc no such rcgulatíons in forcc. with
tbc rpproval of the Governor in Council.

(¿) reguire such mcdificEtions or ¡dditions
to the work or undcrtaking or such modific¡.
tíons to any plans, spccilìcations, procdurcs
or schedulcs relating thcrcto rs thc Minístcr
or ¡ pcrson designatcd by thc Ministcr con-
¡idcr¡ ncc¡ssary in thc circumstanccs, or
(ó) rc¡trict the opcration of thc work or
underuking.

and, with the approval of thc Govcrnor in
Council in any casc, di¡ccr thc closing of the
gork or undcrtaking for such pcriod as the
Minístcr or a pcrson dcsignatcd by thc Minister
considers ncccssery in the circumstanccs.

R.tch(iã (l) Thc Govcrnor in Council may make.
rcgula tions

(a) prcscribing thc manncr ¡nd circum-
¡tances in which any information or matcrial
¡hall bc providcd to thc Minisrcr withou!
rcquest undcr subsccrion (l ): ¡nd
(ó) prcscribing the manncr and circum-
irånccJ in which thc Minisrcr or â pcrson
dcsignatcd by thc Ministcr may make ordcrs
undcr sub:cc¡ion (2) ¿nd the tcrms of the
ordcn.

o) ri l'ouvrage ou l'cntreprilc cst de n¡tulÊ ¡
f¡i¡e détériorc¡, pcnurbcr ou détruire I'h¡bi'
t-rt du poisson ¿n contr¡vcntion avec lc P¡re-
graphe 35(l) ct qucllc¡ rcnt lcr mcsuræ
Évcntucllc¡ i prcndre pour pråvenir ou limi'
tcr lcs dommagcs;

ö) si l'ouwrgc ou l'entreprisc Gst ou non
iusceptiblc d'entraine¡ I'immersion ou Ic

rejct d'une sub'stance en contr¡vention rvcc
I'articlc 36 ct qucllcs sont ¡ca me.rures ¿vcn-
tuellcs À prcndrc pour Pr¿vcnir ou limitcr lc¡
dommages.

(2) Si. après cxamcn des documents et des þ¡ar dv

r"nscignemåns rcçui "t après rvoir Eccordé t'*tl'
eur pcrsonnÊs qui lcs lui ont lournis la possibi'
lité dc lui pr&cntcr lcurs obscrvations, il c¡t
d'avis qu'il y r infraction ou risquc d'.infncion
au paragraphe 35(l) ou à l'¡rricle 36, le minis-
tr? ou son délêgué pcui" Par ¡rrêté ct sous

råcrvc dcs règlcmcnu d'application dc l'alinca
(3)å) ou, À dêfaut, avec I'¡Pprobstion du gou-
vcrrcur en conseil :

a) soit exiger que rcient appor¿rs lcs modi-
fications et rdjonaionr ¡u¡ ouwagcs ou
entrepriscs, ou rur documenB s'y rrPPon¡nt,
qu'il ctime néc¿ss¡ircs dans lcs ci¡cons.
lÃnc€s:

å) rcit restrcindre l'crploitation de l'ouvrage
ou de I'entrcprisc.

Il pcut en outre, Âvcc I'apprãbation du gouver.
ncur cn conscil dans tous lcs cas. ordonner h
fermcture de l'ouwage ou de l'cntreprise pour
le pcriodc qu'il jugc nêæssaire cn l'ocgurrencc.

(3) Lc gouverncur en conscil Pcut, Per règle- RÐGffiu
tr¡c¡t, fi¡cr :

a) lc cas où dcs documents ct dca renscignc-
rncntl doivcnt êt¡e fournis d¿ns lc cadrc du
paragraphc (l) au minist¡É 3åns qu'il cn

fassc la dcmandc, ainsi que lc modc dc
communic¡tion;
ó) lcs es où lc ministre ou rcn délégué pcut
prendre l'arrêté visé au paragraphe (2). ainsi
quc les modalitcs de fond ct dc forme
a pplicables.
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Àppeadix 2

Po1icy for the ltfanageuent of Fish Eabitat

A copy af the Policy fon the llanagenent of Ftsh Habltat

Eay be obtaine<l through any

Ilepeptnent of Flsherles and Oceans bnanch.
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âPPeudix 3

Example of a compeDsation Àgreemeut

FISH HABITAT COHPENSATÍON AGRSEHENT

In accordance wlth Èhe DeparEruenÈ of Flsheries and Oceans, "PJllcv foL
Ehe ManagernenC of Ftsh HablEaE", and r¿1Ch parÈfcular reference Co ¿he

prlnclple oE "No NeE Loss of ¿he Produc!'lve Capacicy of HablEacs":

The Souch NaElon RJ.ver Conservacton AuEhorlÈy hereby agrees
Èo undercake Èhe followlng Prograu Eo comPensaEe for flsh
habtcac whlch has been and r¡ill be losc as a resulc of the
consErucÈLon of Ehe Segulnbourg Slope ScablLlzaEl_on Project.

The SouEh NaELon ConservaÈlon Authorlty wf11:

Incorporate ln t,he Phase 3 parc of Èhe proJecÈ a hablcac
reconsErucÈ1on cofllponenc constsElng of a serles of boulder
clusCers wlCh upstreatr and dor¡nsErean subsErate placemenE as
agreed Eo by che slgnacory parEles.

ImplenenÈ the habltaÈ reconstrucÈlon projecÈ as part oE Ë,he

Phase 3 bern consEructlon or undertake 1E as a separace projecÈ
ro be completed prlor co Occober lsc,1990, as agreed co by the
S.N.R.C.A., H.N.R. (Cornç¡a11) and Flsherles and Oceans (Canada).

Placê Ehe boulder clusEers and assoclaced subsCraEe aC Ehe base

of ¡he beru.every 20-25 a along Bhe enLlre length of che Phase

3 projecc.

Consulc Ehe local M.N.R. Flsh and fJlldlffe sEaff regardlng
speclflc decails of t,he. pro.Jecg (1-e. subsÈraEe slze. ecc.)
prl6r Eo consE,ructton.

Followfng loplernentaElon, perlodlcally r¡aincaln Ehd ftsh
habtcac consErucÈed as parÈ of chelr berm mainEenance Progran,
and any major repalrs Eo Ehe beru due Eo nacural faccors (1.e.
ice) l¡11l !nclude any aoproprlace reconsÈruction of rhe flsh
hablcac whlch had.been resEored.

IrupleruenE che fish habtcac EestoraElon progran for the area
alcered by Phases I and 2 of the projecc as agreed Eo by Èhe

S.N.R.C.A., H.N.R. (Cornwall) and Flsheries and Oceans Canada-
ImpleoenEaclon Ls co be ftnlshed by Oct. lsc, 1990-

Ensure t,hac Ehe proposed prograE u¡eecs and complles c¡tch Ehe

requlremenCs deÉlned under onEarlo-s environnenCal legislaClon
and regulaE,lons.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.
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The HinlsÈry of.Nacural Resourceà (Cornwall) will:

l. Provlde deslgn asslsEance as requlred for Èhe Phase 3 project
. lncludlng revler,, of che prolecc deEalls and on-slce guldance Eo

che level deened necessary by H.N.R. (Cornwall) sÈaff. Ttrls
advlce slll be lfúft,ed Èo Ehe project cooponencs related Eo che
fish hableaÈ resEoracfon only

2. Be responsible for approvlng any nodlficaEfons or devlaÈlons
froo the agreed-Eo Phases I and 2 and Phase 3 flsh habluac
consErucEfon proJ ecEs.

3. Undercake posE-consÈrucElon roonfcorlng Eo Èhe degree deemed
necessary by H.N.R. (Corawall) Eo detenulne che success of Èhe
Phases I and 2 and Phase 3 ftsh habtrar reconsÈrucr,Loo
projeccs. This oonlEorlng r,r111 conslsÈ of an obJecÈlve
det,errnl.naclon of che hablcau suicablllcy of Ehe habltac

. Eescored by che proJeccs

The Deparcmenc oÉ Flsherles and Oceane, Oncario will:

l. Provide advlce regardlng the. proposed progranr and offer
assfscance regardfng Èhe !nE.erpreÈ,atlon of any aspecEs oÊ Èhe
"Pollcy for Èhe ManagenenË of Ftsh HablÈat" r¡hlch requlre
clarf flcá r loo.

DaÈe

Hlnférry of Na¿ural .lesources

'4--.'--

H. Shear
Are4 - Manager ¡ ùncarlo DepertroenE
of Flsheries A¡¡d Oceans

ÐaEe

8Í //'h
Dace
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